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Abstract

There is considerable interest in computerised personal identi
cation and in

particular in biometrics� a branch of identi
cation that deals with verifying

physical or behavioural characteristics of human beings� This thesis is con�

cerned with the development of the particular biometric of handwritten signa�

ture veri
cation� which is superior in many ways to other biometric authentic�

ation techniques that may be reliable but are much more intrusive�

Speci
cally� this project involves the use of two complementary arti
cially

intelligent systems in the form of neural networks and hidden Markov models�

Five sample signatures are used to build a reference in each of the independent

models and experimentation and testing is done using an extensive database of

almost ����� genuine signatures and forgeries� The con
dence levels from each

model are then combined and tested on unseen signatures resulting in an equal

error rate of ���� Further experimentation is performed and includes analysis

of di�erent veri
cation scenarios� error contribution and the importance of

visual feedback when signing� Finally� experiments are conducted exploring

the possibility of �signing� handwritten passwords� with the developed system

resulting in an equal error rate of ��� in the worst case�



Major Contributions

� A new method of signature segmentation� detailed in Appendix A� which
dramatically reduces �false� segments�

� The development of successful methods for selecting e�ective training
forgeries from a body of other users	 reference signatures�

� A method for comparing signatures via string edit distance� outlined in
Appendix B�

� Examination and development of methods for combining the output of
neural networks and hidden Markov models�

� The introduction of several new features not previously used in on�line
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� A study on the need for a signer to have visual feedback when performing
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A�� This �gure represents some local minima situations which are

typically encountered in processing the input stream� The hori�

zontal axis represents increasing time and the vertical axis can

represent various stream types such as velocity� direction and

temperature� Speci�cally� 	a� contains a valid minimum� 	b�

contains only a single valid minimum 	there are actually two

minima� but the second is the result of the local maximum in

the centre� which should be ignored in this environment� and all

others contain no �true� minima� An e�ective algorithm should

re�ect this� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ���

A�� Situations like this are the result of the limited resolution of the

hardware used to capture a stream� The black line represents

the actual value of the stream and the black dots represent the

recorded value� Time is represented on the horizontal axis� This

situation typically arises when the hardware is a graphics tablet

which rounds the position of the pen tip to the nearest pixel�

but also comes up with 	say� temperature observations when the

actual temperature is rounded to the nearest tenth of a degree

for recording� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ���



A�� A �nite state machine expressing the EC algorithm� The move�

ments between vertices 	states� are de�ned by the comparison

between points in the input stream and the comparisons are

included on the edges in the diagram� Additionally there are

actions to be performed when vertices are reached � these are

also included in the diagram� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ���
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minimum indicated by ��� is more likely the result of noise than
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than the sum or average�� The better minimum would be that

indicated by ���� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ���
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Chapter �

Introduction

Handwritten signatures remain one of the most commonly used and widely

accepted means of authenticating an individual	s identity� Despite the abund�

ance of computing technology available� almost all signature veri
cation is

currently done by �often untrained� humans through simple visual inspection�

Consequently� there is considerable interest in development of an e�ective auto�

matic signature veri
cation system capable of quickly and accurately verifying

an individual	s handwritten signature�

Handwritten signature veri
cation �HSV� is a fertile research area in the


eld of pattern recognition and document analysis� It is not only a challenging�

theoretically interesting pattern recognition problem� but also an ongoing real�

world problem and one with signi
cant commercial implications�

There are two main types of HSV� classi
ed according to the method of

data acquisition� An o��line �sometimes known as static� system uses an

optical scanner to obtain a digital representation of a signature written on

paper or some o�cial document� An on�line �sometimes known as dynamic�

system requires specialised hardware� such as a pressure sensitive pen or a

digitizing tablet to obtain the signature� Each method has its own advantages

and disadvantages�

O��line systems have a wider area of applicability in that any handwritten

signature can simply be scanned into a computer and digitised� This means

that signatures written on cheques� wills or other important documents can

be processed at a later date with minimal hardware requirements� However�

o��line systems require an extra� possibly signi
cant� pre�processing stage to

remove irrelevant data from the image �such as noise or� with more di�culty�

the background pattern on a cheque�� Additionally� little dynamic or temporal

information such as pen�tip pressure or velocity is available when using o��line

�



Figure ���� A typical handwritten word� sampled at ��� points per second�

Each dot in the handwriting represents the position of the pen tip for one of

these samples�

data �some researchers ���� ��� argue that it is possible to obtain basic velocity

information from high quality images of a signature�� which limits the insight

that o��line data can provide as to the underlying nature of the handwriting�

From a forgery standpoint� it is also easier to forge an o��line signature as

the forger only needs to imitate the basic shape of the signature� For these

reasons� the accuracy of purely o��line HSV system is generally lower that

what is desirable�

On�line HSV systems use the rapidly sampled pen�tip position as input �see

Figure ����� typically represented as x �y coordinate pairs� From this series of

points it is a simplematter to obtain details related to timing information �such

as overall duration and ratio of pen�down time to pen�up time� and dynamic

information �such as velocity and acceleration�� Some of the hardware tools

used are also able to capture further details such as pen�tip pressure �how hard

the user is pushing� and the pen orientation �such as the angles of the pen

relative to the writing surface�� This allows for a much richer feature set and a

much greater insight into the underlying nature of the user	s handwriting� and

also allows the system to capture a signi
cant array of details invisible to a

potential forger� The biggest drawback of on�line systems is not the additional

hardware requirements �digitizing tablets are becoming more commonplace��

but rather the requirement that the signer has to be present at the time of

signing and actively perform their signature on the tablet� That is� on�line

systems are unable to verify signatures that are not produced on the tablet�

The higher level of accuracy and di�culty in forging� it is believed� outweighs

this drawback�



��� Handwriting

An understanding of the fundamental properties of handwriting is necessary

in order to build an e�ective handwriting analysis system�

Natural variation in handwriting is a problem for signature veri
ers �both

human and automated� as it requires the veri
er to judge whether the variation

is the natural di�erence occurring between di�erent instances of a signature�

or whether the variation is signi
cant enough to reject the instance as being

an attempted forgery� The variations in handwriting are themselves habitual

and can be used to aid veri
ers as there is a marked individuality� even in the

way the di�erent instances of handwritten words or signatures vary� An e�ect�

ive signature veri
cation system will take into account not only the expected

magnitude of variation� but also the expected type�

The handwriting itself is the result of the inter�relationships between vari�

ous forces applied by the writer	s 
ngers� wrist and arm� These forces are

broken down into three groups� pen pressure� point load and travel action

���� depicted in Figure ���� The characterisation of these inter�relationships

into features �like velocity� pen�tip pressure� acceleration etc�� forms the basis

of automated HSV ����� Discussion and analysis of these features and their

extraction continues throughout this dissertation�

��� Handwritten Signatures

There are many di�erent forms of handwritten signatures and there is a great

deal of variability even in signatures of people that use the same language�

Some people simply write their name� while others have signatures that are

only vaguely related to their name� if at all ����� Some signatures are quite

long and complex� while others are simple and appear as if they may be easily

forged� It is also interesting to note that the signature style of an individual

relates to the environment in which their signature was developed� For ex�

ample� people in the United States tend to use their names as their signature�

whereas Europeans tend away from directly using their names� Systems that

rely directly on the �written�name� style of signing� such as ����� may not per�

form well when using signatures of Europeans� or signatures written in di�erent

languages�

It is well known that no two genuine signatures of a person are exactly

alike and some signature experts note that if two signatures of the same per�



Figure ���� The various forces at work in generation of handwriting� A is the

�pen pressure� exerted by the writer perpendicular to the axis of the writing

instrument� B is the �point load�� which is the component of pressure exerted

perpendicular to the writing surface� responsible for indentations� line thick�

ness etc�� and C is the �travel action�� the pressure component exerted in two

dimensions 	forward
sideward for upstrokes or crossings and drag
backward

for downstrokes� across the writing surface� responsible for line generation�

Together these forces contribute to features like velocity� acceleration� shape

etc�



son written on paper are identical they can be considered forgery by tracing�

Successive signatures by the same person will di�er� both globally and locally

and may also di�er in scale and orientation� In spite of these variations� it has

been suggested that human experts are very good at identifying forgeries but

perhaps not so good at verifying genuine signatures� For example� early work

in ���� described experiments in which as high as �� of genuine signatures

were either rejected or classi
ed as no�opinion by trained document examiners

while no forgeries were accepted� Untrained personnel were found to accept

up to �� of forgeries�

Handwritten signatures� and especially handwriting in general� show great

variation in speed and the author	s muscular dexterity� Similarly� forgeries

vary in perfection all the way from the clumsy e�ort that anyone can see is

spurious� up to the 
nished work of the adept that few can detect� In a large

majority of cases the work of a forger is not well done and in many instances is

very clumsy� The process of forging a signature� if it is to be successful� must

involve a double process requiring the forger to not only copy the features

of the writing imitated but to also hide the forger	s own personal writing

characteristics� If the writing is free and rapid it will almost certainly show�

when carefully analyzed� many of the characteristics of the natural writing of

the author no matter what disguise may have been employed�

It should also be noted that varying conditions under which signatures are

produced may have an e�ect on the signature� For example� hastily writ�

ten� careless signatures� like those written in a delivery person	s books may

bear little resemblance to the same person	s signature produced when seated

comfortably� Furthermore� signatures written with a strange pen and in an

unaccustomed place are likely to be di�erent than the �normal� signatures of

an individual� When a signature is being written to be used for comparison

this can also produce a self�conscious� unnatural signature �����

For HSV purposes a series of signatures is usually obtained from which a

reference or model is built� Obviously� a reference built from 
ve signatures

should always provide a more satisfactory basis for an opinion than a reference

built using one� and ten should be better than 
ve�

���� discusses what a signature is and how it is produced in a major study

on the physiology of handwritten signatures� The author notes that the move�

ment aspect of signatures is produced by the muscles of the 
ngers� wrist� and

sometimes arm and that these muscles are controlled by nerve impulses� Once

an individual is used to signing his or her signature� these nerve impulses are



controlled by the brain without any particular attention to detail or visual

feedback from the signature being produced ����� The implications of this for

on�line HSV is that when an individual is signing on a tablet� it is not neces�

sary to provide any visual feedback to the signer� This not only brings down

the cost of hardware �as it is not necessary to use tablets capable of echoing

the pen movements�� but more importantly there is no physical legacy of the

signature for a potential forger to access� even through casual observation of

the signing process�

It is also noted in ���� that rarely does an individual	s signature evolve over

time� but rather once the signature style has been established� the modi
ca�

tions are usually slight� When such a change does occur� the earlier version

is most often completely abandoned and replaced by the current one� Studies

reported in ���� indicate variation occurs in about one percent of cases� When

the change is immediate and permanent �for example due to name change after

marriage�� HSV systems would require that the user re�register and provide a

new set of reference signatures�

��� Design Overview

The developed system that is described in this dissertation uses two funda�

mental pattern recognition models to learn di�erent aspects of human hand�

writing� The result is a robust system� with a more complete representation

of the nature of the handwriting�

The two models chosen were neural networks and hidden Markov models�

These were chosen because of their inherent suitability to the various charac�

teristics of handwriting�

Neural networks �NNs� are well�suited to being presented with a series of

representative feature sets describing an entity �or class of entities� and then

learning the relationship between the features and the class�

For example� a classical example of machine learning �including neural

networks� is to teach a system to recognise a particular class of iris� given

measurements of the sepal length and width and petal length and width� By

closely examining the combinations of measurements of various samples it is

possible for the NN to infer the relationship between the iris measurements

and the class of iris to which it belongs� The NN is then presented with a test

case �that is� a series of measurements with no associated class� and decides to

which class the iris belongs� Neural networks �as well as many other machine



learning techniques� can perform this classi
cation quite well�

The process of handwritten signature veri
cation �at least� one of the pos�

sible approaches� parallels this learning mechanism� There are many ways

to structure the training of a neural network� but a very simple approach is

to 
rstly extract a feature set representing the signature �details like length�

height� duration etc��� with several samples from several di�erent signers� The

second step then is for the neural network to learn the relationship between a

signature and its class �which is either �genuine� or �forgery��� Once this re�

lationship has been learned� the network can be presented with test signatures

that can be classi
ed as belonging to a particular signer� NNs therefore are

highly suited to modelling global aspects of handwritten signatures� A detailed

description of NNs is presented in Chapter ��

Hidden Markov models �HMMs� are 
nite stochastic automata� with a

powerful capability of modelling temporally�varying dynamic patterns� Tradi�

tionally used in speech recognition tasks ����� they have recently undergone

a popularity increase in handwriting applications including character recogni�

tion �for example� ����� and ����� and signature veri
cation �for example� ����

and ������ The training of HMMs is done in a similar fashion to the training

of NNs in that a feature set is extracted from the signature and a series of

these feature sets is presented to the HMM� Rather than a classi
cation how�

ever� HMMs output a probability � the probability that a test signature was

produced by a given signer�

HMMs are naturally suited to modelling ��owing� entities such as sig�

natures and speech� They are made up of a series of states� with transitions

between these states� Signatures can be split up into di�erent sections through

a process of segmentation� with the number of sections often related to the num�

ber of states in the HMM� It is then possible to progress through the states

of the HMM in a corresponding fashion to progressing through the segments

of the signature� At each state� the local features of the signature �such as

the average velocity� acceleration or duration in the current segment� can be

examined� Local features are therefore naturally modelled by HMMs� Further

details of HMMs are presented in Chapter ��

Several authors have used one of these models with varying levels of success�

for example ����� did useful work with NNs and ���� did the same with HMMs

in signature veri
cation� Most work done in combining these two models has

been to use NNs to provide more intelligent initialization of the HMMs �����

���� ���� rather than combining the output of the two� The focus of the work



presented in this dissertation however was to �take the best of both worlds� and

combine the capabilities of global modelling by NNs with the local modelling by

HMMs to create a system with a better view of the �complete picture� when

verifying handwritten signatures� This is analogous to getting two opinions

on the validity of a signature from two di�erent experts and combining their

opinions� Chapter � discusses combining the output of NNs with the output

of HMMs in the 
nal system�

��� Thesis Structure

The thesis has the following structure� Chapter � presents a background and

a review of the general� relevant signature veri
cation literature �emphasis on

speci
c approaches such as neural network and hidden Markov model systems

are presented in the corresponding chapters�� Chapter � presents a discussion

of the theory of neural networks and discusses some of the di�erent topological

structures used for signature veri
cation� In addition� the di�erent features

used in the NN are described as well as the di�erent experiments conducted

and discussions of these� A theoretical discussion of hidden Markov models

forms the 
rst half of Chapter �� and the second half presents the di�erent

models con
gurations� experiments and discussions� Chapter � explains the

method by which the NN and HMM output is combined and 
nal discussions

and conclusions are presented in Chapter �� A new approach to avoiding

local extrema in a specialised domain is also presented in Appendix A� and

fast handwritten signature comparison via string edit distance is presented in

Appendix B�



Chapter �

Literature Review

Personal identi
cation through the use of signatures or some other personal

mark has existed for thousands of years� Handwritten signatures have been

the customary method of this identi
cation for hundreds of years� and societies

increasing dependence on computerised storage and transmission of data and


nance has prompted the need for automated handwritten signature veri
ca�

tion�

The importance of handwritten signature veri
cation �HSV� is discussed in

���� and ����� in terms of commercial development� Both discuss the growing

availability of commercial products� as well as the fact that several hundred

patents have been granted in the 
eld of computer veri
cation of handwritten

signatures� This interest is at least partly due to the fact that HSV maintains

public favouritism over many other biometric authentication techniques such

as 
nger prints or retinal patterns� which are reliable but much more intrusive�

In order to increase the acceptability of automated HSV in live authentication

situations� the techniques must become more reliable�

It should be noted that the aims of HSV systems are going to be di�erent for

di�erent types of applications� For example� the primary concern of veri
cation

in a credit card environment �where the card holder presents a card to make a

purchase and signs on an electronic device that veri
es the signature� must be

to have a zero or near zero false rejection rate �FRR or Type I Error� so the

genuine customer is not annoyed by unnecessary rejections� Fast veri
cation

is essential in this environment along with small storage requirements for the

information involved �as it may need to be stored on a credit card strip or

smart card memory�� A high level of security against forgeries is not required

in this environment and a false acceptance rate �FAR or Type II Error� of ��

or even �� may be acceptable since even that is better than the minimal

�



checking that is done currently ����� On the other hand� in a security sensitive

environment that involved granting an authenticated user access to sensitive

information or other valuable resources� it would be necessary to have a high

level of security against intruders and a zero or near zero FAR� A FRR of ��

or higher would be a nuisance but might be acceptable� Of course an ideal

HSV system should have both the FRR and the FAR close to zero� It should

be noted that FRR and FAR are closely related and an attempt to reduce one

invariably produces an increase in the other�

As this dissertation is concerned with the development of an on�line signa�

ture veri
cation system �the di�erences between on�line and o��line systems

are discussed at the beginning of Chapter ��� most of the systems discussed

will be on�line�

An attempt is made to describe important techniques and achievements

in HSV research and assess their performance based on published literature�

Techniques speci
c to neural networks and hidden Markov models are presen�

ted in the corresponding chapters�

��� Applications of Handwritten Signature Veri�

	cation

This section describes some of the various applications of HSV and how a

typical system such as the one described in this dissertation can be used�

Credit cards deal with extraordinarily large amounts of funds on a daily

basis� with billions of dollars worth of purchases charged to credit cards each

day� It has been reported that credit card issuers lost over one billion dollars

to credit card fraud in ���� ���� and over ���� million in on�line transactions�

Although the losses due to fraud are quite small when expressed as a per�

centage of total credit card purchases �just over one percent ������� the small

commission available to credit card issuers means that the losses are signi
cant�

The minimal manual checking done by banking and point�of�sales sta�

does little to curb the rate of forgery� A reliable and practical HSV technique

obviously has applications in reducing fraud� and after the initial registration

there would be a dramatic reduction in forgery acceptance�

HSV also has applications in other areas of user authentication� An ex�

ample is as a replacement to simple password access of computer terminals�

The most common mechanism used in this area is the username�password



combination� which is widely regarded as ine�ective in stopping a determined

attacker ����� ����� The addition of inexpensive handwriting capture hardware

would result in a much more e�ective and reliable access system�

A more complicated authentication scheme could also be facilitated by

HSV� For example� the existing password system could be used to allow ini�

tial access to the computer system with a signature required if the user wants

to access more sensitive areas of the computer system� With the addition

of networking capabilities� various remote user�authentication scenarios be�

come possible where individuals can remotely establish their identity for the

purposes of commerce� establishing intent or simply to ensure the identity of

communicating parties�

��� Automated Handwritten Signature Veri�

	cation

This section presents a discussion of signature writing dynamics as well as the

basic methodology of automated �computerised� HSV�

����� Dynamics of Signature Production

In order to fully understand the process of signature veri
cation and the re�

search in the area� it is 
rst necessary to examine the production and capture

of the signature itself�

As discussed in Chapter � there are two classes of HSV systems� o��line

�or static� and on�line �or dynamic�� O��line systems capture only the image

of the signature� whereas on�line systems capture extra dynamic information�

As the system described in this dissertation falls into the on�line class� further

discussion of papers in this chapter will focus only on the on�line approach�

unless the techniques used in the o��line system are relevant to the discussion�

The dynamic information in a signature is captured via a graphics tablet

and�or instrumented pen� typically in the form�

S�t� � �x�t�� y�t�� p�t��T t � �� �� �� ���� n

that is� the dynamic information is a collection of x and y coordinate values

sampling the position the pen tip� and usually the pen tip pressure values� at

given times �generally� equal time intervals�� Some devices capture additional

information such as the pen�tilt angle� Most devices sample at the rate of



around ��� times per second �sometimes less� and the resolution of such devices

is often about ��� pixels per millimetre ������ pixels per inch�� Error rates on

pixel position are typically around ���� to ���� millimetres ����� to ���� of an

inch�� Typical United States�style signatures are a writing of the persons name

and therefore� for this style of signature� the x values typically grow linearly

with time with small oscillations on the linear curve while the y values show a

more oscillatory variation with time� becoming larger and smaller many times

during a signature�

The signature data� after appropriate pre�processing may be used to com�

pute the derivatives of x and y with respect to t� The 
rst derivatives of x and

y are the velocities in the two directions �which may be combined to compute

total velocity� and the second derivatives are of course the two accelerations� It

is also possible to compute the third derivative �rate of change of acceleration�

referred to as jerk�� however this is rarely used in HSV� Once these derivat�

ives have been computed� the following signature data �assuming no pressure

derivatives� is available�

S�t� � �x�t�� y�t�� p�t�� xv�t�� yv�t�� xa�t�� ya�t�� xj�t�� yj�t��T t � �� �� �� ���� n

It is clear that every time a person signs his or her signature the number

of samples obtained will di�er� that is� n will have a di�erent value� This

variation in genuine signatures of the same individual makes it very di�cult

to directly compare one set of values from one genuine signature with another

set of values from another signature� Some basic methods for comparison of

feature sets are explained in Section ������

Instead of representing signatures as a collection of many individual data

points� many authors consider them as a sequence of strokes �sometimes re�

ferred to as a stroke segment�� In ���� a stroke is de
ned generally as a sequence

of fundamental components delimited by abrupt interruptions� A number of

interpretations of speci
cally how to extract strokes have been made by many

di�erent authors throughout the literature� The simplest approach is to use

a pen�down to pen�up change as the delimiting interruption or to use equal

components �in terms of duration� of the signature ����� A more heuristically

advanced method of segmentation is usually required however� such as using a

change in direction as the delimiter� This was the approach taken in many art�

icles� for example ����� and considers a stroke to be a continuous �pen�down�

segment between a y�minimum and a successive y�maximum� or between a

y�maximum and successive y�minimum� A more common method of stroke



segmentation is based on velocity values rather than displacement� A velocity

based strokes �VBS� �used previously in ����� is a continuous pen�down seg�

ment bounded by consecutive minima in the pen�tip velocity ����� ����� There

are also several variations to the VBS� including delimitation using minima

only in the y�velocity or sign�changes instead of minima� Appendix A presents

a new approach to the segmentation problem� developed speci
cally for HSV�

Once the stroke segmentation has been performed �irrespective of the spe�

ci
c technique used� most approaches follow the same basic principle� A char�

acterisation of each stroke is performed �for example� extraction of a set of

features� and comparisons between signatures are made via the corresponding

strokes� with less requirement for warping of signatures than in point�to�point

systems�

The velocity pro
le of a signature was further examined in ������ The au�

thor stated that the shape of the velocity pro
le obtained from rapidly written

strokes� such as those produced when a signature is written� is approximately

bell�shaped but is asymmetric� The velocity tends to rise quickly to a peak

then reduces to zero much more gradually� It is further claimed that the

shape is almost preserved for movements that vary in duration� distance or

peak velocity� It may be that this consistent shape is related to the way the

central nervous system plans and controls movement� A skilled forger may

manage to closely approximate the shape of many strokes of a signature� but

it is unlikely that his�her velocity and acceleration pro
les for those strokes

will closely resemble those of the genuine signer� This is the main reason that

on�line systems are so e�ective at detecting forgeries�

Other reported work involved an examination of the di�culty in forging

signature dynamics� Obviously� a forger cannot imitate the shape and the

ballistic motion of another person	s signature without a great deal of practice�

therefore producing e�ective forgeries is never going to be easy �although some

signatures lend themselves more readily to forgery than do others�� This for�

gery production complexity is studied in ���� and ���� in which the authors

attempt to estimate the intrinsic risk of a signature being forged� They assert

that a signature can be thought of as a sequence of triples� consisting of two

curvilinear strokes and an angular stroke� Based on this� an expression is de�

rived for an imitation di�culty coe�cient for a signature� Simply stated� the

expression gives the di�culty of a given signature to be a function of the vari�

ation rates in length and direction of the strokes� It is claimed that people with

a small value for this coe�cient and high variability between their signatures



are problematic signers� The authors also recommend personalised thresholds

based on the forging di�culty of a person	s signature�

����� The Basic Methodology

Irrespective of the 
nal approach used to perform the veri
cation� most HSV

techniques follow 
ve basic phases� data acquisition� pre�processing� feature

extraction� comparison and performance evaluation�

During the 
rst three phases of the signature veri
cation process� most

systems generate a reference �or a set of references� for each individual� The

reference can be in many forms� including a mathematical model �for example�

a neural network or hidden Markov model�� an array of feature values or simply

copies of the signatures themselves� The process of creating a reference nor�

mally requires several samples of the user	s signature to be captured at en�

rolment or registration time �these signatures are called sample signatures or

more commonly reference signatures� and processed� When a user claims to

be a particular individual� they must provide a signature �labelled as the test

signature� to be compared with the reference for that individual� The test

signature undergoes any necessary pre�processing such as noise removal etc�

prior to extraction of any features used� The test signature �or� more often�

the extracted features� is then compared to the reference and a value is ob�

tained indicating the likelihood that the test signature was produced by the

same person that provided the reference signatures� If the similarity is above

a prede
ned threshold value the signer is authenticated� otherwise they are

rejected as attempted forgers�

A performance evaluation of developed techniques is obviously of great

importance and researchers normally use a set of genuine signatures and for�

gery attempts either collected by them or by someone else� and determine

the false rejection rate and the false acceptance rate for the technique given

the signature database� Obtaining practical estimates of FAR is very di�cult

since actual forgeries are almost impossible to obtain� Performance evaluations

therefore rely on two types of forged signatures� A forgery may be skilled if it

is produced by a person who has had access to one or more genuine signatures

for viewing and�or practice� A forgery is called zero�e�ort or random when

either another person	s genuine signature is used as a forgery or the forger

has no access to the genuine signature and is either only given the name of

the person whose signature is to be forged or just asked to sign any signa�



Figure ���� The equal error rate is the error value at which the false acceptance

and false rejection rates are the same�

ture without even knowing the name� Tests on zero�e�ort forgeries generally

lead to much smaller FAR than on skilled forgeries and are really a measure

of how easily the system is confused� rather than of forgery defeating ability�

In addition to FAR and FRR �and zero�e�ort FAR�� many authors quote an

overall error rate �OER� or an equal error rate �EER�� The OER is simply the

sum of FAR and FRR whereas the EER comes about because of the inverse

relationship between FAR and FRR where one of these rates decreases as the

other increases �and vice versa�� The EER is the point at which these two

error rates cross� as shown in Figure ����

The value of performance evaluation in assessing a signature veri
cation

system is obvious� however it is not always a true indicator of the performance

of the technique for a variety of reasons� The primary problem with testing

procedures is that often the test signatures do not adequately represent the

population at large� It is noted in ����� that there is a great deal of signature

variability according to the author	s nationality� age� time� habits� psycholo�

gical or mental state� and physical and practical situations� Building a test

database of signatures that is representative of real�world applications is quite

a di�cult task given the e�ort involved to 
nd a large number of people that

will willingly provide ten or twenty samples of their signature in several dif�



ferent sessions� Most people are reluctant to have their signatures stored in a

computer or given to others to practice forging them� Additionally� few people

can make themselves available to provide the signatures over many di�erent

days �as is required to capture the day�to�day variability of signatures��

Most test databases are built using signatures from volunteers from the

research laboratory where the HSV research has been carried out and as a

result have very few signatures from people that are old� disabled� su�ering

from a common disease �for example arthritis�� or poor� Percentages of such

people in the population is signi
cant and these are the people whose signatures

are likely to pose the greatest challenge for a HSV technique� The inconsistent

signing environment in the real world poses further challenges for HSV as

test databases are often created in very controlled situations and settings �

something that is not the case in the real world�

The lack of common test databases also prevents any meaningful compar�

isons between di�erent HSV systems� Most researchers have their own test

signature databases with a varying number of genuine signatures� some have

skilled forgeries while others do not� some have screened the signature data�

base and removed several signatures that for some reason were not acceptable

while others have done no screening� the number of signatures used in build�

ing a reference signature often varies� di�erent tests and thresholds have been

used and even di�erent de
nitions of FAR and FRR have been used� Some

studies use a di�erent threshold for each individual while others use the same

threshold for the entire database� This is a rather sad state of the art in HSV�

HSV systems concern themselves� at least on some level� with features

extracted �either in the form of parameters or shape� from the handwritten

signature� The primary issue then is� which features of a signature are most

important� Despite the level of research into signature veri
cation and hand�

writing in general �both computerised and non�computerised� there is no clear

answer to this � nor is there ever likely to be� Despite this� the approaches can

be broken down into two fundamental groups identi
ed in ����� as functional

and parametric�

In the functional approach� all of the collected position values �and�or ve�

locity values and�or acceleration values� of a signature are assumed important

and the test and reference signatures are compared point�to�point using one or

more sets of these values� In this approach the major issue that arises is how

the comparison is to be carried out� as the feature extraction phase is almost

non�existent� The signatures could be compared by computing the correlation



coe�cient between the reference signature functions and the corresponding

test signature� Point�to�point comparison does not work well however� since

the functions compared are of di�erent duration and nonlinearly distorted with

respect to each other ������ In order to avoid the problems with direct point�

to�point comparison� it is possible to perform a segmentation of the signature

according to some boundary condition and then compare the corresponding

segments� Some basic alignment of the segments may be necessary� but this

is slight in comparison with the e�ort required to align signatures on a point�

to�point basis� The segmentation approach seems to work signi
cantly better

and will be further discussed later in this dissertation�

The di�erence between the functional approach and the parametric ap�

proach is that the parametric does not use all of the available points� Instead

of comparing the entire function �or segments of it�� a collection of values

is computed and comparison is done through these values� These values are

generally known as features or parameters and some examples that have been

used in the literature include�

� Total time taken in writing the signature�

� signature path length� displacement in the x and y directions and the

total displacement�

� path tangent angles� pro
le of their variation and average or root mean
square �RMS� values�

� signature velocity� pro
les of variations in horizontal� vertical and total
velocities as well as their average or RMS values�

� signature accelerations� variations in horizontal and vertical accelera�
tions� centripetal accelerations� tangential accelerations� total accelera�

tions� as well as their average or RMS values�

� pen�up time� total time spent with the pen o� the page or the ratio of
pen�up time to total time�

The above list is far from comprehensive� For example� the authors in ����

propose forty�four features that include some of the features listed above as

well as several others� In a United States Patent� ����� proposes more than

ninety features for consideration�

After a set of features has been selected and extracted� there is no real need

to store the reference signature and only the feature values of the reference



signature need to be stored� Also� when a test signature is presented� only the

feature values are needed� not the signature itself� This often saves on storage

�which may be at premium if� for example� the reference signature needs to be

stored on a card� and is the reason that signature representation using features

is sometimes referred to as compression of the signature� In the methods that

use feature�based comparison� selection of features and extracting the best

subset once a set of features has been identi
ed are major research tasks�

Some of the problems related to these tasks are�

� How many features are su�cient�

� Do the features require some transformation to be applied to the signa�
ture data� for example resizing� deslanting� time�warping�

� How many sample signatures will be used in computing the reference�

� Would the reference signature be updated regularly� What would be the
procedure for this�

� How is the distance between a test signature and the reference going to
be computed�

Features� once decided upon and extracted from the test signature� then

must be compared to the reference in some meaningful way� The focus of

following discussion is on this comparison process�

Assuming that the reference is based on a set of sample signatures� and for

each element of the set of selected features the mean and standard deviation

of the feature values have been computed� The reference therefore consists of

two vectors� a vector �R� of the means of the feature values and a vector �S �

of the standard deviations� Clearly� to obtain accurate estimates of the mean

and the standard deviations it is necessary to use several� perhaps a minimum

of 
ve� sample signatures� A larger set of sample signatures is likely to lead

to a better reference and therefore better results but it is recognised that this

is not always possible� The number of sample signatures needed is further

discussed later in this chapter�

The distance between a test signature and the corresponding reference may

be computed in several ways� Five di�erent approaches are considered in

����� which involve direct comparison between the test signature and reference

signatures themselves�



�� Linear discriminant function�

�� Euclidean distance classi
er�

�� Dynamic programming matching�

�� Synthetic discriminant function�

�� Majority Classi
er�

Linear discriminant function� a linear combination of the n components

of feature vector x has the general form� G�x� �
P

i wixi  w� where wi is the

ith element in the weight vector� xi is the ith in the feature vector and w�

is a constant� Also called the threshold weighting� w� speci
es the boundary

between two classes� Two particular approaches to linear classi
cation are

proposed by the author� The 
rst has each feature value ti of the test signature

normalised by the reference mean ri and the second approach has feature value

ti normalised by the reference standard deviation si� Therefore� the 
rst linear

discrimination function becomes�

G�T � � ���n�
nX
i��

ti � ri
ri

where T denotes the test signature with feature set �t�� t�� ���� tn�� The mean�

value�normalised linear classi
er produced and an equal error rate of about

��� The calculation of the standard�deviation�normalised linear classi
er is

very similar and resulted in comparable error rates�

Euclidean distance classi�er � The Euclidean distance discriminant function

is used quite widely� for example in ���� and ����� The Euclidean distance metric

has the following form�

G�T � � ���n�
nX
i��

�
ti � ri
si

��

where ri and si are� respectively� the ith feature	s reference mean and ref�

erence standard deviation and ti has the same de
nition as above� The per�

formance evaluation of the Euclidean distance classi
er using the �� features

described in ���� yields surprisingly poor results of an equal error rate of ap�

proximately ��� Other researchers using the Euclidean distance classi
er

report much better results ����� and are discussed later in the chapter�

Synthetic discriminant matching� The use of synthetic discriminant match�

ing �SDF� in HSV was introduced in ����� and consists of 
nding a 
lter im�

pulse response w by solving a series of equations� Further details of the exact



nature of SDF can be found in ����� or more generally in ���� SDF performed

well in comparison to the earlier presented classi
ers and an equal error rate

of approximately � was obtained�

Dynamic programming matching� In simple terms� dynamic programming

matching �DPM� involves minimizing the residual error between two functions

�signatures� by 
nding a warping function to rescale one of the original func�

tions	 time axis� DPM is further discussed in ���� and is investigated in a

number of other papers in the literature� for example ������ Using the DPM

technique to align the signatures resulted in an equal error rate of about ���

Majority Classi�er � The main drawback of the linear classi
er and Euc�

lidean classi
er is that a single feature can unduly in�uence the decision result

when deviating far from the mean value� even if the other features have val�

ues close to their means for the genuine reference set� The majority classi
er�

based on the �majority rules� principal� is resistant to this problem� The basic

technique is to examine the features individually and to declare the test sig�

nature to be genuine if the number of features passing a pre�determined test

is larger than the number that fail� According to ����� the majority classi
er

achieves a very successful equal error rate of only ��� using the �� features�

The issue of how many features a particular method needs to use to obtain

a reliable veri
cation result is a di�cult one� The natural temptation is to

include more and more features in the hope of improving performance and�

as was noted earlier� some researches have proposed more than �� features�

Depending on the nature of the method being used� it is highly possible that

the use of too many features may actually degrade the performance of a sys�

tem� For example� at a basic level� the storage needed to record the reference

details may exceed the available capacity �if the storage medium is some kind

of �smart card� or any other device with limited memory�� A large number of

features also increases the complexity of many aspects of the problem �learn�

ing� comparison etc�� and will result in slower system execution� Additionally�

in large feature sets where choosing of features has been less selective� it is

likely that several of the features will be less representative of the natural

properties of the signature� The e�ect of this is that the non�representative

features will cause genuine signatures to appear further away from the refer�

ence than they should be and may well even cause forgeries to be closer to

the reference than they should be �that is� �noise� is being introduced into

the dataset�� Obviously this is going to degrade the accuracy of the system�

Ockham	s razor� the maxim suggesting that when all other things are equal



a simpli
ed approach will outperform a more complex one� is a principle that

holds throughout signature veri
cation�

It should be noted that some techniques like neural network learning �see

Section ������ attempt to automatically associate a weighting or importance

with the di�erent features� The result is that� from a large feature set� those

which are less important are given a lower weighting and thus and have less

e�ect on the overall classi
cation of that signature� Use of many features

therefore will not of itself degrade the system� but if less relevant features are

allowed to in�uence the classi
cation process then a loss of performance will

result�

As for the number of sample signatures required to build a reference� this

remains an open question� There is a strong relationship between the quality of

the reference and the number of sample signatures used to create this reference�

Obviously� all other things being equal� a reference built using many sample

signatures is going to be more representative of the signers natural variation

than one built using few� Unfortunately� requiring that a user provide several

�for example� more than ten� signatures would be of great annoyance to that

user �in addition to larger computational and storage requirements�� There is

a degree of tradeo� between the level of reference quality and the level of user

annoyance� It is argued that 
ve sample signatures is the minimum necessary

to produce a useful reference �����

A further issue with regard to sample signatures is that of updating� Any

real�world signature veri
cation system needs to adapt to the changing signa�

ture of a user� Although most users will not undergo a notable change in their

signature once the natural style has been established� A practical HSV system

should make some attempt to update references for users in the database� The

process of signature evolution is di�cult to simulate in laboratory conditions

and as a result systematic studies of adaptive systems are almost impossible�

Techniques to handle the evolution include the re�taking of sample signatures

at some regular interval �which is inconvenient for users� or incorporation of

veri
ed signatures into the reference set �at the risk of incorporating forgeries��

��� Review of Earlier Work

Given the potential for protection against 
nancial loss and the commercial

aspect of automated HSV� it has been a fertile ground for research in recent

years� There is perhaps a great deal more research being done than is reported



in the literature due to the high perceived commercial value of innovations in

the 
eld and a reluctance of some industry groups to make details of their work

public� Despite this fact� the volume of literature published is quite large� with

approaches being as diverse and varied as any area in computer science�

One of the earliest cited works on the automation of HSV was published in

���� and appears ����� The author here reportedly took 
fty signatures from

each of forty subjects and used these to evaluate a method involving spectral

density and zero�crossing features extracted from pen acceleration waveform

measurements� resulting in a FRR of �� �no forgeries were tested�� Another

early study from ���� is presented in ���� where the authors use chain�encoded

tablet data and test the method on signatures from ten subjects� A FRR of

�� and FAR of �� are reported�

An early study of HSV using handwriting pressure was presented in �����

and cited in ���� and ������ In this study� handwriting pressure was treated

as analog z�axis information and included in HSV attempts� A FRR of ���

and a FAR of around � using zero�e�ort forgeries were reported� Later tests

found the rates to be ��� FRR and ��� FAR for zero�e�ort forgeries and

�� FAR for skilled forgeries �����

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to discussions of recent previous

work� The focus of these discussions is on approaches that are relevant in some

way to systems described in the later chapters of this dissertation� There is also

a speci
c subsection devoted to systems making direct comparisons between

extracted feature values�

Early work performed in ���� examined� among other details� timing and

velocity features� The authors used two orthogonal accelerometers mounted on

an experimental pen to sample the signatures� They comment that signature

writing is predetermined by the brain� and as such� the total time taken for

writing signatures by an individual is remarkably consistent� This relates to

velocity in that consistent duration across signatures implies consistent velo�

city� Most signatures were of two to ten seconds in duration� with an average

time of about 
ve seconds� Not surprisingly� signatures that were longer in

duration were found to be more di�cult to forge�

The basic approach used in ���� was to perform a segmentation of the

signature into a series of components and then use regional correlation to

match the test signature to the reference� Limits were placed on how far the

regions could be shifted to match up with corresponding regions� for example

a test signature is automatically rejected if the duration di�ers by more than



�� from the expected value calculated from the reference signatures� A FRR

of more than �� was obtained with a FAR of around �� Interestingly� ��

of forged signatures were rejected on the basis of the signature duration being

more than �� di�erent than expected� without undergoing the correlation

test ������ Duration therefore appears to be quite an important aspect of a

signers natural style�

To overcome the limitations of the regional correlation technique used in

����� a nonlinear time alignment is used in ����� to align signatures� a tech�

nique borrowed from speech recognition� It was asserted that nonlinear align�

ment handles the natural variation in signatures better than the linear ap�

proach� The technique works by building a series of �time registration paths�

by matching peaks in the pen force values� and selecting the path for which

the Euclidean distance is minimal� Thresholds are placed on this distance�

below which the signature is accepted� otherwise it is rejected� Error rates of

less than � were reported when verifying the author of a keyword� using ten

subjects�

In another attempt to improve the performance of the original regional

correlation approach� pressure waveforms are considered in ����� As part of

the study� the authors noted that the pressure waveforms were reasonably

consistent� varying slightly depending on the feel of the pen� how the pen is

inking etc� Unfortunately though� the pressure waveform was found to be

reasonably easy to imitate� Combining pressure correlations with acceleration

correlations from ���� obtained results of close to �� FRR and below � FAR

using twenty�four subjects�

Further modi
cation of the correlation technique is proposed by allowing

more advanced transformations in the correlation process ����� This algorithm

allows warping of the signature to create a better 
t between components� but

little evaluation of the method was performed�

A di�erent method for correlation involved extracting accelerations and

their orientations �expressed as � values�� along with minimum� maximum�

average and variance values ����� Histograms were built for each feature ex�

tracted and a reference histogram was obtained by averaging the histograms

from the 
ve provided reference signatures� Comparison of test signatures in�

volved performing several alignments of the histograms and choosing the one

that produced the highest correlation� This same alignment is then used to

align all of the remaining feature histograms� and an overall correlation was

computed� Other user	s genuine signatures are used as zero�e�ort forgeries and



error rates of ��� FRR and ��� FAR are reported� It should be noted that

the accuracy of the system is signi
cantly elevated due to the test�veri
cation

signatures also being used in the training set�

A large scale comparison of di�erent correlation techniques was performed

in ����� along with a comparison of three fundamental data types� Position� ve�

locity and acceleration data are all considered using the techniques of regional

correlation� dynamic time warping and skeletal tree matching� Segmentation

of the signatures is performed by extracting fragments of ��� seconds� based

on a claim that handwriting signals tend to fall out of phase beyond this time�

The regional correlation method is similar to that mentioned above and used in

����� Time warping is a nonlinear correlation technique borrowed from speech

recognition and is used to map segments from a test signature to segments of

the corresponding reference signature by removal of timing di�erences� The

distance between two samples is then computed between the adjusted seg�

ments� Tree matching is a technique that involves building a �tree� of peaks

and valleys of signature features such as position or velocity� Once the trees

corresponding to the test and reference signatures are available� the distance

between them may be computed in terms of minimum number of operations

needed to transform one tree into the other�

Each of the three techniques uses all the values of position� velocity and

acceleration in the x and y directions� A number of important results were

reported in this study� which used 
fty signatures from each of thirty�nine

signers� The authors found that data in the y direction is more discriminating

that data in the x direction� This could well be because� as noted earlier�

most United States�style signatures tend to have much more variation in the y

direction� Additional 
ndings from the authors included a ranking of the utility

of di�erent types of data� placing velocity as the most discriminating �resulting

in the lowest average error rates� followed by position and 
nally acceleration�

The e�ect of permitted time lags in regional correlation is not found to be

signi
cant whereas the length of segments is� Best results are obtained for ���

second segments if y�t� values are being compared� No correlation technique

proves to be globally superior to the other two� however regional correlation

is much faster and on average� slightly more accurate� Similar 
ndings are

reported elsewhere in the literature ����

Further work by these authors was presented in ����� where they investig�

ated the discriminating power of di�erent types of writing samples� This study

examined the utility of handwritten signatures compared with handwritten



passwords and handwritten initials from each of thirty�nine users� Compar�

isons were made as per the previous study� using position� velocity and ac�

celeration data� As expected� signatures were found to be most user�speci
c

and discriminatory due to the increased practice the users had in signing� with

handwritten passwords next best� followed by initials� The lack of discriminat�

ory power in initials is somewhat expected due to the fact that less information

can be extracted from the smaller writings�

A more recent investigation into the use of general handwriting versus

handwritten signatures as an authentication tool was described in ����� This

study found that there was a much higher variance between di�erent writer	s

signatures �measured at �������� than di�erent writer	s handwriting ����������

Additionally� there was a higher variance between di�erent instances of the

same writer	s signature ��������� than di�erent instances of the same writer	s

handwriting ����������

Direct Feature Value Comparisons

A classical approach to feature value comparison is presented in ����� where a

strain�gauge instrumented pen was used to sample x and y position values as

well as pen�tip pressure� From this information� forty�four features were extrac�

ted for use in the system� After some experimentation and optimal subset of

twenty�three of these features were chosen� During an enrolment�registration

phase� ten sample signatures were collected and a reference formed by com�

puting the mean and standard deviation of each feature� Test signatures were

compared to the reference and the Euclidean norm of the distance array was

computed and compared to a threshold in the usual way� The FAR and FRR

each vary from ��� to about �� but the experimental setup leaves something

to be desired in some areas �such as allowing three attempts at veri
cation�

and rejecting over � of the users as their signatures are inappropriate for use

with the system��

Another basic feature�based system was reported in ���� which used seven

geometric and dynamic features that are claimed to be invariant under rotation

and scaling� The features include the number of handwriting components

�that is� the number of pen�ups plus one�� number of loops� total duration

�it is not clear if this is invariant under magni
cation as claimed� and mean

and maximum velocities� The Euclidean norm was used in the same way

as described above to obtain the distance between test signatures and the

reference� This distance was compared to a global threshold and resulted in a



��� FRR �no forgeries were used��

Further analysis of basic HSV features appears in ���� with the aim being

to use a set of features that are easy to compute� invariant under most two�

dimensional transformations �like rotation and scaling�� global in nature �less

susceptible to local variations�� on�line�dynamic in nature �more di�cult to

forge� and few in number� Six features were used in the initial system including

total duration� x and y components of velocity and acceleration� path length

and total pen�up time �the amount of time the pen is o� the paper during

the signing process is immeasurable to a potential forger�� Mean and standard

deviations are computed for each feature extracted from signatures in the

reference set� Test signatures were veri
ed by 
nding the di�erence vector

Z between test feature values and the reference means normalised with the

standard deviations� and then taking the norm of vector Z� The test signature

was rejected if the norm was larger than a global threshold� otherwise it was

accepted as genuine� Building a reference using ten sample signatures resulted

in a FRR of around ��� with a FAR of just above ���

This same technique was used to evaluate the discriminative power of indi�

vidual features� The authors found that duration was the single best discrim�

inator ���� FRR and ���� FAR�� followed by pen�up time ���� FAR with

���� FRR� and mean velocity ���� FAR with ���� FRR�� Other experi�

ments were carried out to evaluate the number of sample signatures required

to form a useful reference� with three being to be of little use� 
ve producing

acceptable results and ten samples signatures found to be very useful� An�

other interesting 
nding of the work includes the fact that a surprisingly large

number of forged signatures had feature values that were more than twenty

standard deviations away from the reference mean�

Spline smoothing is used to 
t a smooth curve to irregular samples and

is used frequently in signature veri
cation� One of the earlier applications of

spline smoothing in HSV was performed in ���� using the analysis described

in ����� Pen velocities and accelerations in x and y directions were computed

using spline smoothing and further computations found the path velocities and

accelerations as well as path tangent angles� tangential accelerations� centri�

petal accelerations� jerks and curvatures� Amongst their 
ndings� the authors

note that both pen�tip pressure and velocity have highly repeatable patterns

in valid signatures of a signer� An interesting point is made that the shape

and dynamics of a signature might play complementary roles in HSV since if

a forger is trying to get the shape right� they are unlikely to get the dynamics



right and vice versa�

A major study in ���� attempts to design an e�ective on�line system for

use in point�of�sale applications� A comprehensive database of ����� genuine

signatures from ��� human subjects and ����� forgeries was developed� ��� of

the genuine signatures were �fast signatures� in which nine subjects were asked

to sign as fast as they could resulting in writing duration being �� to ��

lower than their normal writing duration� ��� of the genuine signatures were

obtained from seven subjects standing up� each of them providing �� signatures

when signing at a height of �� centimetres and another �� at a height of ��

centimetres� The forgeries consisted of zero�e�ort� skilled and timing forgeries�

A feature set of forty�two features is described that includes thirteen static

features� A number of features related to the velocity of signature production

are also present including mean and maximum velocity� duration of accelera�

tions as well as x and y components of the velocity� A set of forty�two features

was used initially� but this was reduced to an optimal thirty�four features

during training� Among other results� a best�case equal error rate of ��� is

reported using skilled forgeries in training �although obviously these will rarely

be available��

A comparative study of ��� features for o��line HSV was performed in

���� in an attempt to 
nd the best feature set for HSV of Arabic signatures�

The methodology followed was to calculate the mean� standard deviation and

the spread percentage for every feature for every user in their database and

select those features that have a spread of less than �� for each user� Many

of the selected features were found to have very small interclass variations

and were excluded� The feature set was ultimately reduced to twelve features

and a fast back�propagation neural network method was used to perform the

classi
cation� A FRR of ��� is reported� however testing did not include any

skilled or zero�e�ort forgeries�

A di�erent discussion related to selection of best features is presented in

����� The authors describe a simple approach of selecting the best features

based on the individual performance of each feature �this makes the assumption

that the features are independent which often is not true�� A technique called

sequential forward selection �SFS� was recommended in which one feature

is added each �round� by determining which single feature� when added to

the existing set� most signi
cantly improves the results� The process can be

terminated if no improvement occurs� if a pre�speci
ed performance is achieved

or if a pre�speci
ed number of features is obtained� This technique is e�ective�



but doesn	t account for the di�erences that would be experienced using a

di�erent ordering of feature presentation� or for inter�relationships between

features�

A comparison of basic distance metrics was the focus of work in ����� which

tested the Euclidean distance metric� the Mahalanobis distance method and

the quadratic discriminant method in correlating a set of twenty�
ve timing�

velocity and angular features� It is worth noting that the Mahalanobis method

����� is invariant under coordinate scaling� eliminating a peculiarity of the

Euclidean method� The authors impose an ordering on the various features by

ranking them using the ratio of standard deviation to mean for each� Smaller

values for this ratio meant that features would be ranked higher� A variety of

schemes are evaluated using the best eight� ten� twelve� fourteen and all twenty�


ve features and the di�erent distance metrics� The a�ect of the di�erent

feature set sizes was minimal� with set sizes of eight and ten resulting in a

slightly lower FRR� The quadratic distance model performed better than the

Euclidean and the Mahalanobis methods with the major drawback of requiring

forgery data during training� Realistically� forgeries are not always going to be

available and of the two remaining techniques� the Euclidean measure provided

slightly better results� The authors also examined a majority voting model

described in ����� but found that this performed worse than using just the

Euclidean distance� Error rates of ��� FRR and �� FAR were obtained

using the optimal system parameters�

����� Combining Local and Global Features

A technique involving both a local matching method and a global interpreta�

tion of the scene appears in ������ Approaches such as this are perhaps expec�

ted to exhibit superior performance as they take into account a more complete

picture of the signature than approaches concentrating on just global or just

local features� This o��line system involved segmenting the signature image

into a collection of arbitrarily shaped primitives and then template matching

to perform the local comparison� The global comparison involved obtaining

distance values using the signature image as a whole� Results of ��� FRR

and ���� FAR are reported�

Another discussion of o��line HSV based on extracting global and local

features of a signature image appears in ������ The global features used in

the study were the height and width of the signature	s bounding box� width



of the signature excluding blank spacing between signature components� slant

angle of the signature� vertical centre�of�gravity� maximum horizontal projec�

tion� area of black pixels and baseline shift of the signature� Local features

were based on grid positions and included the structural information of im�

age elements� for example curvature of arcs� intersection between line strokes�

number of pixels within each grid position and angular information� Testing

using ��� signatures from �� users and some basic forgeries �produced by other

users in the database� resulted in a FRR varying from � to ���� and a FAR

varying from � to ���

Foundational studies on representing large amounts of handwritten text as

a texture was described in ������ These initial studies involved script and lan�

guage identi
cation and are extended to handwriting authentication in ������

The basic approach is to convert an image of a large block of handwritten

text into a texture and use texture analysis techniques to compare di�erent

handwriting samples� The method showed robustness with respect to noise

and the presence of foreign characters or numerals� resulting in less than �

error in language identi
cation� The advantages of using this approach to

handwriting authentication are that the written text is not 
xed �for example

to a signature or password�� forgery is much more di�cult and any standard

texture recognition algorithm �for example� the multi�channel Gabor 
lter�

may be used� The system correctly identi
ed the author of the handwriting

in ���� of cases� based on a testbed of ��� documents from twenty writers

and using ten samples to build a reference� The drawback of this approach

is that it is unable to perform veri
cation�identi
cation using small samples

such as signatures� handwritten passwords or pass�phrases� It does seem quite

an attractive approach for larger blocks of texts �handwritten letters� archived

handwritten documents etc�� as the identi
cation is independent of the actual

text written�

In the last 
ve to ten years� researchers have been doing more work on re�

covering on�line information from o��line image ����� This process of recovery

attempts to include information about the process that gave rise to the mark�

ings on the page� such as the time sequence of the strokes� pressure exerted by

the instrument or basic indicators of velocity and acceleration� These attrib�

utes are parameters of the writing process� but are not clearly visible in the

image� By closely examining local anomalies such as striations �small marks

left by ball�point pen ink when writing�� it is possible for the authors to ob�

tain direction and timing information� It is not clear the extent to which this



information can be exploited for use in HSV� but is encouraging nonetheless�

The 
rst in a series of writer identi
cation papers� ����� discusses an ap�

proach to o��line writer identi
cation using moments �in an attempt to meas�

ure force characteristics of the signature�� The authors 
rstly pre�processed the

handwriting image using thresholding and thinning and used a projection of

the words onto the vertical axis to obtain a projection function p�x�� normalised

to be the same length for each word� The next step was to use morphological

openings to obtain a ten component feature vector to use in writer identi
ca�

tion� The second feature vector was based on the simple 
rst central moments

obtained on a local basis� The one�dimensional moment function is derived

from a moving window �left�to�right�� and the resulting function is processed

in a similar way to p�x�� resulting in a second feature vector� Handwriting spe�

cimens were collected from twenty writers� each writer contributing four given

�Greek� words written eight times each on a pre�segmented form� Training

was done using a simple neural network trained using the back�propagation

algorithm� Unfortunately� few details are reported as to the actual error rates

resulting from the system� other than the authors claim that the technique is

able to separate and discriminate �completely� among the clusters�

An example of di�erent interpretations of error rates can be seen in ������

An interesting methodology for o��line handwriting analysis is described in�

cluding signature alignment� investigations of algorithm susceptibility to dif�

ferent transformations and a method for estimating the level of distortion

between two aligned signatures� Experiments are conducted on both signature

veri
cation and writer identi
cation with impressive error rates reported �for

example� under � error for content�independent writer identi
cation� using

a database of �� signers and ����� signatures� It should be well noted however

that the authors de
ned a �correct� match to occur when the actual writer

was in the top nine of the candidates chosen by the system� This measure of

success di�ers from most other error rates reported in the literature�

There are however other aspects of the study provoking interest� For ex�

ample the authors use forty features in total� including area� height and width

of character components� aspect ratio� area� height and width of the characters

themselves� mean number of components per character etc� The features are

designed to be dimensionless and independent of the resolution of the image�

Some texture features are also used� speci
cally the power spectrum computed

from the Fourier transform of each character� These are summed over six rings

�for rotation independence� of equal area and four double wedges �for scale in�



dependence� of similar area� Nearest neighbour classi
cation is used to predict

the authors�

As a point of conclusion� it should be noted that it is very di�cult to

perform an accurate comparison of HSV techniques presented in the literature�

Some of the main reasons for this are�

� Systems that use di�erent individual threshold values for di�erent users
are generally better than systems that use the same threshold value for

all users�

� Di�erent systems reported in the literature use a di�erent number of
sample signatures to build a reference�

� Some researchers include the sample signatures �used to build the ref�
erence� in their test set for performance evaluation� giving an elevated

impression of the accuracy of the system�

� Some researchers use skilled forgeries to train the system and create the
reference� while others do not� The assumption of the availability of

skilled forgeries is not valid as it is not possible to obtain these in a

real�world application�

� The most signi
cant and fundamental di�erence throughout the literat�
ure is that di�erent researchers develop their own data sets� collected

in di�erent conditions using di�erent writers� di�erent forgers� di�erent

number of signers etc� The use of a common data set would go much of

the way to facilitating accurate comparisons between systems �note that

the database from ���� is available for academic use��



Chapter �

Neural Networks

Neural networks �NNs� have been a fundamental part of computerised pattern

recognition tasks for more than half a century and continue to be used in a very

broad range of problem domains� The two main reasons for their widespread

usage are power �the sophisticated techniques used in NNs allow a capability of

modelling quite complex functions� and ease of use �as NNs learn by example

it is only necessary for a user to gather a highly representative data set and

then invoke training algorithms to learn the underlying structure of the data��

Neural networks �which have a number of aliases such as �arti
cial neural

networks�� have much of their origins based in their biological counterparts�

Although the workings of biological neural networks and the human brain re�

main largely a mystery� it is known that the neuron� or nerve cell� serves as

the fundamental functional unit in the system ������ The brain is principally

composed of a very large number of neurons �of the order of ����������������

massively interconnected� and each neuron is a specialised cell that can propag�

ate an electrochemical signal� Each neuron also has a cell body� a branching

input structure �known as dendrites� and a branching output structure �the

axon�� The axons of one cell connect to the dendrites of another via a synapse�

Each neuron forms synapses with anywhere from one dozen to one hundred

thousand other neurons�

One of the most signi
cant 
ndings in research into these biological neural

networks is that the synaptic connections exhibit a property of plasticity � that

is� there can be long�term changes in the strength of connections in response to

patterns of stimulus� Neurons can form new connections with other neurons�

even to the point of entire collections of neurons migrating from one place to

another� These mechanisms are thought to form the basis for learning in the

brain ������ Thus� from a large number of extremely simple processing units

��



�each performing some kind of simple operation based on the received inputs��

the brain manages to perform extremely complex tasks such as learning and

thought� Of course� this is a gross oversimpli
cation of the human neural struc�

ture� but it is interesting that arti
cial neural networks can achieve remarkable

results using models based very much on this system�

The history of arti
cial neural networks can be traced back to initial work

in developing individual neurons in the ����s ���� ����� The model developed

consisted of two inputs with equal input weights and a single binary output�

If the summed inputs exceeded a certain threshold level� the output would

be set to one� or zero otherwise� This basic model as become known as a

logic circuit� In the ����s� Rosenblatt presented the perceptron as one of the


rst major neural models of computation ������ The perceptron idea was

augmented by the use of a weight space introduced in ������ The weights

here are adjusted by randomly choosing a direction vector� If the performance

does not improve� the weights are returned to their original values and a new

random direction vector is chosen� At around the same time� many other

researchers were performing their own work in neural network systems such

as linear associative networks� boolean networks and adaptive linear neurons

����� ���� ����� In ���� neural network research came to an almost complete

�temporary� halt due to the Minsky and Paper book Perceptrons ����� This

work illustrated the limitations in the representative capabilities of one�layer

perceptrons �these limitations however do not apply to more complex multi�

layer networks��

The period of time between the mid�����s and mid�����s represented a

mini�renaissance for neural networks with the several variations of the powerful

back�propagation learning algorithm being independently developed by several

researchers� for example ����� ��� ���� ����� This algorithm remains one of the

most used in neural network research and indeed in machine learning and is the

algorithm used as part of the NN�based signature veri
cation system presented

in this thesis� Back�propagation is described in detail in Section ������

��� The Theory of Neural Networks

A neural network is made up of a number of nodes �also known as neurons

or units� connected by links� Each link has a numeric weight value associated

with it� which is the primary means of long�term storage in NNs� and learning

usually takes place by updating the weights� Some of the units are connected



to the external environment and can serve as input or output units� The basic

learning algorithm of the NN involves modifying the weights so as to try to

bring the network	s input�output behaviour closely into line with that which

is expected�

Each neuron has a set of input connections from other units and a set of

output connections to other units� a current activation level� and a means of

computing a new activation level based on the input values and the current

weights� The idea is that each neuron has its own individual behaviour and

contributes to the overall behaviour of the network�

The earliest decisions of a network designer are to decide on the number of

neurons� what kind of neurons and topological network structure is to be used�

and how the neurons are to be connected to form the 
nal network� These

decisions are not trivial to make and are often based more on experience and

long�term trial�and�error than any de
nitive set of heuristics� The network

designer must also decide on the training �or learning� algorithm to use to

teach the network� To further complicate the job of the network designer�

many of these decisions cannot be made independently and a change to one

aspect of the network often necessitates changes elsewhere�

In addition to decisions made about the structure and training of the net�

work itself� the selection of which of the available parameters or features to

use as inputs to the NN poses a di�cult problem� This di�culty arises for a

number of reasons�

� In real problem domains� a neural network is typically employed where

the user does not have a strong idea of the relationship between the

available variables and the desired prediction� It is therefore likely that

a variety of data is accumulated� with some suspected to be important

and some that is of dubious �but unknown� value�

� In many problem domains there will be interdependencies and redund�

ancies between parameters� for example� a pair of parameters may be of

little value individually� but extremely useful in conjunction� or any one

of a set of parameters may be useful� These aspects mean that it is often

not possible to simply rank parameters in order of importance�

� The �curse of dimensionality� means that the size of the network takes
on considerable importance and in some situations is it better to discard

variables with small genuine information content �particular if they are

closely coupled to other informative features� in order to limit the size



and complexity of the network� The lesser complexity in the network

can often improve the network	s generalization capabilities �����

The only method that is guaranteed to select the best input set� is to train

the network with all possible input sets and all possible architectures� and to

select the best performer� In practice� this is impossible for any signi
cant

number of candidate inputs�

Later sections of this chapter present a discussion of the various design de�

cisions� particularly with regard to networks topologies and their applicability

to HSV systems� A detailed discussion is presented on the multi�layer per�

ceptron � the network structure ultimately selected for use in the HSV system�

The features used are also described in detail in Section ������

����� Learning in Neural Networks

One of the key features of neural networks is that they learn to solve problems

by example� Rather than setting the weights in the network directly �although

this is possible�� it is only necessary to provide a set of sample training data� A

learning algorithm can be used to adjust the weights in the network so that it

learns to recognise the training data and appropriately associate sample inputs

with desired outputs�

As discussed earlier� the process of learning in a neural network consists of

updating the numeric weight values associated with each of the links between

neurons� While this procedure in biological neural networks is still only vaguely

understood� the general learning procedure in arti
cial neural networks is well�

de
ned and is discussed abstractly in this section �of course di�erent net�

work structures and approaches will use specialised versions of this general

approach��

Each neuron has a set of input links� an associated set of weights and a set of

output links� Some of the neurons are connected to the external environment�

and can be designated as input or output units� Input units generally take

data from the environment �for example� in the form of features describing an

object � in the case of this work the object is a signature� and output units

provide output from the network to the external environment �in this case

the output is typically a con
dence value indicating the believed validity of

the input signature�� Each neuron performs a local computation based on the

inputs and without the need for any global control over the set of neurons as a

whole� The result of this computation is then passed to other elements through



Figure ���� The general structure of a neuron�

the neurons output links and is often referred to as the activation value of the

neuron�

The basic structure of a neuron in a NN is illustrated in Figure ��� �based on

the 
gure in ������� In this 
gure� aj refers to the input activations linked from

neuron j� Wj�i refers to the weight associated with the link from neuron j to

neuron i �the input to the node therefore is the product of the input activations

and the associated weight� or ajWj�i�� The input function is generally the

sum of the product of the input values with their corresponding weight� The

activation function f �sometimes known as the post synaptic potential� or PSP�

function� is applied to this sum to produce the activation level ai that serves

as the output from the neuron�

The choice of the activation function used can have a marked e�ect on the

operation of the network and the learning that goes on� It is the activation

function that transforms the weighted sum into the neuron	s activation value�

There are a variety of activation functions that are commonly used in NNs

and they each produce di�erent model behaviour� Some useful work has taken

place in developing adaptive activation functions ����� however these are relev�

ant to higher order neural networks and aren	t investigated here� Each of the

functions used during experimentation reported in this thesis are brie�y de�

scribed below� Note that NNs with any continuous non�polynomial activation

function are universal approximators ���� ��� ����

Linear activation function� the activation level is passed on directly as the

output� This is used in a variety of network types� including linear networks

and sometimes in radial basis function networks �see below for explanations of

these network types��



Figure ���� The sigmoid activation function�

Figure ���� The hyperbolic activation function�

Sigmoid � also referred to as logistic� this is a sigmoid �S�shaped� curve�

with output in the range ������ This is the most commonly�used neural network

activation function and can be seen graphically in Figure ���� It is represented

by the function�

sigmoid�x� �
�

�  e�x

The sigmoid function is used in most of the NN structures explored in this

chapter�

Hyperbolic� the hyperbolic tangent function �tanh� is identical to the sig�

moid curve� except that output lies in the range ���� ��� This can often perform

better than the sigmoid function because of its symmetry ����� The function

is illustrated in Figure ��� and the formula that implements it is�

hyperbolic�x� �
ex � e�x

ex  e�x

Square root � used to transform the squared distance activation in a Ko�

honen network to the actual distance as an output� obviously given by the

formula�



Figure ���� The ramp activation function�

square root�x� �
p
x

Ramp� using this approach� the value of the activation level is limited to

be between �� and  � before being passed on as output� During experimenta�

tion� the ramp function did tend to execute slightly faster than others such as

sigmoid� but resulted in poorer training performance� This function is shown

graphically in Figure ��� and has the basic de
nition�

ramp�x� �

�����
����
�� x � ��
x �� � x �  �

 � x �  �
Step� this function includes a threshold t and outputs a � when the input

is greater than the threshold and outputs a � otherwise� This threshold is

therefore representative of the minimum total weighted input necessary to

cause the neuron to 
re� In practice� the threshold is often replaced with

an extra input weight that allows for simpler learning as it is only necessary

to adjust weights rather than adjusting both weights and thresholds� Step

functions are used in many simple NNs� The function appears in Figure ���

and has the following de
nition�

step�x� �

��
� � x � t

� x � t

Sign� this is a slight variation on the step function in which the threshold t

is essentially set to � and the output range is adjusted to ���� ��� See Figure ���

and the de
nition�



Figure ���� The step activation function�

Figure ���� The sign activation function�

sign�x� �

��
� �� x � �

 � x � �
The choice of the most appropriate activation function is usually based on

a combination of knowledge of the application area� experience and trial�and�

error� Once the structure of the individual neurons is 
xed� the focus of e�ort

for a network designer is on the speci
c structure� or topology� of the NN itself�

There are a variety of network structures� each resulting in very di�erent

computational properties and behaviours� The primary distinction to be made

is between what are known as feed�forward networks and recurrent networks�

Feed�forward networks are fundamentally acyclic � links are unidirectional and

connect in a direction away from the input neurons towards the output neur�

ons� with neurons able to be arranged into layers� In recurrent networks it is

possible to create arbitrary topologies with cycles� All of the network struc�

tures considered in the NN experimentation described in this thesis are feed�

forward networks rather than recurrent� This decision was made for a number

of reasons�



� Computation in feed�forward networks is much more uniform and pro�

ceeds from input neurons to output neurons�

� Recurrent networks can have a tendency to become unstable� and obvi�
ously learning is made more di�cult in this environment�

� Feed�forward networks alleviate the need to keep track of an internal
state �other than the weights themselves� as is necessary in a network

that contains cycles�

� Feed�forward networks are better understood than recurrent networks
and still have signi
cant representative power � certainly su�cient for

use in signature veri
cation�

For these reasons� there will be little further discussion on recurrent net�

works �although signi
cant in their own right� and most of the NN discussion

will centre on multi�layer feed�forward networks�

Within feed�forward networks there are several variations� the most fun�

damental of which is perhaps the number of layers� Regardless of the chosen

topology� there are common elements to the layers in a multi�layer network�

There is always a set of input units� the activation value of which is determ�

ined by the environment� and a set of output units �often this can be a single

unit� such as in signature veri
cation networks�� In between these two sets

there can be a number of layers of neurons that have no direct connection to

the environment� These are called hidden units because they cannot be dir�

ectly observed by noting the input�output behaviour of the NN� NNs with no

hidden layers are sometimes referred to as single�layer perceptrons or simply

perceptrons �depending on the terminology being used� and networks with one

or more hidden layers are referred to as multi�layer networks� or often multi�

layer perceptrons �MLPs�� With one su�ciently large layer of hidden units�

it is possible for NNs to approximate any continuous function of the inputs�

with two layers� any discontinuous functions can also be approximated ������

Figure ��� shows some examples of di�erent kinds of NN topologies�

It turns out that �n�n hidden units are required to represent all Boolean

functions of n inputs ����� In practice� most problems can be solved with far

fewer weights� The design of an e�ective topology is however not an exact

science and often involves a great deal of trial�and�error experimentation�

The computational e�ciency of a NN depends on the amount of processing

required to train the network to 
t a given set of examples� If there are m



Figure ���� Various feed�forward network topologies� 	a� A simple two�input�

one output network with no hidden layers� 	b� A two�layer network with

two inputs� two hidden nodes and one output node� 	c� A more complicated

network consisting of eight input nodes each connected to four nodes in the

hidden layer and a single output node� 	d� A network similar to that in 	c�

except with two hidden layers�



examples� and jW j weights� each epoch takes O�mjW j� time� In practice�
time to convergence is highly variable� and a large array of techniques have

been developed to try to speed up the process using an assortment of tunable

parameters�

Other researchers have recently discussed means of using prior knowledge

to �prime� a network to better learn the given function ����� ��� ����� Al�

though much of this research is promising� there are still some fundamental

obstacles with regard to use of prior knowledge� Primarily� because of the

lack of transparency and di�culty in comprehending the underlying semantic

meaning of weights and activations in complicated multi�layer NNs� it is quite

di�cult to attach any intelligent prior knowledge to the network� It is only in

rare domains that this is possible�

Once a network has been designed and built� computing the output of feed�

forward networks is not a di�cult task� it is simply a matter of performing the

basic operations within each neuron in the network� The training or learning

phase is obviously far more challenging� The fundamental approach to learning

in NNs is to modify the weight values so as to try to bring the network	s

input�output behaviour more into line with that of the environment providing

the inputs� To put it another way� during training there is an expected set

of outputs for each set of inputs and any algorithm used is responsible for

aligning the actual output of the NN as closely as possible with the expected

output�

For example� the back�propagation learning algorithm �see Section ������

works by iteratively training the network using the available data� On each

iteration �or epoch�� the inputs are presented to the network� which is executed

to produce output values� The output values are compared with the desired

outputs present in the data set� and the error between the desired and actual

outcome is used to adjust the weights in the network so that the error is likely

to be lower� The algorithm must �as with any learning algorithm� compromise

between the various cases� attempting to alter the weights to minimise the

error over the database as a whole�

A standard technique in neural networks is to train using one set of data

�called the training or reference set�� but to evaluate the performance against

a veri�cation data set not used in the training phase� The e�ect of this is

that it provides an independent check that the network is actually learning

something useful� This experimental setup is known as cross veri�cation �and

is the approach used wherever applicable throughout this thesis�� Without



cross veri
cation� a network with a large number of weights and a small amount

of training data can over�t the training data � that is� it is likely to model the

noise present in the data� as well as the underlying function� The ability of a

network to not only learn the training data� but to perform well on previously

unseen samples� is known as generalization� It is worth noting that testing of

this sort is often be impractical due to the larger data requirements�

In classi�cation� the input cases to the network are assumed to represent

measurements of some features of an object� The aim is to decide to which

of a number of classes the object belongs� Signature veri
cation is a two�class

pattern veri
cation problem with one class denoting the genuine signatures

and the other class denoting the forgeries�

One of the signi
cant practical considerations when training any network is

when to stop training� Ideally the network training is observed and the process

continues until the performance starts to deteriorate� However it is often not

practical to maintain this close observation so it is necessary to apply some sort

of stopping condition that causes the training to cease when certain criteria

are satis
ed�

The simplest form of stopping condition is to train for a particular number

of epochs �for example� �stop training after one hundred epochs��� Due to

the fact that most domains contain training examples that are unpredictable�

the number of epochs required to su�ciently train can vary greatly� Using a

maximum epoch value for the stopping condition often results in over�training

�this is when the learned function 
ts the training data too closely and as a

result displays poor generalisation� or under�training �when the learned func�

tion does not 
t the training data well enough and classi
cation performance

su�ers��

Another simple stopping condition is to use a target error rate� for example

stopping training when the error rate drops to �� There are obvious problems

with this approach in that there is no guarantee that the training or veri
cation

error will ever drop to the desired level� and it is di�cult to predict what the

ultimate error rate will be�

A more useful stopping condition is based on a minimum improvement

level� This states that if the classi
cation error does not improve by at least

some given amount over a set number of epochs �known as the window� then

training should stop� This allows a tradeo� in the training process so that the

network will continue training as long as there is a reasonable improvement

and will stop when a plateau has been reached� One problem with using



minimum improvement level as a stopping condition is that often the error

rate may �uctuate during training� sometimes rising slightly only to fall again

afterwards �the classic �local minima� problem�� In order to account for this

it may be necessary to experiment with the size of the window or the size of

the error deterioration� For example� setting the window size to ten epochs

will only stop training if the error rate deteriorates and then fails to improve

beyond the current minimum for ten epochs�

Often� it is not only important to obtain the best possible training or

veri
cation error � it is also important to create the smallest possible net�

work �Occam�s razor says that simpler models should be preferred over more

complex ones and that this preference should be traded o� against the error

rates obtained�� This factor can be taken into account when searching for

the optimal model structure by associating a unit penalty with each unit in

the network� Use of unit penalties in network design gives some preference to

smaller networks�

The exact training procedure di�ers for di�erent network structures and

each of the structure options is now discussed in detail�

����� Linear Networks

Linear networks were originally studied in the early ����s under the name

perceptrons ����� and are based on the concept of linear separability� in which

groups or clusters of data can be separated by a line �or more generally a

hyperplane�� For example� consider the classic ballet dancer�rugby player

example shown in Figure ���� This 
gure portrays a geometric representation

of a feature space consisting of weight and height of human beings� with the

values for ballet dancers and rugby players plotted� As can be seen� these two

groups form two distinct clusters and can be easily separated by a single line�

That is� the two groups are linearly separable�

Linear networks attempt to solve classi
cation problems such as the one

described above by drawing a single hyperplane between classes� Structurally

they are actually perceptrons �see Section ������ with only an input layer con�

sisting of n neurons �one for each feature� and a single output neuron� Each

of the input neurons is connected to the output unit and has an associated

weight� The output neuron then performs a basic operation with the weighted

inputs �generally summation then application of an activation function� and

outputs a classi
cation� Figure ��� depicts one way of looking at the basic



Figure ���� A linearly�separable feature space�

structure of a linear network�

There is a major limitation with linear networks in that they can only

represent a limited range of functions �famously proven in ������ For example�

consider the illustrations in Figure ����� As can be seen in part �a� and part

�b�� the AND and OR functions are linearly separable but the XOR function is not�

A more powerful representation is needed �such as a multi�layer perceptron�

to perform classi
cation in such an environment�

Despite these limitations� linear networks are useful for two reasons� 
rstly�

it is not greatly uncommon to 
nd that a problem� previously perceived to be

di�cult and non�linear� can actually be solved adequately by linear techniques�

Secondly� a linear model provides a useful benchmark against which to judge

more complex techniques� Results of HSV presented later in this thesis include

linear approaches�

Learning in Linear Networks

Learning in linear networks �as with most other neural network learning al�

gorithms� is done using a current�best�hypothesis search� The idea behind this

is to maintain a single hypothesis� and to adjust it as new examples arrive in

order to maintain consistency� In this case� the hypothesis is the set of weights



Figure ���� A linear network�

Figure ����� Linear separability of Boolean functions � the axes represent the

input values and the dots represent the output 	a solid dot is a  and a hollow

dot is a ��� 	a� The AND function which is linearly separable� 	b� The OR

function which is linearly separable� 	c� The XOR function � it is not possible

to draw a single line to separate the classes�



in the linear network�

The initial weights are typically randomly assigned and adjusted in an

update phase when presented with examples� The update phase is repeated

several times until the network achieves some kind of convergence�

In linear networks� the weight update rule is quite simple� The di�erence

�error� between the predicted output O and the correct output T is given by�

Err � T �O

If the error is positive then O needs to be increased and if the error is

negative then O should be decreased� Now� assuming that input j has the

value Ij and is associated with weight Wj� then that input unit contributes a

total of WjIj to the overall input� Therefore� if Ij is positive� an increase in

Wj will tend to increase O and if Ij is negative� an increase in Wj will tend to

decrease O� The updating of weight Wj can then be performed as follows�

Wj �Wj  �� Ij � Err

where � is a constant called the learning rate which can be used to control

how quickly or slowly a network learns �more information on the learning rate

appears in the next section��

This was proven to converge to a set of weights that correctly represents

the examples for any linearly separable function ������

����� Multi�Layer Perceptrons

There is some di�erence in terminology across di�erent publications and di�er�

ent authors as to what constitutes a perceptron versus a multi�layer perceptron�

To clear up any confusion� throughout this thesis� the term �multi�layer per�

ceptron� refers to a feed�forward network with at least one hidden layer�

Multi�layer perceptrons are well suited to the task of recognising charac�

teristic feature sets� This is highly relevant to the parametric version of the

signature veri
cation task �see Section ���� in that a characteristic feature

set is extracted from the signature� and the MLP attempts to �learn� those

characteristic features� Additionally� MLPs are known to be able to compute

nonlinear mapping functions ����� so they can handle the nonlinear distortions

found in human handwriting�

There are a number of di�erent approaches to training MLPs but unfor�

tunately none of the learning algorithms guarantee convergence to a global



minimum� and indeed do not guarantee e�ciency or any level of accuracy�

However� it is known that a feed�forward network with one hidden layer can

approximate any continuous function of the inputs� and a network with two

hidden layers can approximate any function at all ������

The training of multi�layer networks proceeds in a similar manner to train�

ing a linear network� where examples are presented a single case at a time�

The network computes the output value and if there is an error the weights

are adjusted� The di�cult part of this adjustment lies in deciding which par�

ticular weights to adjust� In multi�layer networks this is particularly di�cult

as there are many weights connecting each input to an output� and each of

these weights can contribute to more than one output�

The following sections describe the di�erent learning algorithms considered

in this work� with a concentration of the most successful of them� the back�

propagation learning algorithm�

The Back�Propagation Learning Algorithm

The most popular method for learning in a multi�layer network is the back�

ward error propagation learning technique� or simply back�propagation� This

algorithm is a sensible approach to dividing the contribution of each weight�

The goal is still the same as in linear networks� that is� to minimise the error

between each target output and the observed output generated by the net�

work� but there are two main additions to the weight update process� Firstly�

it is necessary to consider the activation value of the hidden unit aj instead

of the simply the input value when determining the weight update� Secondly�

the formula also includes a term to incorporate the gradient of the activation

function� So if Erri is the error �Ti�Oi� at the output node� then the weight

update rule for the link from unit j to unit i is�

Wj�i �Wj�i  �� aj � Erri � g��Ii�

where g� is the derivative of the activation function g with respect to the

input Ii� For convenience a new error term �i is introduced� which is de
ned

as �i � Erri � g��Ii�� The update rule then becomes�

Wj�i �Wj�i  �� aj � �i

It is relatively simple to observe the output of the network� compare this

to the target output and update weights in a network with no hidden layers�



In networks with hidden layers� this process is more di�cult and involves the

back�propagation of the output error back through the network� The process

of updating the connections between the input units and the hidden units re�

quires the de
nition of a quantity similar to that of the error term for output

nodes� This is handled in back�propagation by the hidden node j being �re�

sponsible� for some fraction of the error �i in each of the output nodes to which

it connects� To this end� the �i values are divided according to the strength of

the connection between the hidden node and the output node� and propagated

back to provide the �i values for the hidden layer� The propagation rule for

the � values is as follows�

�j � g��Ij�
X
i

Wj�i�i

Now the update rule for the weights between the inputs and the hidden

layer is almost identical to the update rule for the output layer�

Wk�j � Wk�j  � � Ik � �j

The back�propagation algorithm therefore works by iteratively training the

network using the training data available� On each iteration �that is� epoch�

the entire training set is presented to the network� one case at a time� The

inputs are presented to the network� which is executed to produce output

values�

The algorithm must compromise between the various cases� attempting

to alter the weights so that the overall error across the whole training set is

reduced� Because it works on a case�by�case basis� the overall error does not

always decrease�

The back�propagation learning algorithm can be summarised as follows�

�� Compute the � values for the output units using the observed error�

�� Starting with the output layer� repeat the following for each layer in the

network� until the earliest hidden layer is reached�

� Propagate the � values back to the previous layer�
� Update the weights between the two layers�

As an implementation issue� in the interests of e�ciency� some of the inter�

mediate values are saved to alleviate re�calculation� In particular it is useful



to cache the activation gradient g��Ii� in each unit� which speeds up the sub�

sequent back�propagation phase considerably�

There are a number of other parameters included in variants of the back�

propagation algorithm� Some of these are standard and some are non�standard

parameters implemented to modify the learning process and hopefully improve

the learning phase�

� Learning Rate� this has already been mentioned� but is de
ned explicitly

here� It is usually represented as �� the �speed� at which the algorithm

learns� A higher learning rate will cause the algorithm to converge faster

with the trade�o� being that this may introduce instabilities in perform�

ance for some problems� especially if data is noisy�

� Momentum� generally improves performance by speeding up training

where there is little change in the error� A high learning rate should be

complemented with a low momentum �and vice versa� to minimise the

resulting instability�

� Conversion Function� this is the pre�processing function used in many

network structures to normalise the data� Minimax is a simple and useful

conversion function that assigns linear scaling coe�cients for the data set�

The minimum and maximum of the set are found� and scaling factors

selected so that these are mapped to desired minimum and maximum

values �usually scaled from � to ���

In addition� when training the network it is often useful to change the order

of presentation of training cases between each epoch� This adds some noise

into the training process� which means that the error may oscillate slightly� As

a result the algorithm is less likely to get stuck and the network	s ability to

generalise is usually improved�

Other aspects relevant to network performance� but not directly involved

in the learning process�

� Root Mean Squared Error � abbreviated to RMS� this is calculated by

summing the squares of all the individual errors� dividing by the number

of errors and then taking the square root� This gives a single value that

summarises the overall performance error�

� Con�dence Limits� these are the accept and reject thresholds used in

classi
cation tasks to determine whether a pattern of outputs corres�

ponds to a particular class� For example� in HSV it may be decided to



accept a signature as being genuine only if the network is more than ��

con
dent that it is genuine and reject only if it is less that � con
dent

that it is genuine �values in between indicate the system is �undecided���

These con
dence limits are applied according to the conversion function

of the output variable�

In a multi�class classi
cation problem� also known as one�of�N or identi�c�

ation� the con
dence levels are still used� In a signature veri
cation scenario�

this may involve a single network with N units in the output layer being trained

to identify the author of a particular signature� In this situation� in order for

an output unit to be considered �on�� the activation value must be greater

than the accept threshold� Similarly� if a unit has an activation value of less

than the reject threshold it is considered �o��� irrespective of the relation of

the activation to the other unit	s activations� As is often the case in multi�class

classi
cation problems� it may be desirable to assign the output to the class

corresponding to the �winning� unit �the unit with the highest activation��

regardless of other settings in the network� In this case� the accept threshold

would be set to ����

As has been mentioned� computing the output of a MLP or any feed�

forward network is not a di�cult task� it is the training phase that is far more

challenging and time consuming� This is an excellent 
t for signature veri
c�

ation as the veri
cation phase �computing the output� needs to be completed

quickly �this is most often performed in real�time while the user is waiting��

whereas training can be done o��line and can take much longer if necessary�

Most of the developmental e�ort for the HSV project went into the back�

propagation algorithm as other learning algorithms did not prove as successful

in experimentation �although error rates are reported using a number of these

� see Section �������

Conjugate Gradient Descent

Conjugate Gradient Descent �CGD� is an advanced method of training multi�

layer perceptrons� Some researchers claim that CGD performs signi
cantly

better than back�propagation ������ but this largely depends on the prob�

lem� the data and the network topology� In the experimentation described

in Section ����� the performance of conjugate gradient descent was inferior to

back�propagation�

CGD has a di�erent update philosophy to that of back�propagation in that



the network weights are updated at the end of each epoch rather than after

each case in the dataset� This algorithm works by constructing a series of

�line searches� across the error surface� The direction of the steepest descent

is found �as in back�propagation�� however the process of gradient calculation

greatly di�ers� The gradient of the error surface is averaged across all cases in

the training set before updating the weights at the end of each epoch� Once the

gradient has been found� instead of taking a step proportional to the learning

rate �as in back�propagation� a straight line is projected in that direction and

the minimum is located along this line� Further line searches are conducted

every epoch until no further minima are found �this is hopefully the global

minimum of the error surface or at least close to that��

Although the line searches themselves are one�dimensional and are very

quick� the gradient calculation is quite intensive and as a result a CGD epoch

is substantially slower than a back�propagation epoch �in practice around three

to ten times slower�� The line search however� converges in much fewer epochs�

As part of the experiments conducted and described in Section ������ back�

propagation was often found to take twenty to thirty times the number of

epochs required by CGD� As a result CGD converged much quicker� usually

by around a factor of 
ve�

CGD however is not ideally suited to the network structure for the problem

of HSV �at least the parametric version�� A typical parametric HSV network

consists of a relatively small number of inputs �rarely more than 
fty�� rarely

more than two or three hidden layers and a single output unit� CGD is more

suited to networks with several hundred weights �or more� and�or multiple out�

put units ����� The Levenberg�Marquardt algorithm is usually recommended

for smaller� single�output networks�

Levenberg�Marquardt

The Levenberg�Marquardt algorithm is the result of work by the two research�

ers in the early development of neural networks ���� ���� This approach uses

a combined strategy of linear approximation and gradient�descent to locate

a minimum in the error surface� The resource requirements of the algorithm

restrict its use to very small networks with a single output� The space re�

quirements are signi
cant �just over the square of the number of weights� and

rapidly become unmanageable in large networks�

The algorithm makes the assumption that the underlying function being

modelled is linear� The minimum of this line �or curve� is taken and if this is



lower than the current minimum the weights are adjusted to this new point�

As the linear assumption is generally ill�founded� many times the point being

tested will not be superior to the current minimum� Ideally� after enough suc�

cessful steps are taken the current minimum approaches the global minimum�

The Levenberg�Marquardt algorithm works well in optimal circumstances�

but the performance was empirically found to deteriorate in less�optimal cir�

cumstances� When the error surface is particularly jagged the algorithm has

problems and in experimentation with HSV networks �see Section ������ con�

vergence was impractically slow� taking hundreds of times longer than both

back�propagation and conjugate gradient descent� with the error oscillating

wildly at times�

����� Radial Basis Functions

Multi�layer perceptrons are perhaps the best known neural network architec�

ture� The second most commonly used is the radial basis function �or RBF�

network ���� ���� The MLPs approach to dividing up the sample space is to

use a series of hyperplanes �in two�dimensional space� a hyperplane is simply

a line�� In contrast a radial basis function network uses a radial function and

works by dividing up the pattern space using hyperspheres �in two�dimensional

space� a hypersphere is just a circle��

The radial approach is very localised �it basically draws circles around

clusters of data� whereas the linear approach is active over the entire pattern

space� Consequently� RBF networks tend to need more units that MLPs�

but MLPs make extrapolations over the entire pattern space that may be

unjusti
ed if data is seen that is unlike any of the training data �whereas a

RBF will always have a near�zero response in this case��

A RBF has a more rigid topological structure than MLPs� with exactly

three layers� the input layer� one hidden layer that contains the radial units�

and a linear output layer� The approach to RBF training is therefore quite

di�erent to that used in a MLP�

Training begins with the radial centres and their deviations �spreads� being

set using unsupervised techniques �that is� the techniques consider only the

input variables in the training data�� Essentially� the idea is to pick centres

that lie at the heart of clusters of training data and deviations selected to

re�ect the density of this data�

In the second phase of training� the linear output layer is optimised using



the pseudo�inverse technique ���� ���� ���� Alternatively it is possible to al�

ter the output unit activation functions to logistic and use back�propagation�

conjugate gradient descent or the Levenberg�Marquardt algorithm to train

this layer� thus combining the advantages of radial non�linearities and logistic

stability� although at the expense of increased training time� In signature

veri
cation the training time is far less important as this is just a one�o� oc�

currence and it is not necessary to do the training in real�time� Thus the user

is not inconvenienced by having to wait for the training� While it is possible

to train RBF networks to perform identi�cation �trying to identify the author

of a particular writing sample�� they are less successful at veri
cation because

of the di�culty obtaining large amounts of both positive and negative training

data�

����� Bayesian Networks

Bayesian networks are networks that are based on Bayes	 theorem and are

essentially models based directly on the input data�

MLP and RBF network architectures infer a parameterised model �the

weights are the parameters� from available training data� The parameterised

model �the network� is usually much smaller than the training data� and can

be executed quite quickly� although the time taken to train the model may be

long�

An alternative approach is to model the function directly from the training

data� This type of architecture results in a very small and very fast training

phase in which the classical perception of training is not performed� but rather

a manipulation and re�organisation of the training data to a form where it can

be used for classi
cation� The disadvantage of this is that the resulting model

is very large� consumes much memory and is relatively slow to execute� It

would therefore seem that these types of models �such as Probabilistic Neural

Networks and Generalised Regression Neural Networks� are less appropriate

for real�time operations such as signature veri
cation� Despite this fact� they

are brie�y discussed here for the sake of interest�

Probabilistic Neural Networks

This type of architecture has a 
rst layer containing radial units that store

every training case� These radial units output a Gaussian activation centred

at the stored point �and hence acts as a probability density distributed around



that point�� and subsequent layers combine these outputs into estimates of

class probabilities�

There are not many parameters for training of probabilistic neural networks

�PNNs�� a smoothing factor� optional prior probabilities and� for four layer

PNNs� an optional loss matrix�

The smoothing factor determines the widths of the Gaussian functions�

centred at each training case and stored in the 
rst hidden layer radial units�

A smaller smoothing factor gives a sharp� �spiky� approximation to the un�

derlying function� which may perform well on the training set but generalise

poorly �and therefore perform badly on the veri
cation set�� A large smoothing

factor gives a �blurred�� smooth approximation� which may perform relatively

poorly on the training set� but generalises well to the veri
cation set�

Usually� the algorithm is not too sensitive to the precise choice of smoothing

factor� A process of trial and error is normally used to obtain the best results

typically experimenting with values between ��� and ���

The prior probabilities are used in situations where the training set is known

to be biased �for example� if in a two�class problem the population at large

has only � of cases positive with the rest negative� but the training set has

�� positive and �� negative�� As the PNN estimates class probabilities by

adding estimates of density centred at each case� the resulting probabilities will

be highly biased unless adjusted to re�ect the imbalance between population

and training set representation� Ideally however� cases are drawn randomly

so there is no need for adjustment� Additionally if the prior probabilities are

unknown� the working assumption must be that the data set fairly represents

the population distribution�

The loss matrix is an extra layer that can be added to the PNN �a fourth

layer containing the same number of units as the third� in order to associate

a penalty with a particular misclassi
cation� The reason for this is that some

misclassi
cations� in reality� are more expensive mistakes than others� For

example� it may be thought of as more expensive to misclassify an orange

tra�c light as green than it is to misclassify it as red� The entries in the loss

matrix represent the relative costs of various types of misclassi
cation with

columns representing the actual class of the case� and the rows representing

the assigned class� The leading diagonal of the loss matrix always contains

zeroes �as there is obviously no penalty involved in getting the right answer��

A useful aspect of PNNs is that the output unit activations are actually

class probabilities �as opposed to arbitrarily�scaled con
dence measures�� so



a more rigorous interpretation of the output is possible than with standard

architectures�

Generalised Regression Neural Networks

A generalised regression neural network �GRNN� is used for regression prob�

lems� Unlike a PNN� a GRNN can be speci
ed with fewer units than training

cases� and a clustering algorithm used to assign centres� Usually however� the

number of centres cannot be signi
cantly less than the number of training cases

without sacri
cing performance� The simplest �and most common� approach

is to use the full set of training cases�

Like PNN	s� GRNN	s have an associated smoothing factor which� as with

PNN	s� controls the deviation of the Gaussian functions located at the radial

centres�

����� Kohonen Self�Organising Maps

Kohonen networks ���� have been successfully applied to several handwrit�

ing analysis projects �often in handwritten character recognition ������� some�

times in signature veri
cation ����� Kohonen networks �typically referred to as

�self�organising maps�� perform unsupervised learning� that is� they learn to

recognise clusters within a set of unlabelled training data�

Kohonen networks always have two layers� an input layer and an output

layer consisting of the topological map� The topological map is a radial layer

of the Kohonen network� with units laid out in two�dimensions� and trained

so that inter�related clusters tend to be situated close together in the layer�

Kohonen training is quite simple and the neighbourhood points play a crit�

ical role ����� During training� the algorithm selects the unit whose centre is

closest to the training case� That unit and its neighbours are then adjusted to

be more like the training case� By updating the surrounding units in addition

to the �winning� unit� Kohonen training assigns related data to contiguous

areas of the topological map� During training the neighbourhood size is pro�

gressively reduced� together with the learning rate� so that a rough mapping

is produced initially �with large clusters of units responding to similar cases��

with 
ner detail being attained later �as individual units within a cluster re�

spond to 
ner levels of discrimination amongst related cases��



����	 Autoassociative Networks

It is worth mentioning autoassociative networks although they were not con�

sidered in detail in this work� Autoassociative networks have the same number

of neurons in the input and the output layers� and fewer neurons in hidden

layers ����� These types of networks are designed to reproduce the input data

as the output� that is� the training inputs also act as the desired outputs� with

the hidden layers performing a kind of dimensionality reduction� The objective

is to retain as much discriminative information as possible while reducing the

number of input variables �in the sense of this network model� to be able to

reproduce the input data as closely as possible after it has been �squeezed�

through the lower�dimensionality hidden layer��

One of the more extensive studies of handwriting analysis using autoassoci�

ative networks can be found in ����� In this work the authors compared several

network structures for their ability to learn to recognise handwritten numerals�

Speci
cally� autoassociative networks� mutual associate networks� the nearest

neighbour method and the projection distance method were examined� The

authors used ������ handwriting samples to train the networks and ������ in

testing� Autoassociative networks were found to perform most successfully�

resulting in ���� recognition �as compared with the second best of ����

recognition for the nearest neighbour method��

There are some minor inconveniences to the use of autoassociative networks

such as the need to specify the dimensionality of the hidden layer in advance

of training the network� However� the main disadvantage that precludes the

use of these kinds of networks for use in handwritten signature veri
cation is

the requirement of very large training sets� when typically only a very small

number of sample signatures are available�

��� Applications to Handwritten Signature Veri�

	cation

Concentrated e�orts at applying neural networks to the problem of HSV have

been undertaken for ten to 
fteen years with varying degrees of success and for

around twice as long as hidden Markov models discussed in Chapter �� The

main attractions for the use of neural networks �NNs� in this 
eld are�

�� Expressiveness� NNs are an attribute�based representation and are well�

suited for continuous inputs and outputs� The class of multi�layer net�



works as a whole can represent any desired function of a set of attributes

������ and signatures can be readily modelled as a function of a set of

attributes�

�� Ability to generalise� NNs are an excellent generalization tool �under

normal conditions� and are a useful means of coping with the diversity

and variations inherent in handwritten signatures �����

�� Sensitivity to noise� The underlying basis of neural network computation

is nonlinear regression� so NNs are very tolerant of noise in the input data�

The networks are designed to simply 
nd the best 
t through the input

points within the constraints of the network topology�

�� Graceful degradation� NNs tend to display graceful degradation rather

than a sharp drop�o� in performance as conditions worsen�

�� Execution speed � Depending on the nature of the training phase of the

NN� training can take a large amount of time� In signature veri
cation

this training is a one�o� cost and can be done o��line �that is� the training

phase in HSV is rarely performed while a user waits for results�� The

execution of NNs corresponds to the veri
cation of test signatures and

this phase is extremely fast� which is a good match for HSV because it

is during the veri
cation where rapidity is necessary�

The following section contains a summary of the more signi
cant studies

into neural network based approaches to handwritten signature veri
cation�

��� Previous Work

One of the more signi
cant early studies into o��line HSV using NNs appeared

initially in ���� and further in ������ which discusses a system for detecting

casual forgeries �those in which the forger is given no opportunity to practice

the signature being forged�� The system is evaluated using eighty genuine

signatures and sixty�six forgeries but most results are presented for only one

person� The signatures were collected on cards which were then scanned into

the computer� followed by thresholding to produce binary images that are

centred and normalised� A back�propagation learning algorithm is employed

using a training set of ten genuine signatures and ten forgeries for one person

and the testing is done on seventy genuine signatures and 
fty�six forgeries�



A false rejection rate �FRR� of � with a false acceptance rate �FAR� of

� is reported and lowering the threshold resulted in � FRR and � FAR�

Although the results for one person are encouraging� they cannot be assumed

to apply to a larger population� In addition� the performance of the technique

degraded considerably if no forgeries were available for training�

The above work forms part of a PhD thesis ����� in which the system was

more thoroughly tested and some additional techniques implemented� The new

test database consisted of ����� images including ��� genuine signatures from

nine subjects� Each subject contributed 
fty to seventy samples collected over

a period of eighteen months� and ��� forgeries were contributed by forty�four

volunteer forgers who were shown the name of the person whose signature was

being forged� but not the actual signature� One of the techniques proposed

involves building a slope histogram of a signature using twenty valid signatures

and ten forgeries for each of the nine subjects� By building this slope histogram�

the author is attempting to exploit the regularity of length and curve in the

signature� Overall signature shape at various angles is evaluated to form a

histogram� Histograms are then passed to a classi
er that compares them

to those constructed from a number of valid signatures� Equal error rates

reported average about ��

The second approach presented in this paper is the synthetic discriminant

function �SDF� approach� This technique involves selecting a linear 
lter that

produces a speci
ed output for each image of a training set� If forgeries are

included in the training set� the error rate produced is �� The author then

combines the histogram and SDF techniques to form an integrated system�

which results in an error rate of approximately � on casual forgeries and

��� on skilled forgeries�

A more thorough investigation of the use of NNs to detect casual forgeries

is found in ������ The training of the NNs requires the presentation of forger�

ies as well as genuine signatures� but the work also showed that the genuine

signatures of other signers may su�ce as forgeries for training purposes� The

signature database used consists of static signature features collected from 
ve

individuals over two years� There are ��� genuine signatures in total and the

same 
ve individuals contributed ��� forgeries where they knew the name of

the person whose signature was being forged� but had not viewed a genuine sig�

nature� A variety of network structures are investigated� ranging from a single

neuron to fully�connected multi�layer networks with thirty�two �the number

of inputs� or 
fty�three �using some additional overlapping inputs� units� The



best performing structure is found to be a single neuron connected to the in�

put image �multi�layer networks had similar classi
cation performances� but

obviously required more weights and computation time�� An equal error rate

of � for genuine signatures and casual forgeries is reported when training the

system using ten genuine signatures and ten forgeries�

A technique based on Bayesian neural networks is explored in ���� which

involves dynamic HSV of Chinese signatures� A set of sixteen features is

used including duration� average velocity� number of segments� average length�

aspect ratio �width versus height� as well as two density ratios �left versus right

and top versus bottom� in an attempt to extract global information of both the

static and dynamic type� The database used consists of ��� genuine signatures

from eighty signers and two hundred simple and two hundred skilled forgeries

from ten forgers� Results show about � FRR� ��� skilled forgeries FAR and

��� zero�e�ort FAR� Unfortunately the paper does not present any details of

the experiments� particularly regarding how the reference was computed and

the sizes of the training and veri
cation sets�

Another on�line system developed at around the same time appears in ����

using a totally di�erent approach based on autoregressive �AR� models� in

which the signature is treated as an ordering of curve types� Each signature is

divided into eight segments with three features extracted from each segment�

giving twenty�four features in total� A database consisting of 
fty�eight sample

signatures from each of sixteen subjects taken over six sessions is used for

testing� No skilled forgeries were available and zero�e�ort forgeries were used

instead� Overall error rates using user�speci
c thresholds varied from a low of

���� to a high of ������

An investigation of handwriting and handwriting�style as well as writer

classi
cation was described in ����� �similar ideas are investigated in a more

recent� independent work in ������� Although the authors are concerned with

stroke�based classi
cation rather than full�scale signature veri
cation� the work

done remains theoretically interesting for many reasons� such as the classical

use of Kohonen Self�Organising Maps �SOMs� for handwriting analysis� In

the study� handwriting data is captured using a digitizing tablet and strokes

de
ned as the pen�tip trajectory between consecutive minima in the pen�tip

velocity� A Kohonen SOM is used to obtain a 
nite list of prototypical strokes

�PS� from a large body of normalised �for size and slant� handwriting from

several di�erent users� This �alphabet� of strokes approximates the handwrit�

ing in the training set with a minimised root mean squared error� and is shown



to generalise well to strokes in the handwriting of unseen writers� Sequences

of these stroke codes �the typical sequence size was three� are then classi
ed

as speci
c letters�

The database used consists of isolated on�line handwritten words collected

from thirty writers of di�erent nationalities in various situations �during page�

sentence and word copying task� and languages �Dutch� English and Italian��

For each input stroke� the PS alphabet is searched for the closest match on the

basis of Hamming distance using a fourteen�dimensional feature vector� and

the frequency of usage for each PS is counted� The resulting histograms are

considered as the Writer Feature Vector� Through the use of the SPSS program

CLUSTER the authors are able to show that style and writer groupings can be

obtained by clustering the PS alphabets for each writer� Success rates weren	t

emphasised in the study� rather the approach itself was considered novel�

Another use of Kohonen SOMs in handwriting analysis can be seen in

����� where the authors attempt to automatically characterise handwriting

style as being handprinted� cursive or mixed� Two ����� Kohonen SOMs are
trained using the handwriting of cursive and handprint writers ���� writers in

total�� Two distance measures� dc and dh are calculated based on these SOMs

as the average Euclidean distance between fourteen stroke features �mainly

angular and including loop area� pressure and total length of the stroke� and

the �winning� neurons in each SOM� The value for dh represents the distance

to the handprint SOM and dc the distance to the cursive SOM� That is� if dc

is small and dh is large� then the writing is classi
ed as cursive and inversely�

a small dh and large dc implies handprint� If both of these values are similar

then the handwriting is classi
ed as mixed� The authors took this further and

created a �cursivity index� using a formula based on the average number of

pen�lifts per letter in the written words of one writer� Thresholds are set on the

product of the cursivity index with the ratio of dh to dc in the 
nal decision of

whether the handwriting is cursive� handprint or mixed� Using samples from

the UNIPEN database ����� annotated with writing style� the system is correct

just over �� of the time� However� as noted by the authors� the annotated

style �performed by the people gathering the original data� is often dubious

and the actual accuracy is probably much higher than this� The purpose of

this research is to act as a �front end� for handwritten character recognition

where specialised recognisers for particular writing styles would be invoked

based on the detected writing style� The cursivity index also goes some way

towards detecting an individual	s natural writing style and has implications



for use in feature sets for HSV and writer identi
cation�

��� Methodology

As discussed previously� the system described in this dissertation is a on�line

one with respect to the method of data capture �see Chapter ��� The primary

distinction that can be made between on�line HSV systems is the method of

feature representation� those that use functions as features and those that use

parameters ����� ����� The system described in this chapter falls clearly into

the parametric approach� with a number of parameters �or features� being

extracted from the signature and analysis of the signature being based on the

features themselves�

This section presents the methodology followed for the development of the

neural network portion of this project� This includes a discussion of the pre�

processing performed and the signature database used� along with a thorough

examination of the features used in the neural network� the experimental setup

and the training process�

����� Pre�processing

There is minimal pre�processing of the signature data used in this study� Many

other areas of handwriting analysis �for example� handwriting recognition� re�

quire large amounts of pre�processing such as slant correction� rotation cor�

rection and size normalisation to reduce variations in the handwriting ����� In

handwritten signature veri
cation however� most of the subtle nuances of the

writing such as size� and particularly slant� are indicative of the signers nat�

ural style� removal of which would deny the HSV system of useful information�

Additionally� the use of high quality tablet hardware to capture signatures

prevents most of the noise that might be introduced through processes such

as scanning�

The only pre�processing performed is rotation normalisation �necessary as

the orientation of the tablet and resulting signatures is not always consistent��

This procedure involves multiple stages� with the 
rst being to extract the

baseline points from the signature� The baseline points are de
ned as the

bottoms of all non�descender characters �see Section ����� for further discussion

of these and Figure ���� for an illustration� and linear regression is used to best


t a straight line through the baseline points� The signature is translated to



the origin and is rotated using the following formulae�

x� � x � cos���� y � sin���
y� � x � sin���  y � cos���

where � is the inverse tan of the gradient of the line found during linear

regression and x� and y� are the new x and y coordinates�

����� Signature Database

A database of signatures was captured as part of this project in order to facilit�

ate the HSV experimentation� One of the most unfortunate aspects of current

HSV research is the lack of standard databases� This is a major inconveni�

ence for researchers who need to spend a large amount of time capturing their

own data� but more importantly� use of di�erent databases makes it almost

impossible to perform meaningful comparisons between di�erent HSV systems�

Before any e�ort was made to capture sample signatures� the makings of

an e�ective signature database were considered in detail�

� Large sample size� One of the most basic rules of scienti
c experiment�

ation is that the experiments must be applied over a large dataset� Ex�

actly what constitutes �large� depends on the application area and how

expensive �in terms of both money and time� it is to accumulate the

data� In HSV most researchers tend to work with dataset of well over

one thousand signatures and anything under this size is probably insuf�


cient� Obviously the more signatures used and the more diverse the

dataset� the more reliable the obtained error rates are�

� Diversity of samples� It is desirable to have a high level of diversity in

the signature samples� A system that is going to be used in the real

world must be able to handle a large variety of signatures and signature

types� so the testing process should simulate a realistic environment as

closely as possible� This means using signers of di�erent age groups�

sexes� nationalities� backgrounds and left� and right�handedness� Many

researchers use signatures provided by colleagues within their research

group� which clearly doesn	t satisfy the diversity requirement� Taking the

diversity issue a step further� researchers have examined environmental

e�ects such as seating position and time of day and their in�uence on

signature generation �����



� No arbitrary exclusion� For similar reasons of realism to that described

above it is necessary to include all captured signatures in the database�

Many databases referred to in the literature have been 
ltered to remove

�undesirable� or �inappropriate� signers� or those that are not likely

to work well with the proposed system �for example� ���� ����� which

generates biased results� In a realistic environment� a researcher is not

going to be able to manually exclude individual signatures or signers from

using the system� Some researchers include hypothetical information

as to potential error rates obtained by ignoring signatures failing some

objective criteria �for example� a threshold on the signature duration

������ but this di�ers from the unacceptable removal of data without

explanation�

� Inclusion of skilled forgeries� Although most recent HSV systems in the

literature are tested using databases that include skilled forgeries� it is

still worth noting this necessity� Obviously� it is more di�cult to obtain

skilled forgeries than genuine signatures� but without the inclusion of

these� quoting false rejection rates is far less meaningful�

All samples used in the project described in this dissertation were cap�

tured using the Kurta XGT Serial Digitizing tablet ����� The XGT consists

of an opaque tablet and a cordless non�inking pressure�sensitive pen �experi�

mentation and results obtained using a stylus to provide visual feedback are

discussed in Section ������� The XGT has a ������� millimetre ���� inch� ef�
fective writing area and captures samples at the rate of ��� points per second�

The resolution is ����� points per centimetre ������ points per inch� at an

accuracy of ������ centimetres ������ inches�� In addition the tablet captures

pen�tip pressure as one of ��� levels measured through the pressure sensitive

tip of the cordless pen� The pressure and position values are translated into

coordinates on the serial bus� The hardware interface is a Serial EIA Standard

RS����C port connected to a laptop computer running custom�written driver

software�

The values in the output stream produced by the digitiser are equidistant

in time and consist of tuples �x� y� p� that contain the following data�

� x�t�� the x�coordinate sampled at time t�

� y�t�� the y�coordinate sampled at time t�

� p�t�� the axial pen force at time t�



Figure ����� The sampled coordinates captured from the handwritten word

�farley��

Figure ����� Interpolation of the sampled coordinates produces the o��line� or

static� image of the word�

The sampled coordinates of a typical handwritten word can be plotted and

displayed� an example of which can be seen in Figure ���� with the handwritten

name �farley�� The interpolation of the sampled coordinates �Figure �����

produces an image of the writing similar to the o��line version of the word�

Sampling of the pen�tip position is done by the XGT tablet even when

the pen is not in contact with the writing surface� as long as it is within ���

centimetres �� inch� of the tablet� The path of the pen while in a �pen�up�

state is not detectable by potential forgers examining o��line copies of the

signature and provides a useful source of extra information for a signature

veri
cation system�



The database used for the primary HSV experiments was captured us�

ing the above tablet with the signer being seated in a comfortable position

with good lighting� The signers were orally prompted by the data collector

to provide their signature sample in their own time� The signers generally

provided 
ve samples in one sitting� with this operation being repeated on

two or three separate occasions �resulting in between ten and 
fteen genuine

signatures per person�� Forgeries were obtained by allowing the forger to view

a static image of the written password as well as being provided with basic in�

formation on the dynamics of the signature in the form of velocity and pressure

pro
les� Forgers were then allowed to practice their forgeries and to attempt

the forgery in a similar environment to that in which the original signature

was performed� Forgers were not professional or trained forgers but they were

aware of the nature of the veri
cation system and were aware of the nature of

the writing they were attempting to forge�

Attempts were made to obtain a reasonably realistic database population�

and to this end the set of genuine signatures contained writers of several dif�

ferent nationalities and backgrounds as well as di�erent age groups� genders

and left� and right�handedness �see Figure ���� for a statistical breakdown��

In total there are ��� signers in the database contributing a total of �����

genuine signatures� In most experiments� 
ve signatures are used to build

each reference� leaving ����� � ������� � ����� genuine signatures for testing�
Ten skilled forgeries were captured for each signer� providing a total of �����

forgeries in the database� No captured signatures were excluded from use in

the database �with the exception of a small number in which a device failure

occurred and no signature data was obtained�� and the database itself is quite

large and diverse compared with others in the literature ����� A summary of

the database is presented in Table ����

����� Extracted Features

The features that are extracted from signatures or handwriting obviously play

a vital role in the success of any feature�based handwriting analysis system�

They are arguably the most important aspect and exceed the choice of model

or means of comparison� If a poorly constructed feature set is used with little

insight into the writer	s natural style� then no amount of modelling or analysis

is going to result in a successful system� Further� it is necessary to have

multiple� meaningful features in the input vector to guarantee useful learning



Figure ����� Contributors to the database grouped according to 	a� national�

ities� 	b� handedness 	left or right�� 	c� age and 	d� gender�



Property Value

Number of signers ���

Number of genuine signatures �����

Number of forgeries �����

Digitiser Kurta XGT

Sample rate ��� pps

Resolution ����� ppcm ������ ppi�

Error  �� ������ cm ������ inches�

Pressure levels ���

Table ���� A summary of the main database of signatures used in experiment�

ation�

by the neural network �����

The initial decisions as to which features to incorporate� in order to max�

imise the accuracy of the approach� involved a combination of studying other

publications in the area �
nding out what other researchers have found use�

ful or useless� and intuitively considering which other features might be most

applicable� The intuitive approach was based on study of the handwriting pro�

cess� forensic analysis of handwriting by humans and examination of features

that are most useful to humans in deciding whether a particular handwriting

sample is produced by some author�

The properties of �useful� features were examined in ����� and it was con�

cluded that these must satisfy the following three requirements�

�� The writer must be able to write in a standard� consistent way �that is�

the writer should not be required to write unnaturally fast or slow in

order to produce a particular feature��

�� The writer must be somewhat separable from other writers based on the

feature�

�� The features must be environment invariant� That is� they must remain

somewhat consistent� irrespective of what is being written�

The third of these points is more relevant to the process of writer iden�

ti
cation than HSV� as a person	s signature is most often a 
xed text� It is

relevant to HSV however in the sense that the features should remain stable



irrespective of the environment in which the signature is being performed �the

weight of the pen� the friction of the pen tip etc���

These basic requirements are perhaps oversimplifying the feature selection

process as there are often non�obvious combinations of features that lead to

insightful information� They are however useful rules of thumb and the features

selected for use in this study adhere to those rules wherever possible�

What follows now is a description of each of the features that are extracted

from a given signature� as well as their signi
cance and method of calculation�

Each of these features acts as a single input to the neural network �note�

many of these features are also used in some form in the model discussed in

Chapter ���

Signature Duration� The time taken to perform a signature is perhaps the

single most discriminatory feature in handwritten signature veri
cation� A

study reported in ����� found that �� of forgeries can be rejected on the

basis of the signature duration being more than �� di�erent from the mean�

In another study described in ����� simple feature values are examined and

experimentation concludes that duration is the single best discriminator� res�

ulting in an equal error rate of under �� when used in isolation�

Pen�Down Ratio� This feature is the ratio of the pen�down time to the

total writing time� It is a very personal feature and one that does not undergo

a large amount of variation when signing� irrespective of the mood or emotions

of the writer ����� In addition it is a feature of handwriting that is very di�cult

for a forger to reproduce as there is no way of determining the pen�down ratio

from an o��line copy of the writing �for example� see Figure ���� that has two

samples with very di�erent pen�down ratios�� Calculation of this feature is

done by 
rstly removing leading and trailing zeroes from the captured data

then taking the ratio of the number of non�zero points to the total number of

points�

Horizontal Length� The horizontal distance measured between the two most

extreme points in the x direction �often simply the distance between the 
rst

point captured and the last point captured�� Any fragments such as !t	 cross�

ings or !i	 dottings are excluded from this calculation �fragments such as these

are far less stable and individual traits such as extravagant !t	 crossings can

cause high variability with this feature�� The horizontal length tends to remain

stable with a practiced word and particularly with a signature� irrespective of

the presence of a bounding box� horizontal line or even with no line present�

See Figure ���� for an example�



Figure ����� This is an illustration of the di�culty that a potential forger has in

trying to identify the pen�down ratio� The sample in 	a� is a genuine signature

and 	b� is an attempted forgery based on the forger having seen an o��line

version of the signature 	both taken from the signature database used in this

project�� The pen�down ratio for the genuine signature is ����� and is �����

for the forgery 	forgeries were typically found to have much lower pen�down

ratios� presumably because of the extra attention to detail��

Figure ����� Horizontal length of a typical handwritten word is a simple feature

to comprehend and calculate� The horizontal length of this sample is ����

pixels�



Aspect Ratio� Aspect ratio is the ratio of the writing length to the writing

height� This feature obviously remains invariant to scaling as if the user signs

in a di�erent size� both the height and the length will be altered proportionally

and the aspect ratio will remain the same�

Number of �pen�ups�� This is a basic feature indicating the number of

times that a user lifts the pen while performing their signature after the 
rst

contact with the tablet and excluding the 
nal pen�lift� This is highly stable

and almost never changes in an established signature� Additionally� this can

potentially be a di�cult feature for a forger to discern from an o��line copy of

the signature�

Cursivity� Cursivity is a number normalised to between zero and one that

represents the degree to which a writer produces isolated handprint characters

or fully�connected cursive script� The higher the value for cursivity� the more

connected the word is� A value of one means that there were no pen�ups over

the entire word and value closer to zero means that the writing was mostly

printed rather than cursive� The term �cursivity� and basic de
nition were

originally used in ������ however the calculation of this value by the original

authors di�ers from that which is performed here� In ����� the formula for

cursivity was�

Cn �
�

n

nX
w��

Nl�w �Npd�w  �

Nl�w

where�

� Cn is the cursivity index�

� n is the number of words without letters !i	 or !j	�

� Nl�w is the number of letters in a �non�ij� word�

� Npd�w is the number of pen�down streams in this word�

The main drawback with this approach is that it is necessary to have

a priori knowledge of how many letters are in the word being written� While

this is possible is some situations it is not a valid assumption with signatures

and would defeat the purpose of making this authentication system entirely

automated� The calculation of cursivity employed in this dissertation is done

through the use of strokes �see Section ��� for more on strokes� instead of let�

ters� Strokes are objective and easily calculable from the body of the signature

itself� The formula for cursivity calculation here then is�



Figure ����� Cursivity varies widely between di�erent authors while tending to

remain similar for di�erent samples produced by the same author� For example

consider parts 	a� and 	b� above that contain words written by di�erent authors

with very di�erent cursivity values of ��� and ��� respectively� Part 	c� is

another sample of the same written word as 	b�� by the same author� and has

a very similar cursivity value of ����

Cursivity �
number of strokes

number of pen � downs

In this setup a high value indicates a lean towards a more cursive style and

a low value implies a more handprinted style� The average level of cursivity is

something that remains close to constant for an individual across a large body

of handwriting ������ The same can be said of the same word or small phrase

being written by an individual� which is why this feature was considered for

use� Di�erent handwriting samples and their corresponding levels of cursivity

can be seen in Figure �����

Cursiveness� Cursiveness is a di�erent measure of whether a particular

handwriting sample is more cursive or more handprinted� This feature is one

that remains close to constant across di�erent productions of the same hand�

written word by the same author� Cursiveness is a personal aspect of hand�

writing and can be very di�cult for a forger to discern due to the dependence

of writing style and pause characteristics�

Calculation of the value for cursiveness is quite simple and is the ratio of

the horizontal length of the handwriting to the number of pen�downs� The

value of cursiveness goes up when there are less pen�downs and goes down

when there are more pen�downs� Figure ���� illustrates how di�cult it can be

to estimate values for this feature from just an o��line copy of the signature�

Top Heaviness� Technically� top heaviness is a measure of the proportion of



Figure ����� Cursiveness varies somewhat between authors and is a feature

that is highly indicative of natural handwriting style� 	a� shows a signature

with a seemingly high cursiveness� but the actual value for this is � which

is signi�cantly lower than the signature in 	b� at ��� These signatures are

examples of how visual inspection can be quite deceptive in estimation of

cursiveness�

the signature that lies above the vertical midpoint �that is� the ratio of point

density at the top half of the signature versus the density at the bottom half��

It is measuring the concentration of the handwriting about its midpoint or

conversely� how widely spread the handwriting is� The only real issue in the

calculation of top heaviness is to decide which measure of central tendency is

most indicative of the true vertical midpoint� It would be pointless to use the

median in this situation as� by de
nition� half of the points would lie above the

median and half below� It is therefore a question as to which of the other two

standard central measures �mean or mode� is more appropriate� Both of these

options were investigated� examples of which can be seen in Figure ���� �mean

is calculated in the standard way� while mode is found by creating a horizontal

frequency histogram of the points in the sample and selecting the peak in that

histogram�� Although the mean is more likely to be a�ected by outliers in

the sample� upon investigation with several di�erent signatures from di�erent

users� it was found that the large number of points in the data minimised this

e�ect and no measure is regularly more visually central than the other two�

As such� both of the values are used to generate separate measures of top

heaviness to be presented to the neural network�

Horizontal Dispersion� This is the same as top heaviness but with respect

to the horizontal spread of the handwriting rather than the vertical spread�

Calculation is done in a similar fashion�

Curvature� Curvature is a measure of how ��at� or how �curved� the hand�

writing is� A high value for curvature means that the writing is more dramatic�

ally curved� which is associated with more thorough or exaggerated completion



Figure ����� This is an illustration of how the di�erent measures of cent�

ral tendency can give di�erent midpoints for the calculation of top�heaviness�

The �gure has three horizontal lines drawn to illustrate the location of the

calculated midpoint using the di�erent central tendency measures�

of handwritten characters� For example� in Figure �����a� the letters are not

well�formed and the writing is more ��at� or �lazy� �particularly towards the

end�� which is re�ected in the low curvature value of ����� Conversely� the

sample in Figure �����b� has much more well�formed lettering resulting in a

higher curvature value of �����

Curvature� unlike most of the other features considered for use in this

system is slightly susceptible to change depending on the mood or demeanor

of the writer� If a user is trying to write quickly then they are more likely

to write with a lower curvature� however this feature is still produced with

su�cient consistency to be of use when the text is strongly 
xed� as is the case

with signature veri
cation� In fact� if the mood of the writer remains stable

this can be a highly e�ective feature in identifying the author as it is indicative

of the writer	s natural style�

Curvature is calculated as the ratio of the signature path length to the word

length� The path length is the sum of distances between each consecutive point

in the sample so is generally quite large� of the order of ������ pixels or more�

The word length is the physical� or Euclidean� distance between the 
rst point

and the last point of the captured writing�

Average Curvature per Stroke� This is a feature based on the curvature

value described above� except that the curvature value is calculated for each

individual stroke in the handwriting sample� then averaged� The di�erence

between this feature and the global curvature value is that by examining the

curvature of the individual strokes� it is possible to obtain a more insightful

measure of the depth of the local curves in the handwriting� For a graphical



Figure ����� Di�erent handwriting samples can result in quite di�erent

curvature values� For example� 	a� shows a sample in which the writing is quite

�at and not well�formed� resulting in a curvature value of ����� Conversely 	b�

shows a sample with a much more pronounced forming of the handwritten

characters resulting in the higher value of �����

Figure ����� The process of calculating the average curvature per stroke� 	a�

shows the entire handwritten word and 	b� shows an isolated view of one of

the extracted strokes�

representation of an extracted stroke� refer to Figure �����

Number of Strokes� The number of strokes is an easily understood feature

representing the number of strokes in a signature� This is indicative of how

many segments or states the handwriting goes through during the production

of the signature� This feature remains quite stable over a user	s various samples

as even with the natural variations in a user	s signature� the segmentation

remains quite similar� The number of strokes is a non�trivial feature for a

forger to reproduce as the segmentation is based purely on the pen�tip velocity�

which is not visible with just a written version of the word� See Figure ����

for a pictoral representation of the stroke segmentation� Note that this 
gure

depicts two di�erent handwritten samples produced by the same author� The



Figure ����� Two signatures sections produced by the same author illustrating

the consistency in the number of strokes� The crosses on the handwriting

represent the stroke boundaries� Both of these samples have � strokes and as

can be seen the segmentation is quite consistent�

segmentation of both words is almost identical and the number of strokes is

very similar in both samples�

Mean Ascender Height � This feature refers to the mean height of �ascend�

ers� in the handwriting� Ascenders are letters such as !d	� !f	 and !t	 in which a

part of the letter extends above the main body of the sample ����� Formal de�

tection of ascenders in the body of a signature involves computing the mean of

the data� as well as points at one quarter and three quarters of the maximum

height� The peaks of ascenders then are de
ned to be the local maxima in

the y direction that are above the three quarter mark� The distance between

a local maximum and the y mean is found and this distance is taken as the

height of that ascender� The mean height for all ascenders is then used as the

value for this feature� Figure ���� shows a typical handwriting sample with

ascenders� mean y value and ascender height �as well as some other details�

clearly labelled�

Mean Descender Depth� Descenders here are essentially the opposite of

ascenders� They are letters such as !g	� !y	 and !j	 that typically contain parts

extending below the main body of the sample �note it is possible for an indi�

vidual letter to be both an ascender and a descender � the letter !f	 is sometimes

written in this way�� Finding the descender extremities is done in a similar

fashion to ascenders and uses the same frequency histogram� The descender

extremities are the local minima in the y direction that fall below the lower

quarter of the sample� The depth value for each extremity is measured as the

distance between the local minimum and the y mean expressed as a positive

integer� The depth values for all descenders are averaged to give the value

for this feature� Figure ���� shows a typical handwriting sample with some



Figure ����� A typical handwriting sample with labels indicating the ascenders�

descenders� mean vertical displacement� ascender height and descender depth�

examples of descenders�

Maximum Height � Maximum height is the distance between the lowest

point in the handwritten word �the depth of the lowest descender� and the

highest point in the word �the height of the highest ascender�� Note that

this calculation ignores !i	 dottings and !t	 crossings or other such artifacts

occurring in the handwriting� Also removed from consideration is the 
nal

trailing stroke in a signature � in examination of the trailing strokes in di�erent

signatures produced by the same signer� the height of this stroke was found to

be by far the most variable� The maximum height feature using the remaining

captured points re�ects� to some extent� the ��air� with which the author

writes and the maximum distance typically traversed by the pen tip� This

feature remains reasonably stable across several written samples� Figure ����

illustrates maximum height�

Maximum Velocity� Maximum velocity is another purely dynamic feature

of handwriting� There are two advantages in using a feature like this � 
rstly�

it is something that a genuine writer is capable of easily reproducing and

secondly� a potential forger will have great di�culty in reproducing it� The

calculation of pen�tip velocity is done in terms of component velocities vx and

vy� calculated as the 
rst derivative of the x and y streams�

v �
q
v�x  v�y



Figure ����� The maximum height of a signature or handwritten word is

de�ned as the distance from the top of the highest ascender to the bottom

of the lowest descender� The vertical line seen here to the right of the writing

sample is the maximum height� and in this case is calculated as ���� pixels�

While maximumvelocity is subject to some variability� it remains a valuable

feature because it is unable to identi
ed by a potential forger in an o��line copy

of the signature�

Average Velocity� The average velocity is a personal measure of the how fast

the pen�tip is travelling across the surface of the tablet� Velocity in handwriting

has been widely studied� particularly in the 
eld of signature veri
cation� and

is regarded as one of the most stable of all features and one of the best single

features to use in HSV ���� ���� ����� This feature is simply calculated as the

mean of all individual velocity values �there is one velocity value for each pair

of consecutive points��

Standard Deviation of the Velocity� This feature is calculated as the stand�

ard deviation of all the individual velocity values in the writing sample� It is

a measure of the variation of the velocity values characteristic to the signer�

Average Absolute Acceleration� The absolute acceleration refers to the ab�

solute value of the acceleration and deceleration measurements� It is computed

as the second derivative of the data stream �or the derivative of the velocity val�

ues calculated earlier�� The average absolute acceleration captures the mean

rate of change in velocity in both positive and negative directions and was

found to be another useful feature in verifying signers� The third derivative

of the data stream �the derivative of the acceleration� is often referred to as

�jerk�� Jerk was examined as a potential feature� but did not prove to be

either repeatable or individual and was abandoned as a result�



Figure ����� The gradient of the line between each pair of consecutive points

is determined 	a sample of which is shown in part 	a��� and the mean of those

values found � this mean is the slant of the handwriting� Part 	b� illustrates

the computed slant value� drawn as a series of dotted lines laid over the hand�

writing sample�

Standard Deviation of the Absolute Acceleration� This is a measure of dis�

persion of the absolute acceleration values� It captures the consistency �or lack

thereof� with which a user	s handwriting accelerates�

Maximum Acceleration� While this feature is less stable than some oth�

ers� the purely dynamic nature and di�culty in forging still make it a useful

characteristic�

Maximum Deceleration� Similar to maximum acceleration� this is a purely

dynamic feature that measures the rate at which the pen�tip	s velocity de�

creases as it approaches the end of a stroke�

Handwriting Slant Using All Points� The calculation of handwriting slant

was a major focus during feature set development as it bears much importance

in handwriting analysis ���� ��� ���� The problem of slant calculation is not

a trivial one and several di�erent approaches were considered� each yielding

their own insight� The 
rst approach to calculating handwriting slant is a

naive approach involving the use of all captured writing points� The points

are spatially resampled and the angle �expressed as a gradient� between each

pair of consecutive points in the signature is calculated� giving several gradient

values �see Figure �����a��� The slant using this 
rst technique is then given

by the mean of these gradient values� Note that !i	 dottings� !t	 crossings and

other such artifacts are removed from consideration here �as well as in other

discussed forms of slant calculation��

Handwriting Slant Using �Long Stroke� End�points� This technique for



Figure ����� �Long strokes� extracted from a typical handwriting sample�

The long stroke is represented as bolded handwriting with the remainder of

the handwriting appearing as a broken line in the background�

calculating handwriting slant is based on the extraction of particular type of

stroke� referred to here as a �long stroke�� The de
nition of a long stroke is two�

fold� 
rstly� the series of points between each vertical minimum and following

vertical or horizontal maximum �whichever is encounted 
rst� are extracted�

secondly� the long stroke is retained if and only if the stroke path length is

greater than some pre�de
ned threshold �experimentation was performed to


nd the threshold producing the most visually accurate slant and the 
nal

value was set at thirteen�� Figure ���� illustrates a number of long strokes

extracted from a handwriting sample� Once the long stroke start and end

points have been identi
ed� the gradient of that stroke is given by the gradient

between just those two points� The mean of all such gradients then gives the

handwriting slant�

Handwriting Slant Using All Points of �Long Strokes�� This approach also

uses long strokes and a technique very similar to that used to obtain the

�Handwriting Slant Using All Points�� After the long strokes are extracted

and the constituent points spatially resampled� the gradient between each pair

of consecutive points within the long stroke is calculated� The mean of these

gradient values gives the handwriting slant� In experimentation� this method

of slant calculation was found to be far less stable that the method using

regression �described below� and was eventually removed from consideration

in the neural network�

Handwriting Slant Through Regression of �Long Strokes�� This approach

is slightly di�erent from slant calculation using long stroke end�points� The

extraction of long strokes here is again done in the same fashion as described

previously and illustrated in Figure ����� The di�erence comes in the actual



Figure ����� Calculation of handwriting slant through regression of �long

strokes�� 	a� shows one of the long strokes extracted from a typical handwrit�

ing sample� 	b� shows a close�up view of that same stroke with the straight line

being the line�of�best��t as produced by simple linear regression� The gradient

of this line is taken as the handwriting slant� 	c� shows the same handwriting

sample used in 	a� and is overlayed with a series of straight lines parallel to

the calculated slant using the regression of long strokes�

calculation of the slant where linear regression is performed using all of the

points in the long stroke� The mean of this value taken over all long strokes

in the signature is used as the 
nal slant� This procedure is illustrated in

Figure �����

Handwriting Slant Using Cai and Liu Technique� This method of determ�

ining slant is a technique borrowed from handwriting recognition ����� This

approach involves 
rstly calculating the centroid ci for each row i in the sig�

nature within the vertical inter�quartile range �that is� ignoring ascenders and

descenders that may skew the slant value if they are at one end of the signa�

ture�� and obtaining h row centroid points� where h is the height of this range

in pixels� Linear regression is then used to best 
t a straight line through the

centroid points� The estimated slant is the slope of the straight line� given by�

Cai� Liu slant � ctan��
�
Sxy
Syy

�

where�

� Sxy �
Ph��

i�� G�i��ci � x��i� y��

� Syy �
Ph��

i�� G�i��i� y���

� G�i� is the weight associated with the ith row �the number of handwriting

strokes crossed by a horizontal projection at i��



Figure ����� The dotted line represents a single vertical projection� one of

many used in the calculation of vertical overlap� The crosses are the points

of intersection between the vertical projection and the handwriting stream

	there are �ve in this instance�� The average number of intersections is then

a measure of the degree of handwriting slant 	the higher the slant the higher

the number of intersections��

� �x� y� is the centroid of the signature�

� ctan is the complex circular tangent�

Handwriting Slant Based on Vertical Overlap� Vertical overlap measures

the average number of handwriting strokes crossed by vertical projections

through the handwritten sample� Unlike other methods of handwriting slant

calculation� this method does not attempt to calculate a value for the gradi�

ent of the handwriting� The relationship between vertical overlap and slant

is based on the fact that a more pronounced handwriting slant will result in

a higher value for vertical overlap� In experimentation this feature was found

to be highly stable �see Figure ����� and is not a feature obvious to potential

forgers�

Calculation of vertical overlap is performed by making a series of vertical

projections along the entire length of the writing sample� For each such vertical

projection the number of strokes crossed is determined and averaged across

all vertical projections �see Figure ���� for an example of a single vertical

projection and associated overlap��

Stroke Concavity� Stroke concavity is a measure of how close the average

stroke is to being a straight line� A stroke of high concavity does not closely

follow the imaginary line drawn from the stroke start�point to the end�point�

Calculation of the concavity value is done by 
rstly performing linear regression



Figure ����� Stroke concavity is depicted in this �gure� showing a closeup of a

stroke segment with a line�of�best��t 	found by simple linear regression� drawn

through four points� The concavity is then found by taking the square root of

the sum of squares of the minimum distance from each point in the stroke to

the line�of�best��t�

using the points in the stroke to obtain the line�of�best�
t� This feature is then

a measure of how well the points in the stroke �
t� that line� or how well the

points are approximated by that line� The second step is to apply the following

formula for each stroke�

Stroke Concavity �

vuut nX
i��

�si � ri��

where�

� n is the number of points in the stroke�

� si is the ith point in the stroke�

� ri is the coordinate along the line�of�best�
t that is the least distance

from si�

The stroke concavity is taken as the mean of the individual concavity values

for each stroke in the sample� Figure ���� gives a graphical depiction of si� ri

for a number of points�

Horizontal Velocity� Horizontal velocity is the average velocity over the x

direction� It is a measure of how fast the signature moves horizontally and



Figure ����� Depending on the feature used� it may be necessary to remove

certain pixels from calculation� Typically� fragmented information such as the

dotting of �i�s and the crossing of �t�s are removed�

is related to pen�tip velocity� cursivity� horizontal length and acceleration� It

is impossible for a potential forger to discern the horizontal velocity from an

o��line copy of the writing� This feature is calculated as the ratio of horizontal

distance to the duration in which the body of the sample was produced �ar�

tifacts and the duration associated with their production are removed from

the calculation�� Figure ���� illustrates which parts of a writing sample are

removed from calculation�

Mean Pen�Tip Pressure� Pen�tip pressure is a measure of the amount of

vertical pressure being applied by the pen to the top of the tablet� This is an

option available on almost all current tablet and stylus hardware and is typic�

ally measured by an accurate sensor in the tip of the pen� Other veri
cation

software makes use of more complicated characteristics such as the breakdown

into a horizontal and vertical component of the pen�tip pressure or the break�

down of the angle at which the pen is held� Because of the fact that angular

pressure breakdowns are unavailable in much of the hardware� this veri
ca�

tion system has been restricted to the assumption of a single pressure pro
le�

Additionally� if pressure values are unavailable� all pen�down occurrences have

pressure set to one and pen�up occurrences set to zero�

Pressure� like most features used in this system� is very di�cult for a forger

to discern from an o��line copy of the handwriting� Although pen�tip pressure

is less stable than other dynamic features such as velocity� it is included because

of the di�culty that a potential forger has in accurately simulating the pressure



pro
le� Mean pen�tip pressure used in this feature is simply the average of all

non�zero values in the pressure pro
le�

Standard Deviation of Pen�Tip Pressure� The standard deviation of the

pen�tip pressure is a gauge of how much a writer typically varies his or her

pen�tip pressure during the course of the signature� Another purely dynamic

feature� this is calculated as the regular standard deviation of the non�zero

values in the pressure pro
le�

Maximum Pen�Tip Pressure� The maximumpen�tip pressure is the highest

value in the pressure pro
le� Like all of the pressure features� the maximum

pressure is not able to be extracted from an o��line copy of the writing and�

while not as repeatable as velocity� is still useful in combination with other

features�

Minimum Pen�Tip Pressure� The minimum pen�tip pressure is the lowest

non�zero value in the pressure pro
le� This feature is not able to be extracted

from o��line copies of the writing and previous researchers have found this

feature to be quite useful �����

Degree of Parallelism� The degree of �parallelism� refers to the extent to

which slant remains consistent throughout the entire sample� This is a feature

intrinsic to a writer	s natural handwriting and is a characteristic naturally

produced without conscious thought� The main problem with this feature is

that users tend to write with higher parallelism if they are forcing themselves

to write slower and more deliberately� However� in the natural �ow of a user	s

handwriting �particular when performing a signature� the parallelism values

are stable�

The calculation of the degree of parallelism is based on the calculated slant

of the handwriting� Long strokes are extracted and the standard deviation

of the slant of the long strokes is obtained �therefore� a higher value for this

feature indicates a lower consistency of slant�� Figure ���� depicts two hand�

writing samples� one of which has a high level of parallelism and one has a

lower level�

Baseline Consistency� The baseline of a single handwritten word is the

line�of�best�
t drawn through the bottom of all non�descender characters �see

Figure ���� for an example of descenders�� The baseline is analogous to the

position of the line when a user is signing on a ruled or dotted line� This is

another very personal feature and is particularly representative of a signer	s

natural tendency when no ruled line is present as a guide� Some writers are

naturally more irregular or �sloppy� when forming their baseline than others�



Figure ����� Di�erent degrees of parallelism� 	a� and 	b� are two sections of

signatures taken from di�erent authors with di�erent values for parallelism�

The sample in part 	a� has a parallelism value of ���� whereas 	b� has �����

Calculation of the baseline consistency is done by 
rst extracting the set

of minima from all non�descender characters� These minima are de
ned as

y�minima that fall below the mean of the y data and above the lower quarter�

Linear regression is then performed using these points and the line�of�best�
t

is found� The baseline consistency is then given by the formula�

Consistency �

vuut nX
i��

�bi � ri��

where�

� n is the total number of baseline minima extracted�

� bi is the ith point in the set of baseline minima�

� ri is the coordinate along the line�of�best�
t corresponding to the x value

of bi�

The process of baseline consistency calculation is illustrated in Figure �����

Ascender�line Consistency� The ascender�line of a single handwritten word

is slightly di�erent to what would be expected given the previous de
nition

of baseline� The ascender�line is the line�of�best�
t drawn through the upper

extremity of ascender characters such as !t	� !b	 and !d	 and ignoring fragments

such as !t	 crossings and !i	 dottings �as initially used in ������ Given the

ascender�extremity points� the calculation of the ascender�line consistency is

done is the same fashion as the baseline consistency calculation�

Circularity� The circularity feature tries to capture how �round� or �dis�

tended� the handwritten characters are� It is measured as the ratio of the area



Figure ����� The various stages in the calculation of baseline consistency�

	a� shows the original handwritten word� 	b� shows the extracted minima for

non�descender characters and 	c� shows the line�of�best��t calculated for these

points using linear regression� The baseline consistency is then the square root

of the sum of the squares of the distances between the extracted minima and

the line� The baseline consistency of this handwriting sample is �����



to the horizontal length� This feature is one that is quite di�cult for a forger to

judge so proves useful in preventing false acceptances� In addition� circularity

was found to be quite a personalised feature and similar features were found

to be useful in other studies� ���� described a system using something similar

�under the name �sphericity�� as one of only 
ve discriminating features used

in script� language and writer identi
cation work�

Circularity is one of the most computationally expensive features in the

feature set as it requires several iterations through the x and y pro
les� The


rst step in the calculation is to extract the various components �areas of

connected handwriting� within the sample� Calculation of circularity is then

done separately on each of these components as described below�

For each x value in the component� a vertical projection is taken and the

position of each of the points of intersection with the handwriting is found�

It should be noted that one of the main di�culties in this calculation �and

also with the vertical overlap feature� is in determining exactly when this in�

tersection occurs� The problem lies mainly in the fact that with an on�line

handwriting system there may not be an actual intersection between the pro�

jection and one of the recorded points �in fact� it is less likely that a direct

intersection will take place�� It is therefore necessary to perform an itera�

tion through the recorded points in the current component and deem that an

intersection has occurred if and only if there are two consecutive points for

which�

�x�i� � xp� and �xp � x�i ���

where�

� xp is the x value of the vertical projection �the line with the equation

x � p��

� x�i� is the ith point in the x data stream�

� x�i �� is the �i ��th point in the x data stream�

The next step is to determine the height� or more speci
cally the y value�

of the intersection� This is found as follows�

yint �

��
xp � x�i�

x�i ��� x�i�

�
� �y�i ��  y�i��

�
 y�i�

where yint is the y coordinate of the point of intersection between the

handwriting and the projection�



Figure ����� The area of a signature� 	a� shows the original sample and 	b�

shows the calculated area� In 	b� the black lines represent the vertical ex�

tremities 	the maximum and minimum intersections with vertical projections�

and the shading shows the area of the signature segment� The area of signa�

tures with multiple components is found by summing each of the independently

calculated component areas�

For each projection the heights of the various intersections are found and

the di�erence in height between the uppermost intersection and the lowermost

intersection is found and added to the cumulative total for area� If there is only

one intersection �that is� a joining or trailing stroke� then one is added to the

area value for the component �the area of a single horizontal line is de
ned to

be one�� Once projections are made for all x values in the component the area

of that component is known� The ratio of the summed area to the summed

horizontal length across all components is then calculated and gives circularity�

Figure ���� depicts the calculated area�

Area� The actual area of the handwritten word is used as another feature�

Calculation of area is performed in exactly the same way as described as a

part of circularity calculation and shown in Figure ���� �the value is retained

from the circularity calculations��

Middle�Heaviness� Middle�heaviness is a term used to describe the percent�

age of the handwritten samples bounding box that is interior to the signature

itself� It was called middle�heaviness because it is a measure of the concen�

tration of the handwriting around the midpoint as opposed to featuring high

ascenders and low descenders� Calculation of this feature is done by 
rst 
nd�

ing the area of the signature �as performed previously� and dividing this value

by the area of the bounding box� The bounding box is a rectangle drawn

around the sample using the the two extremities in each of the x and y data

streams �with artifacts removed�� This feature is illustrated in Figure �����



Figure ����� This �gure illustrates �middle�heaviness�� which is de�ned as the

percentage of the bounding box of a signature that is interior to the sample

itself� The bounding box is shown in the �gure and all shaded pixels are

points interior to 	or part of� the sample� The area of the shaded pixels is

then divided by the area of the bounding box to give middle�heaviness�

Component Physical Spacing� The average spacing between the compon�

ents is again indicative of a writer	s natural style and is very stable across mul�

tiple instances of the signature� The calculation of this feature involves simply

taking the Euclidean distance between the last point sampled in a component

and the 
rst point sampled in the following component �if any�� This value

is calculated for each pen�up instance and averaged to obtain the 
nal feature

value� See Figure ���� for an illustration of the component physical spacing�

When there is only one component a default value of zero is returned�

Component Time Spacing� This feature refers to the average duration of

a pen�up instance in a signature and is often referred to as pen�up time �����

It is slightly less stable than physical component spacing but this is made up

for by the fact that it is impossible for a forger to copy this feature from an

o��line signature image�

����� Experimental Setup

This section details the experimentation performed as part of the neural net�

work HSV system development� It is split into three parts� a discussion of the

benchmark linear network results� the multi�layer perceptron development �in�

cluding the structure and network parameters resulting in the most robust and

accurate system� and 
nally the di�erent training approaches �including the

classi
cation error rates and timing results using di�erent training algorithms

and di�erent compositions of the training set�� In all experiments 
ve genuine



Figure ����� The physical spacing between components is a measure of the

average distance between the last point sampled in a component and the �rst

point sampled in the immediately following component 	if any�� This distance

is illustrated in the �gure and defaults to zero if there is only one component�

signatures are used to train the network unless otherwise stated�

Linear Network Development

As discussed earlier in the chapter� linear networks are neural networks with

no hidden layers or nodes� Despite the limitations of these networks� they

provide a useful benchmark against which to measure more complex tech�

niques� It is not uncommon to 
nd that problems perceived to be quite dif�


cult are handled well by linear approaches� To this end a linear network

was developed and trained to verify the handwritten signatures in the data�

base� Training was done using the pseudo�inverse technique �as recommended

in most texts�� 
ve genuine signatures and various combinations of negative

examples �see below for a complete discussion of negative examples in the

training set�� Typical training convergence behaviour of a linear network is

illustrated in Figure �����a��

The performance of this network is actually quite reasonable� with the low�

est overall error rate achieved being ��� ���� FAR and ��� FRR� using

a set of ten other user	s genuine signatures as negative examples� These per�

formance rates imply that the handwritten signatures used in this study are

somewhat linearly separable via the extracted features� As expected� the sta�

bility of the network is quite poor however in relation to that displayed by

networks with hidden layers�



Multi�Layer Perceptron Development

Most of the experimentation done in the neural network development involved

MLPs as this particular structure is well suited to the parametric HSV prob�

lem� The structural experimentation is constrained to fully�connected multi�

layer feed�forward networks� That is� the networks have a distinctly layered

structure� all nodes in layer i have connections to all nodes in layer i � �see

Figure ���� and no connections are made to previous layers�

The input layer always consists of n nodes where n is the number of fea�

tures in the set and the output layer consists of a single node that calculates

the weighted sum of the connections coming into it� The 
nal output of the

network is a con
dence value indicating the likelihood that the test signature

was performed by the same person that provided the reference signatures used

in training� The con
dence value is compared to a threshold and the test sig�

nature is veri
ed if the con
dence exceeds this threshold or rejected otherwise�

Training via the back�propagation algorithm �other training algorithms are

considered below�� the MLPs are able to 
t genuine signatures much better

than linear networks� The result is a lower overall error rate along with a

much more pronounced convergence than was achieved with the linear network

�in terms of the training the network� see Figure ����� and a clearer class

separation between the two classes�

What follows now is a discussion of the di�erent network parameters and

architectural issues explored during experimentation� followed by an examin�

ation of MLPs with two hidden layers and the di�erent training scenarios�

� Number of Nodes in the Hidden Layer � The most in�uential adjustable

parameter within the model constraints is the number of nodes �or units�

in the hidden layer� In theory� architecture determination can be treated

as a kind of optimization problem exploring various possible designs look�

ing for the most suitable structure� In a MLP with one hidden layer� once

the training features are decided upon� the optimization problem reduces

to a decision over the number of units in the hidden layer� This is essen�

tially a linear search of a noisy function �each time a network is trained

a slightly di�erent error rate results�� In the NN HSV system� the search

involved imposing a minimum of two and a maximum of ��� �roughly

three times the number of input units� on the number of hidden units

and experimenting exhaustively within this range� Values between 
f�

teen and thirty proved to be the most successful �in terms of overall error



Figure ����� Convergence of training and veri�cation errors� 	a� In a linear

network� 	b� In a multi�layer perceptron with a single hidden layer�



Figure ����� Error rates resulting from varying the number of hidden nodes in

a MLP with one hidden layer�

rate� with nineteen hidden nodes used in any further NN experimenta�

tion� A plot of the number of hidden nodes �from two up to sixty� versus

the resulting overall error rate is presented in Figure �����

� Learning Rates� As discussed earlier in the chapter� the learning rate

in a neural network controls the speed with which the network learns�

A higher learning rate causes the algorithm to converge faster but may

introduce instabilities� especially if the data is noisy� Experimentation

involved exhaustively searching all learning rates from ���� to ���� with

increments of ���� Small changes in the learning rate were not found to

have a signi
cant in�uence on the 
nal error rates and a value of ���

produced consistently acceptable results� Degradation occurred when

the learning rate moved much closer to zero or one�

� Momentum� Similar to 
ndings regarding the learning rate� small changes

in the value for momentum did not have a large impact on system ac�

curacy� A value of ��� was used in the 
nal version of the system�

� Activation Functions� Sigmoidal activation functions were used in each

of the nodes in the NN� It is generally accepted that sigmoidal activa�

tion functions are appropriate in scenarios such as HSV and experiments



conducted versus other activation functions supported this�

The 
nal overall error rate using the above structure and network paramet�

ers and the most successful structure was ��� ���� FAR and ��� FRR��

which represents a clear improvement over linear techniques� The training

scenarios are presented following the discussion of MLPs with more than one

hidden layer�

MLP With Two Hidden Layers� Further experiments were conducted using

MLPs with two hidden layers in an attempt to better 
t the signatures� The

RMS error for the genuine signatures was lower than for the single�hidden�

layer MLP as the extra hidden layer enabled the underlying function to be

more closely approximated� Experiments were conducted using various com�

binations of unit numbers in the two hidden layers� It was found that the

results are best when the number of units is equal to around half the number

of input units �similar to the network depicted in Figure ����d��� The mo�

mentum value and the activation functions are the same as for the MLP with

one hidden layer� The learning rate di�ered slightly and a setting of ��� resul�

ted in the most stable network using the same training set contents �training

sets are described below��

This more complex model unfortunately has a detrimental e�ect on the

performance of the network �both in terms of classi
cation error and processing

speed�� The execution of the network �classifying a test signature� is slightly

slower and the training procedure takes on average almost double the amount

of time to converge� A typical example of the time spent training the three

network structures can be found in Table ���� In this table� the �number of

epochs� is a measure of how many iterations each of the structures requires

for convergence� This is less relevant that the overall time requirements �for

example� a training epoch for a linear network is very di�erent to a training

epoch for a multi�layer perceptron with two hidden layers�� The relative time is

the average amount of time taken to converge� expressed as a percentage of the

time taken by the two�layer MLP� Finally� the overall classi
cation accuracy

of the network deteriorated slightly as a result of the initial hidden layer� The

network is able to 
t the genuine signatures in the training set very closely�

but over
tting seemed to occur as the FRR was increased� The 
nal overall

error rate using two hidden layers is ��� ���� FAR and ��� FRR��

A description of the di�erent training approaches used is presented below�

The experimentation and error rates apply to a MLP structure with one hidden

layer unless otherwise speci
ed�



Structure Number of Epochs Relative Time

Linear Network ���� ���

MLP with � Hidden Layer ���� ����

MLP with � Hidden Layer ���� �����

Table ���� The training performance of three network structures�

Training Approaches

All of the di�erent training approaches used in experimentation are described

here� Experimentation included di�erent training algorithms� di�erent training

sets and the use of forgeries �both skilled and zero�e�ort� in the training set�

All discussions apply to the optimal network structure described above unless

otherwise speci
ed�

The 
rst training aspect under consideration is the algorithms to perform

the actual weight adjustments� The technical details and functionality of the

MLP training algorithms have already been explained in Section ������ The

performance of each of the three implemented training algorithms is discussed

below�

� Back�propagation� This is the most widely used algorithm in neural net�

work training due to its e�ciency� simplicity and performance� Back�

propagation has been used successfully in many di�erent environments

�including HSV ����� ���� and results in the highest classi
cation accur�

acy compared to the other implemented algorithms� The performance

details using back�propagation are presented in Table ��� �error rates�

and Table ��� �training time��

� Conjugate Gradient Descent � This is the major alternative to back�

propagation but is not as widely used in HSV� The conjugate gradi�

ent descent algorithm converged much faster during training than back�

propagation� Unfortunately� due to the fact that this training algorithm

is suited to more complex networks �with several hundred weights� �����

the resulting error rate was somewhat worse than networks trained via

back�propagation� The performance details can be found in Table ���

and Table ����

� Levenberg�Marquardt � Experimentationwas also done with the Levenberg�

Marquardt training algorithm� The classi
cation accuracy was slightly



Training Algorithm FAR FRR Overall Error Rate

Back�propagation ��� ��� ���

Conjugate Gradient Descent ��� ��� ���

Levenberg�Marquardt ��� ��� ���

Table ���� The classi�cation accuracy of the three implemented neural network

training algorithms�

Training Algorithm Number of Epochs Relative Time

Back�propagation ���� ���

Conjugate Gradient Descent ��� ���

Levenberg�Marquardt ���� �����

Table ���� The convergence speed of the three implemented neural network

training algorithms�

better than that obtained using conjugate gradient descent but not as

good as back�propagation� The training process however was exceedingly

slow� which may be a problem in a large� dynamic database� Performance

details can be found in Table ��� and Table ����

The back�propagation algorithm seems to be superior in this HSV envir�

onment� Although it didn	t converge as quickly as conjugate gradient descent�

the classi
cation accuracy was superior to the other two approaches and train�

ing error rates continue to improve after several hundred epochs� The actual

�wall clock time� required for training to complete using back�propagation is

typically between thirty seconds and two minutes� This training time is not

prohibitively slow as it is generally a one�o� cost and is not performed while

the user waits�

Given that the training is unsupervised� a stopping condition �de
ned in

Section ������ is needed to ensure that training time is 
nite and that the res�

ulting network is not under�trained or over�trained� Experiments were conduc�

ted using heuristic approaches with di�erent limitations and slightly di�erent

rules� The most successful method �and the method used in all training scen�

arios� is a two�fold rule of stopping if the RMS error reduces to below ���� or if

this error fails to improve over a span of ten epochs� The 
rst half of the con�

dition ensure the training stops when error rate is low enough to be considered

e�ective� and in a 
nite number of epochs� On some training runs� the RMS



error continued to reduce slowly for hundreds of thousands of epochs� so this

element of the stopping condition protects against this occurrence� The second

half of the condition is necessary as sometimes the RMS error reached a point

beyond which it did not improve� irrespective of further time spent training�

Ten epochs was experimentally found to be a large enough period of time to

wait for at least some improvement� Note that if there is a deterioration of the

error rate after a minimum has been reached� training will eventually stop due

to the �n epochs without improvement� condition� Rather than use the now

slightly deteriorated network� the attributes �weights� of the network revert to

those which produced the lowest error rate�

One other point to note is that no limit is placed on the number of epochs

spent training � in experimentation� the above stopping condition caused the

training of the network to cease in a reasonable amount of time �a maximum

of a number of minutes� in every instance� In practice it may be necessary for

some �extremely large� maximum value to be placed on the number of epochs

to prevent an exceedingly long training phase for a network that is regularly

slightly improved� This was not found to be the case in any of the experiments

conducted during the work described in this thesis� but this is by no means

proof that the scenario will never happen�

The above stopping condition was used in all of the training scenarios

described below unless otherwise speci
ed� What follows now is a discussion

of the di�erent scenarios with respect to the makeup of the training set�

Training One Network with the Entire Database

This scenario involved training on the signature database as a whole� using

forty�one input units �one for each feature�� various di�erent experiments with

the size of the hidden layer and a single output unit �attempting to identify

the author of the signature�� The target output value was the identi
er for the

signer who provided the signature� That is� a single network was trained to

identify the most closely matching user in the database for a given signature�

This strategy was not greatly successful �it makes the assumption that the

entire database of signatures is separable using a single set of weights� and

the network displayed a large amount of confusion� resulting in an overall

error rate of over ��� Additionally� this approach is impractical in that the

training takes a very large amount of time and re�training is necessary each

time the population of the database changes�

Training One Network with the Entire Database and Multiple Outputs

This scenario works as above� except the number of output nodes is equal



Figure ����� Convergence of error rate using back�propagation in a typical

MLP with no negative examples�

to the number of users� When the network is presented with a test signature�

the output node with the highest activation value is deemed the �winning�

node and the corresponding user deemed to the be the author of the test

signature� This is a multi�class classi
cation problem and is often referred

to as one�of�N classi
cation� Slight improvements are achieved using this

approach �an overall error rate of just under ���� but the accuracy is still

signi
cantly inadequate for use in signature veri
cation� In addition there is

still the problem of re�training the network when a new user registers� The

conclusion drawn from this is that both of the 
rst two scenarios are impractical

for signature veri
cation�

Training Individual Networks for Each Signer

This scenario involved creating and training a single network for each in�

dividual� training using a randomly selected set of 
ve genuine signatures for

each user� with the remaining genuine signatures used in the veri
cation set�

This approach is very simple� fast and easily achievable �it is not necessary to

obtain any forgeries�� The problem is that the lack of negative examples in

the form of forgeries �either skilled or zero�e�ort� makes the training process

a somewhat haphazard approach as it is di�cult to know with any certainty

when to stop training �the most successful stopping condition was found to be

simply to place a limit on the number of epochs�� Error convergence occurs

very quickly �see Figure ����� but the typical under�
tting causes problems

when the network is tested using forgeries�

Classi
cation of previously unseen genuine signatures was performed well

�that is� there were very few false rejections�� but classi
cation of forgeries

was quite poor �false acceptances were commonplace�� This is not unexpected



however� as it	s di�cult for a network to recognise forgeries if it hasn	t seen any

before� The overall error rate using this approach is ����� made up largely

from false acceptances ����� FAR and ���� FRR��

Training Individual Networks for Each Signer using Negative Examples

This approach to training was found to produce the lowest overall error rate�

As in the above scenario� a separate network was trained for each individual

signer in the database� The di�erence is that here� in an attempt to improve the

accuracy of the resulting system� negative examples �in the form of forgeries�

are introduced into the training set �
ve reference signatures per signer are

still used as the positive examples�� Without the use of negative examples it

is di�cult to obtain e�ective threshold values on the neural network output�

and the network is obviously less likely to recognise a forgery� Ideally the

negative examples would be skilled forgeries� but these are rarely available in

practical situations so an alternative must be found� Each of the alternatives

explored with respect to negative examples is presented below and classi
cation

accuracy for all approaches is presented in Table ����

�� The brute force approach is to use the entire set of reference signa�

tures from other users in the database� This necessitates a change in

the approach to training as genuine signature misclassi
cations can be�

come insigni
cant in the makeup of the overall RMS error �as there

are many more forgeries than genuine signatures�� The modi
cation in�

volves applying a similar concept to the more powerful �loss matrix� �see

Section ������ and speci
cally associating a more severe penalty with mis�

classifying genuine signatures� The results obtained using this approach

were quite good� but this is impractical due the increased training time

�training time increases linearly with respect to the number of users in

the database� and the need to re�train the system every time a new user

is added to the database� An overall error rate of ��� is obtained using

this approach�

�� The impracticalities of the above approach render it unusable in any sort

of real�world� dynamic environment� In order to cut down on the training

time and the necessity to re�train� experiments were conducted using

reference signatures from other randomly selected users as forgeries� Sets

of ten� 
fteen� twenty� twenty�
ve and thirty users were considered with

the best results occurring with set sizes of twenty and twenty�
ve� When

a new user is added to the database their negative training examples are



extracted from the users that are already present� Existing networks are

not re�trained when a new user is introduced� The overall error rate�

averaged over ten applications of the random approach� is ����

�� The random approach described above relieves the impracticalities of

the brute force approach� but unfortunately the resulting error rate is

too high and a compromise must be found� One of the problems with

the random approach is that many of the selected signatures bear little

or no resemblance to the reference signature they are trying to forge� As

a result the negative examples are much less e�ective� In an attempt to

create more e�ective negative examples� random noise �in the form of

spatial resampling and geometric translation� is applied to the reference

signatures and these are used as negative examples� The amount of

noise was varied during experimentation� but no combination made this

approach successful� The most successful classi
cation rates are obtained

when noise is applied to �� of the sampled points� however the network

still exhibits some confusion in this case� An overall error rate of ����

is the result�

�� The 
nal �and most successful� attempt at selection of more appropriate

signatures to use as negative examples is handled using a basic� very

fast similarity measure described in previous work ����� This similarity

measure is based on string edit distance and is described in Appendix B�

The nearest one hundred signatures according to this similarity meas�

ure are included as negative examples �the hundred signatures typically

came from around twenty�
ve di�erent signers�� Due to the large num�

ber of forgeries a misclassi
cation penalty �doubling the RMS error� is

applied to false rejections� As the entire database needs to be searched

when adding a new user� the training process is obviously going to take

longer� Fortunately the total cost to the training process is not great

and e�ectively lengthens training by around thirty seconds per hundred

users in the database �training on Sun SparcStation ��� to 
nd the sim�

ilar signatures� This approach is realistic in that the training time� while

increased� is not excessive and re�training of existing networks is not re�

quired when enrolling new users� The performance using this approach

rivals that of the brute force approach at ��� overall error rate�

�� For the sake of interest and for comparative purposes� training was done

using three skilled forgeries �this leaves either two or seven skilled forger�



Approach FAR FRR Overall

�� All other reference signatures ��� ��� ���

�� Random reference signatures ��� ��� ���

�� Introduced noise ��� ��� ����

�� Similarity measure ��� ��� ���

�� Skilled forgeries ��� ��� ���

Table ���� The performance of the HSV system using di�erent approaches to

obtaining negative examples�

ies per user for testing� depending on how many forgeries were originally

captured�� Use of skilled forgeries in the training set� as expected� results

in a large improvement in error rates� The overall error rate using three

skilled forgeries in training is ����

The results using the above approaches to the creation of negative training

examples are summarised in Table ���� As can be seen from these results�

approach 
ve �using skilled forgeries� is the most successful� followed by using

the entire set of genuine signatures from the database� Unfortunately these

approaches are both impractical� but fortunately the performance of approach

four �using other signatures that are �close� according to a similarity measure�

still performs very well and is does not su�er from practicality issues� This

approach is used to train the 
nal version of the neural network based HSV

system�

In summary� the 
nal �most successful� version of the neural network based

HSV system uses a single MLP with one hidden layer to model each user	s sig�

nature and is trained using 
ve genuine signatures and one hundred zero�e�ort

forgeries �selected using a similarity measure�� A summary of results using

various MLP structures is presented in Table ���� Overall results deteriorated

slightly when using two hidden layers in the MLP� which indicates that per�

haps over�
tting is occurring as the training results do not generalise as well

to the unseen signatures� Another aspect that can be seen in the summary is

that the performance using a single MLP trained to identify any signer within

the database results in quite a high overall error rate� The poor results indic�

ate that a single� global weight vector is not su�cient for class separation in

HSV systems with a large number of users� What is surprising is the low error

rate obtained when a linear network is used� This suggests that the handwrit�

ten signatures in this database �through the extracted features� are somewhat



Structure FAR FRR Overall

One MLP� single output unit ���� ���� ����

One MLP� one output unit per signer ���� ���� ����

One MLP per signer� no forgeries ���� ���� ����

One MLP per signer� with forgeries ��� ��� ���

One MLP per signer� two hidden layers� forgeries ��� ��� ���

One linear network per signer� best case ��� ��� ���

Table ���� The performance of the HSV system using di�erent MLP structures�

Unless otherwise stated� the structure made use of a single hidden layer�

linearly separable�

Figure ���� shows the performance of the 
nal version of the HSV system

using di�erent threshold values� Included in the 
gure are the false acceptance

rate �FAR�� false rejection rate �FRR� and total error rate �the sum of FAR

and FRR�� Not included in the 
gure is the rate that some researchers report

known as equal error rate� The equal error rate is the point at which the FAR

and FRR are of equal value �that is� when the lines on the graph cross� �

this value being ���� occurring at a threshold of ���� �using one MLP per

signer� trained with zero�e�ort forgeries�� The lowest overall error rate was

��� ���� FAR and ��� FRR� occurring at a threshold of �����



Figure ����� The performance of the optimal network structure using di�erent

threshold values�



Chapter �

Hidden Markov Models

The previous chapter dealt with analysis of handwritten signatures through

the machine learning technique of neural networks �NNs�� The NN approach

described is based on global features � that is� features that were extracted

from the signature as a whole� No attempt was made to compare patterns

that may exhibit temporal variations� that is� features that are local in nature�

Although the standalone system described in Chapter � performed quite

well� it is clear that there is still a large amount of local information that is

not being captured� This chapter describes another system that focusses on

characterising that local information through the use of local features and a

di�erent modelling technique� The local features are described in Section �����

and the structure used in this chapter is a statistical signal modelling technique

know as a hidden Markov model �HMM�� It should be noted that there are NN

structures� speci
cally time delay neural networks �TDNNs�� that are capable

of modelling sequences of data� however they do not have the representative

power of HMMs in this scenario �����

Hidden Markov models �also referred to as �Markov sources� or �probab�

ilistic functions of Markov chains� ������ are 
nite stochastic automata� with

a powerful capability of modelling time�varying dynamic patterns� The ori�

ginal theory of HMMs appeared in a series of classic papers by Baum and his

colleagues ��� �� �� �� �� in the late ����s and early ����s� Researchers have

been using them for various modelling problems since as early as ���� ����

particularly in speech recognition tasks ���� ����� More recently they have un�

dergone a popularity increase in handwriting analysis tasks including character

recognition ����� ��� and signature veri
cation ���� ��� ����

The training of HMMs is done in a fashion similar to the training of NNs

in the sense that a feature set is extracted from the signature and a series of

���



these sets is presented to the HMM� The HMM then tries to model the input

data in some way� When testing a new signature �in signature veri
cation

tasks�� instead of outputting a classi
cation� the HMM outputs a probability

indicating the likelihood that the test signature was produced by a given signer

�or more speci
cally� the likelihood that the signature features could have been

generated by the given HMM��

HMMs are naturally suited to modelling ��owing� entities such as speech

and handwriting� They are made up of a series of states with transitions

between these states� Signatures can be split up into di�erent sections through

a process of segmentation� with a similar number of sections to the number of

states in the HMM� It is then possible to progress through the states of the

HMM in a corresponding fashion to progressing through the segments of the

signature� At each state� the local features of the signature �such as the average

velocity� acceleration or duration in the current segment� are examined� Local

features therefore can be naturally modelled by HMMs� A more thorough

technical explanation of HMMs is presented in Section ����

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to discussions of various design

aspects of HMMs� the feature set used as well as all experimentation conducted

and results obtained in the development of the HMM system�

��� The Theory of Hidden Markov Models

Hidden Markov models �HMMs� are a statistical method of characterising

properties of segments of a pattern� They are quite good at separating a

signal �in this case a stream of handwriting� into a series of frames or states�

and then comparing the properties of these with corresponding states extracted

from other signals �other handwriting samples�� The underlying assumption of

the HMM is that the signal can be well characterised as a parametric random

process� and that the parameters of the stochastic process can be estimated in

a precise� well�de
ned manner ������ Signatures satisfy this assumption and

later discussions support this claim�

Before discussing the mathematics behind hidden Markov models it is 
rst

necessary to understand the workings of Markov models �with no �hidden

layer���



����� Markov Models

A Markov Model �MM�� also known as a Markov chain ������ is a stochastic

model that describes the probability of moving from one state to another based

on some set of transition probabilities and the previously visited states� The

order of the model describes how many previous states contribute to the cur�

rent state	s transition probability distribution� All models discussed through�

out the remainder of this chapter are �rst�order models �often described as

obeying the Markov assumption or �rst�order assumption�� which means the

transitions from state i to state j have the following property�

aij � P �qt � sjjqt�� � si�

where�

� aij is the probability of transiting from state i to state j�

� qt is the state the model is in at time t�

� si refers to state i�

Put another way� the probability of being in state j at time t depends

only upon the state occupied at time t � � �say� state i� and the probability
of transiting from state i to state j in a single step� Some argue that this

is a limiting feature of HMMs ����� but it can also be argued that the 
rst�

order independence limits propagation of errors and generally simpli
es the

modelling process�

A Markov model therefore is de
ned as a ��tuple � � �A�	� S� with the

following properties�

� S is a set of states S � s�� s�� ���� sN� where N is the total number of

states� The state at time t is called qt�

� A is an N �N state transition matrix that contains the transition prob�

abilities aij where i � ����N� j � ����N � The transition probability from

state si to state sj is aij � P �qt � sjjqt�� � si� �the probability that the

state at time t is j given that the state at time t � � was i�� while the
self transition probability is denoted as aii� The sum of the outgoing

transition probabilities is
PN

j�� aij � ��

� 	 is the set of initial probabilities 	 � f	iji � �� ���� Ngwhere 	i � P �q� � si�

�that is� the probability that the start state is si��



Figure ���� A Markov model of the weather�

� The probability of a particular state sequence Q � q�� q�� ���� qT given a

model � is computed as�

P �Qj�� � 	q�

T��Y
t��

�aqtqt���

MMs are often used to describe chains of events where every event cor�

responds to a clearly observable state in the model� One example of this is

given in ���� in which character transitions are modelled using twenty�six states

a� ���� z and the transition probabilities of the MM are determined by a given

vocabulary�

Another classic example is the three�state MM that models the weather

����� as shown in Figure ���� In this model it is assumed that once a day �for

example� at noon� the weather is observed as being one of the following�

State � � raining

State � � cloudy

State � � sunny

It is further assumed that the weather on a given day t is characterised

by a single one of the above states� and that the matrix A of state transition

probabilities is�

A � aij �

									
��� ��� ���

��� ��� ���

��� ��� ���

									
Given that the weather on day one �t��� is sunny �state ��� it is then

possible to answer simple questions such as �what is the probability �according



to the model� of the weather being sunny tomorrow��� or more complicated

questions such as �what is the probability �according to the model� that the

weather for the next seven days will be !sunny�sunny�raining�raining�sunny�

cloudy�sunny	�� Using a more formal notation� the observation sequence O

is de
ned as O � fs�� s�� s�� s�� s�� s�� s�� s�g corresponding to t � �� �� ���� ��

and the problem is to determine the probability of O given the model� This

probability can be calculated as�

P �Oj�� � P �s�� s�� s�� s�� s�� s�� s�jModel�

� P �s�� � P �s�js�� � P �s�js�� � P �s�js�� � P �s�js�� � P �s�js���
P �s�js�� � P �s�js��

� 	� � a�� � a�� � a�� � a�� � a�� � a�� � a��
� � � ����� � ����� � ����� � ����� � ����� � ����� � �����
� ����� � ����

Another interesting question �although not greatly relevant to the process

of signature veri
cation� that can be answered similarly is �given that the

model is in a known state� what is the probability that it stays in that state

for exactly d days�� More formally� the problem is to 
nd the probability of

the observation sequence�

O � f si� si� si� ���� si� sj �� sig�
� � � d d �

given the model� which is�

P �OjModel� q� � si� � �aii�
d����� aii�

It is also possible� based on the above formula� to calculate the expected

duration in a particular state� conditioned on starting in that state as�

Expected duration �
P�

d�� d�aii�
d����� aii�

� �
��aii

In the weather model� the expected number of consecutive sunny days

equates to ���������� or ������� � �� for cloudy days it is ���� for rainy days it

is �����

����� The Hidden Layer

The Markov models discussed in the previous section are based on the as�

sumption that the series of states directly corresponds to to an easily observ�

able series of events� This assumption is highly restrictive and in reality many



interesting problems do not exhibit the observable state property� Hidden

Markov models �HMMs� are an extension of Markov models that are capable

of modelling entities in which the states are not observable �that is� they are

hidden�� The observations modelled by HMMs are probabilistic functions of

the state � this probability density function models a hidden stochastic process�

These correspond to scenarios where the states in the model are not directly

associated with an observable event� One of the classical examples of this type

of environment is the �coin toss model� ������ The coin toss model consists of

an individual with n coins tossing them in some �unobservable� sequence� The

only information available from this series of hidden coin tosses is the outcome

of each instance � these outcomes are collectively known as an observation

sequence� A typical observation sequence might be�

O � o�o�o�o�o����

� HHTHT���

where H stands for heads and T stands for tails�

Given the above environment� the problem is how to build a model �known

as a hidden Markov model� to explain the observation sequence� There are

a number of di�erent structures that may be appropriate for modelling this

environment depending upon what is known or what is unknown �for example�

the number n of coins being used�� The most straightforward structure would

consist of n states where each state corresponds to a di�erent coin �with its

own bias� being tossed� Each of these states has an individual probability

distribution that indicates the likelihood of the corresponding coin landing

on heads or tails �that is� it describes the bias�� Transition between states

might correspond to selecting a di�erent coin and is characterised by a state

transition matrix based on its own probabilistic event �perhaps some action

like rolling a die to determine which coin to use�� Models where n � � and n

� � are presented in Figure ����

If the number of coins being used in the experiment is known then the

choice of model is greatly simpli
ed� This choice becomes quite di�cult if the

number of coins is unknown� As larger HMMs have more parameters that

can be adjusted� they are theoretically more capable of modelling an entity

������ although the limitations to this rule depend on the environment� In the

problem of handwritten signature veri
cation �HSV� using HMMs �discussed

thoroughly later in this chapter� the selection of the most appropriate number

of states is based more on experience and trial�and�error than any heuristic



Figure ���� A HMM that models coin tosses using 	a� � and 	b� � states�

approach �similar to selection of the number of hidden nodes in a neural net�

work��

Formally� a HMM is characterised as a ��tuple � � �A�B� 	� S� with the

following properties�

� A�	 and S all have the same de
nition as for MMs�

� B is a set of probability density functions fbj�ot�g that models� for each
state� the probability of observing symbol ot while in that state� More

formally bj�ot� � P �otjqt � sj� �that is� the probability of observing ot

given that the current state is sj��

� The probability of observing a particular observation sequence O and a

particular state sequence Q for a given model � is computed as�

P �O�Qj�� � 	q� �
T��Y
t��

aqtqt�� �
TY
t��

bqt�ot�

The Three Basic Problems for HMMs

The HMM architecture described above allows for three basic problems to be

solved and applied to real�world domains� The three problems are as follows�

Problem One� Given the observation sequence O � o�o����oT and the

model � � �A�B� 	�� e�ciently compute P �Oj��� the probability of the obser�
vation sequence given the model�

Problem Two� Given the observation sequence O � o�o����oT and the

model �� estimate the corresponding state sequence Q � q�q����qr that best

�explains� the observations�



Problem Three� Adjust the model parameters � � �A�B� 	� to maximise

P �Oj���
Problem one is also referred to as the evaluation problem and involves com�

puting the probability that a given observation sequence was produced by a

given model� An alternative way of looking at the problem is of rating how well

a given model matches the given observation sequence� The 
rst interpreta�

tion relates� from a signature veri
cation point of view� to the likelihood that

a particular signature was produced by a particular individual� The second in�

terpretation is particularly useful in determining the �best� model from among

a group of candidates� In HSV� this second interpretation corresponds to the

identi�cation task �identifying an author given only a signature� and is quite

computationally expensive in a large database�

Problem two involves attempting to 
nd the �correct� state sequence given

a model and observation sequence� In most realistic environments there is no

single �correct� state sequence that can be found� Instead it is often necessary

to use some measure of optimality based closely on the environment�

Problem three involves attempting to adjust the model parameters so as

to �
t� the observation sequence as closely as possible� In other words� this

is the �training� or �learning� problem� An observation sequence used to

train the HMM is usually referred to as a �training sequence�� In HSV the

training sequence is a set of observations extracted from a reference signature

for a particular individual� The training process then involves updating the

model parameters to create the best model for that individual	s signature� This

training process is typically repeated a number of times using several training

sequences�

Solutions to the Three Basic Problems of HMMs

Solution to Problem One� In problem one the task is to calculate P �Oj��� the
probability of an observation sequence given a particular model� The simplest

approach to this calculation is to enumerate every possible state sequence of

length T � The probability of an observation sequence O for a state sequence

Q then is�

P �OjQ��� �
TY
t��

P �otjqt� ��

With the 
rst�order assumption �discussed in Section ������ this becomes�

P �OjQ��� � bq��o��bq��o�����bqT �oT �



The probability of the particular state sequence Q can be written as�

P �Qj�� � 	q�aq�q�aq�q����aqr��qr

The probability then of both O and Q occurring at the same time is the

product of P �OjQ��� and P �Qj���

P �O�Qj�� � P �OjQ��� � P �Qj��

The probability then of O given the model �that is� independent of a spe�

ci
c state sequence� is the sum of this joint probability over all possible state

sequences�

P �Oj�� �
P

all Q P �OjQ��� � P �Qj��
�

P
q��q������qT 	q�bq��o��aq�q�bq��o�����aqT��qT bqT �oT �

The result of this computation is the probability of the observation sequence

occurring given the model� that is P �Oj��� which solves problem one� At every
t � �� �� ���� T there are N possible states that can be reached �that is� a total

of NT possible state sequences� along with approximately �T calculations for

each term in the summation� The overall computational complexity of this

approach therefore is �TNT � rendering the approach unfeasible even for small

values of N and T � For example in a simple three state model with one hundred

observations� � ���� ����� �more than ����� computations are required� Clearly
a more e�cient approach to solving this problem is required� and fortunately

exists in what is known as the �forward�backward� procedure ��� ��� described

below�

Consider the �forward� variable �t�i� de
ned as�

�t�i� � P �o�o����ot� qt � sij��

That is� the probability of the 
rst t elements of the observation sequence

occurring and being in state si at time t� given the model� It is possible to

solve for �t�i� inductively as follows�

�� Initialization�

���i� � 	ibi�o��� � � i � N

�� Induction�

�t���j� �



NX
i��

�t�i�aij

�
bj�ot���� � � t � T � �� � � j � N



�� Termination�

P �Oj�� �
NX
i��

�T �i�

The initialization step sets the forward probabilities to the joint probab�

ility of starting in state si and the initial observation o�� The induction step

involves the sum of multiple probability values� State sj can be reached at

time t  � from any of N possible states at time t� �t�i� is the probability

of the observation sequence o�o����ot occurring and that the state at time t

is si� therefore the product �t�i�aij is the joint probability of the observation

sequence o�o����ot� and that state sj is reached at time t  � via state si at

time t� This product is summed over all N possible states at time t giving the

probability of sj at time t �� Once j is known� �t���j� is found by including

the probability of observing ot�� in state sj � that is� multiplying the summed

value by bj�ot���� This computation is performed for all states j for each given

t from � to T � �� The termination step involves the calculation of P �Oj�� as
the sum of the forward variables �T �i��

The calculation of �t�j�� � � t � T � � � j � N requires of the order of

N�T computations� which is much lower than the �TNT computations required

for the brute force approach� As an example� in a three state model with one

hundred observations� �� ���� or ��� computations are required for the forward
method as opposed to more than ���� for the brute force approach�

A similar approach can also be taken to calculate the �backward� variable


t�i�� de
ned as�


t�i� � P �ot��ot�����oT jqt � si� ��

That is� the probability of the partial observation sequence from t � to the

sequence end� given the state si at time t and the model �� The backward part

of the forward�backward procedure is not needed for the evaluation problem

�the forward part has already solved this�� but it is used in other solutions� Like

the forward approach� it is possible to solve for 
t�i� inductively� as follows�

�� Initialization�


T �i� � �� � � i � N

�� Induction�


t�i� �
NX
j��

aijbj�ot���
t���j�� t � T � �� T � �� ���� �� � � i � N



The calculation of 
t�i�� � � t � T � � � i � N requires of the order of

N�T computations�

Solution to Problem Two� Recall that problem two involves attempting

to 
nd the �optimal� state sequence according to some criterion� In general

the goal is to determine the state sequence Q such that the probability of

the observation sequence O occurring from Q is greater than that from any

other state sequence� That is� 
nd the Q that maximises P �QjO���� which is
equivalent to maximizing P �Q�Oj��� There exists a well�known technique for

nding this single best state sequence called the Viterbi Algorithm ������

The Viterbi algorithm is an inductive algorithm in which� at time t� the best

intermediate state sequence �that is� the one giving the maximum probability�

is found� At the conclusion of the computation� the best path through the

available states is known� A more formal speci
cation of the Viterbi algorithm

requires the de
nition of the following quantity�

�t�i� � max
q�q����qt��

P �q�q����qt��� qt � si� o�o����otj��

That is� �t�i� is the highest probability� through a state sequence� at time t�

which accounts for the 
rst t observations and ends in state si� By induction

then�

�t���j� �
�
max

i
�t�i�aij


� bj�ot���

In order to retrieve the optimal state sequence it is necessary to keep track

of the argument that maximises the above equation for each t and j� This is

done using an array denoted as �t�j�� After the most likely state for time T

is found� the best states from previous iterations are traversed backwards to

obtain the overall �best� state sequence q� �note that p� denotes an approx�

imation of the probability density P �Oj����
The entire algorithm can now be expressed inductively as follows�

�� Initialization�

���i� � 	ibi�o��� � � i � N

���i� � ��

�� Recursion

�t�j� � max��i�N ��t���i�aij� bj�ot�� � � t � T� � � j � N

�t�j� � argmax��i�N ��t���i�aij� � � � t � T� � � j � N



�� Termination

p� � max��i�N ��T �i��

q�T � argmax��i�N ��T �i�� �

�� Backtracking

q�t � �t���q
�
t���� � � t � T � �

where arg refers to the argument�s� producing the particular maximum�

Note that in practical situations the high number of multiplications of

probability values can result in a �oating point under�ow� In this case� the

probability density P is usually replaced with the loglikelihood "P � �log�P ��
The complexity of this algorithm is very similar to the forward algorithm

described above� The operation of the algorithm in the worst case requires

O�N�T � calculations� however in practical implementations many of the pro�

cessed values can be performed once and copied� reducing the overall cost�

Solution to Problem Three� As with neural networks discussed in Chapter ��

one of the most important features of hidden Markov models is the capability

of the model to automatically adjust to the sample data presented to it� This

process is commonly known as �learning� or �training� and is by far the most

di�cult of the three HMM problems to solve�

The goal of the learning process is to arrive at a set of HMM parameters �A�

B and 	� that maximises the probability P �Oj�� given a particular observation
sequence� The major di�culty with learning in HMMs is that there is no way

to systematically solve for the model parameters to bring about this maximum�

There are however iterative procedures that are capable of performing accurate

estimations of the parameters to locally maximise P �Oj���
The process of learning� or training� in HMMs is summarised in Figure ����

The 
rst step is initialisation� followed by the two�step iterative process of best

path determination and re�estimation of parameters based on the best path�

This iteration continues until some stopping condition is met �for example�

negative loglikelihood crossing some threshold��

There are several di�erent methods for generating the initial parameter

values such as randomisation� setting all values to some constant �for example�

one� or more complex approaches such as linear time�alignment of the obser�

vation sequence with the model states ���� ��� or using a neural network to

bias the HMM parameters before the training phase commences ����� ���� ����



Figure ���� A summary of Expectation Maximization 	EM� training in hidden

Markov models�

Although the learning mechanism will result in convergence to an optimum�

this is a local optimum only so the choice of the starting point can be quite

important�

The iterative learning is done via best path determination �essentially per�

forming a new alignment of the observation sequence O with the states S� and

parameter re�estimation� The Forward�Backward and Viterbi algorithms are

used to perform the time alignment �described formally below�� The parameter

re�estimation phase can then be accomplished in a number of ways and the

two most popular and e�ective techniques� the �Baum�Welch� approach �����

and the �Segmental K�Means� approach ������ are considered in Section ������

����� Bakis Models

Throughout previous discussions it has been assumed that it is possible to

transit� in a single step� from any state to any other state �including self�

transitions� in the HMM in a single step �all elements in the transition matrix

are greater than zero�� That is� the model is fully connected or ergodic� In

some domains this is not the most desirable structure and better modelling

can be achieved by applying restrictions to the transitions� For example� the

left�right� or Bakis model ���� is depicted in Figure ��� and has the property

that the state sequence proceeds from left to right� This type of structure

is appropriate for modelling signals with properties that vary temporally� for

example speech or handwriting� The fundamental property of all left�right

HMMs is that�

aij � �� j � i

That is� it is not possible to transit to any states with indices lower than the

current state� In a pure left�right model the start state is always � �	� � ���

but this condition is slightly relaxed in many implementations �however it is



Figure ���� A ��state left�right� or Bakis� model� This example features loop

	for example�  to �� forward 	 to �� and skip 	 to �� transitions�

usually still necessary to begin very close to the leftmost state of the model�� In

many implementations there are also limitations placed on the state transition

coe�cients to make sure that large �jumps� are not made �these limitations

may be either included directly as rules� or indirectly due to the low probability

of such large jumps�� For example� in Figure ���� no jumps of more that two

states ahead are permitted�

There are many other variations of HMM structure besides ergodic and

left�right models and these are usually application speci
c �left�right models

are quite common in HSV�� Whatever constraints are applied to �or removed

from� a model� the essential elements of the re�estimation process remain the

same�

����� Learning in Hidden Markov Models

The Baum�Welch Training Algorithm

In order to describe the Baum�Welch procedure� it is convenient to de
ne a

value �t�i� j� as the probability of being in state si at time t� and state sj at

time t �� given the observation sequence and the model� That is�

�t�i� j� � P �qt � si� qt�� � sjjO���

From the de
nitions of the forward and backward variables� �t�i� j� can be

written as�

�t�i� j� � P 	qt�si�qt���sj �Oj�

P 	Oj�


� �t	i
aijbj	ot��
�t��	j

P 	Oj�


� �t	i
aijbj	ot��
�t��	j
PN

i��

PN

j��
�t	i
aijbj	ot��
�t��	j


As a further convenience the value t�i� is de
ned as the probability of

being in state si at time t� given the model and the observation sequence� It

is then possible to express t�i� in terms �t�i� j� by summing over j�



t�i� �
NX
j��

�t�i� j�

If t�i� is summed over the time index t� this will compute the expected

number of times that the state si is visited� or alternatively� the expected

number of transitions out of state si �ignoring t�T �� Similarly� if �t�i� j� is

summed over t� the quantity computed is the expected number of transitions

from state si to state sj � That is�

PT��
t�� t�i� � expected number of transitions from state si in OPT��

t�� �t�i� j� � expected number of transitions from state i to state sj in O

Using the above formulae it is possible to compute a re�estimated model

� � �A� B� 	� as follows�

	j � expected number of times in state si at time �t� ��

� ��i�

aij � expected number of transitions from state si to state sj
expected number of transitions from state si

�
PT��

t��
�t	i�j
PT��

t��
�t	i


bj�k� � expected number of times in state sj and observing symbol k

expected number of times in state sj

�

PT

t���s�t�ot�k
�t	j
PT

t��
�t	j


The Baum�Welch approach is popular partly due to its intuitive nature

but mainly because it has been proven ���� that either ��� the initial model �

results in a maximum in the likelihood function� in which case � � �� or ��� the

re�estimated model � is more likely than � to have generated the observation

sequence� that is� P �Oj�� � P �Oj��� At the completion of training� problem
three has been solved�

The Segmental K�Means Training Algorithm

The major alternative to the Baum�Welch algorithm for training HMMs is

known as the �Segmental K�Means� algorithm� or sometimes referred to as

segmental maximum likelihood� The Segmental K�Means �SKM� approach

uses the state�optimised joint likelihood and the underlying state sequence as

the objective function for parameter estimation ������ Many researchers 
nd



this approach an attractive alternative because in most situations it converges

faster than the Baum�Welch approach� sometimes signi
cantly so�

The major initial di�erence between the two approaches comes in the form

of the optimization criterion for parameter estimation� Where the Baum�Welch

algorithm focuses on summing probabilities over all possible state sequences�

the SKM algorithm focuses only on the most likely state sequence� More

formally�

max
Q

P �O�Qj�� � max
Q

	s�

TY
t��

ast��stbst�ot�

where O is a single observation sequence and Q is a state sequence�

This is often referred to as the �state�optimised likelihood�� Intuitively� an

approach that considers only the most likely sequence would seem to operate

much faster� requiring signi
cantly less computation as it does not involve all

state transition paths being examined�

The SKM algorithm works by embedding the K�means method in a Markov

chain modelling algorithm ����� and consists of two major steps� segmentation

and optimization� Starting from the initial model �� the segmentation step

is optimally performed using the Viterbi algorithm discussed in Section ������

The segmentation step calculates the most likely state sequence�

Given a state sequence Q and an observation sequence O� the optimiza�

tion step computes a re�estimated model � that maximises the above state�

optimised likelihood� That is�

� � argmax� fmaxQ P �O�Qj��g
� argmax� fmaxQ �logP �OjQ���  logP �Qj���g

The original model � is then replaced with the new � and the steps are

repeated until the state�optimised likelihood converges to a pre�set threshold�

It has been proven in ����� that the SKM algorithm converges in all situations�

The SKM algorithm can easily be extended to the case of multiple inde�

pendent observation sequences O � foig� The optimization criterion then
becomes�

max
Q

P �O�Qj�� � max
Q

Y
i

P �Oi� Qij��

where Oi is the set of multiple independent observation sequences and Qi

is the set of state sequences�



��� Applications to Handwritten Signature Veri�

	cation

The application of HMMs to the problem of HSV is a relatively new area of

research� having been undertaken for less than ten years� The main attractions

for use of HMM in HSV are�

�� Learning by example� Many of the parameter values of HMMs are learned

by the model� rather than being manually set by the designer� Training

algorithms such as Baum�Welch and Segmental K�Means e�ectively infer

a model from the available data�

�� Structural suitability� HMMs are highly suited to recognition of signals

with varying time��ow�

�� Applicability in similar �elds� HMMs are used extensively in speech re�

cognition ���� ����� which bears similarity to handwriting in that they

are both mostly continuous in time� The use in speech recognition means

that HMMs are well�understood and many of the practical and imple�

mentation solutions are portable to HSV�

�� Execution speed � The learning phase of HMMs is the most computa�

tionally expensive �although even training often proceeds quite quickly��

In signature veri
cation this training is a one�o� cost and can be done

o��line �in the sense that the training phase in HSV is rarely performed

while the user waits for results�� The execution� or evaluation� of HMMs

corresponds to the veri
cation of test signatures and this phase is quite

fast� which is a good match for HSV because it is the veri
cation phase

where response time is most important�

The following section contains a summary of the more signi
cant studies

into HMM based approaches to handwritten signature veri
cation�

��� Previous Work

Handwritten signature veri
cation is still a relatively new application area for

HMMs� with few truly intensive investigations being reported in the literature�

Some of the more landmark studies with HMMs in HSV are presented here�



The basic approach HMMs involves performing stochastic matching of a

model and a signature using a sequence of probability distributions of the

features along the signature ����� The signing process is usually modelled with

several states that constitute a Markov chain� each of them corresponding to

a signature segment� The states are generally not directly observable �that

is� they are hidden� and only the signature	s local features �such as tangent

angles� can be observed�

A system that combined local and global information in multiple models

is presented in ����� Methods of combination such as the one described are of

signi
cant interest in this dissertation and this particular approach is further

discussed in Chapter �� The local feature comparison used in the work though

is of interest here and involves using HMMs to compare feature vectors� Six

sample signatures were used to train the HMM� which modelled the user	s

signature as a series of states with probabilistic transitions between them�

Given a test signature� the Viterbi algorithm ����� ���� is used to search for

the most likely state sequence corresponding to the given observation sequence

and give the accumulated likelihood score along that best path� The di�erence

between this score and the mean likelihood obtained during training is then

used as an error measure to classify a test signature as valid or a forgery�

This approach resulted in an equal error rate �EER� of around � and the

combination techniques �discussed later� reduce this to an error rate of ���

EER�

Another early study into HMMs for HSV is reported in ������ which uses

absolute angular direction along the trajectory of the signature� encoded as a

sequence of angles� Each signature is divided into a 
xed number of segments

in order to obtain sequences of the same length� and the normalised angles then

quantised into sixteen levels� Experiments are conducted using several model

structures including left�to�right and parallel models� Training is done using

the forward�backward algorithm and probabilities estimated using the Baum�

Welch algorithm� Thirty�one writers contributed sixteen signatures each for

use in evaluation in which eight signatures are used for training and eight used

in testing �no skilled forgeries were used�� The left�to�right model with arbit�

rary state skips is found to result in the lowest error rates� Additionally� the

study found that increasing the number of states and decreasing the observa�

tion length leads to a decrease in the false rejections and an increase in the

false acceptances �presumably because less detail is captured when the obser�

vation length is decreased�� The best results reported are a false acceptance



rate �FAR� of ��� and a false rejection rate �FRR� of ����� although no

skilled forgeries are used �only zero�e�ort��

The Markov model engine forming part of the HMM described in this

chapter appears in related work in ����� In this study� experimentation is per�

formed using simple directional features for veri
cation of handwritten pass�

words� The approach is based on segmenting the signature into conceptually

signi
cant parts �that is� extraction of strokes� and then extracting a single

directional feature from the stroke� The net displacement direction of each

stroke is characterised as one of n discrete directions and represented as a

single integer �one integer value per stroke�� The result of this processing is

that a signature can be represented as a series of integer labels that character�

ises the basic directional changes undergone in the handwriting stream� This

representation is invariant under scaling and the slight rotation that may occur

in signature production� In the work� the optimal value for n was found to be

four �corresponding to quadrants in a Cartesian grid� and the signatures are

modelled using a 
ve�state Markov model �one state for each direction� plus

a �pen�up� state�� The work also attempts to incorporate the duration of a

stroke by repeating the integer symbol every twenty�
fth of a second that the

stoke was maintained� A particularly long strong in direction ��� for example

results in a series of �	s being placed into the integer string� The approach

therefore records the basic shape of the handwriting as well as incorporating

some sense of timing and velocity�

Five signature samples are used as the reference set to train the model�

which involved re�estimation of the state transition probabilities based on the


ve extracted integer strings� For each test sample �both genuines and for�

geries� corresponding to the current writer� the forward algorithm is used to


nd the probability that the test writing came from the same individual as the

reference writings� The test signature is only accepted as genuine if this prob�

ability is higher than a pre�determined threshold� The approach is tested on

a database consisting of ��� genuine handwritten passwords from forty�seven

writers� and ��� forgeries� The equal error rate found is ����� for skilled

forgeries and ���� for zero�e�ort forgeries �when forgers hadn	t seen a pass�

word sample�� The error rate needs to be made much lower for the system to

be of any signi
cant value� although results remain interesting because of the

simplicity of the features used�

A thorough examination of HMMs for signature veri
cation is presented

in ���� and in more compact form in ����� A formal de
nition of the problem



of HSV using HMMs was presented as� given an individual i� their signature

is described with a model �i� a threshold Ti� and a sequence of input items

X � x�� x�� ���� xn� accept the signature if the condition �log�P ��ijX�� � Ti

holds� The approach used involved 
rstly segmenting the signature input into

strokes based on zero crossings in the y velocity� A feature vector of thirty�

two components �a mix of spatial� dynamic and contextual features� is then

extracted for each segment� including angular features and seldom�used pen�

tilt angles in the x and y direction� While experimentation showed that pen�

tilt angles are highly discriminatory for HSV �at the most basic level it is

impossible for a left�handed forger to forge the signature of a right�handed

person�� few digitizing tablets have this capability�

Each signature was modelled by a single left�to�right HMM with loop� for�

ward and skip transitions with probabilities re�estimated during training� The

number of states in the model was set to ��� times the average number of fea�

ture vectors �that is� strokes� per signature in the training data� The value of

��� was arrived at through trial�and�error experimentation and similar values

for the number of states are reported elsewhere in the literature �����

An extensive database of almost ����� signatures is used including genuine

signatures� home�improved forgeries� over�the�shoulder forgeries and forgeries

produced by forensic document examiners� Reported error rates include ����

and ���� FAR for over�the�shoulder forgeries and home�improved forgeries

respectively �this corresponds to an equal error rate of ��� using the same

threshold�� Experiments conducted with �professional� forgeries produced by

forensic document examiners provided with paper copies of the genuine signa�

tures did not result in any degradation of these error rates� The speculated

justi
cation for this was that the professional forgers were not able to observe

the dynamics of the original signers and were less focussed on forging dynamics

than forging signature shape �highlighting the advantage of on�line HSV��

This study also describes linear discriminant analysis performed in examin�

ing the discriminative value of the features� Features are ranked for each writer

and these individual rankings combined to provide an overall perspective� In

general� dynamic features are found to result in much more accurate veri
c�

ation than spatial or static features� The 
ve most discriminative individual

features include velocity and pressure information� as well as both pen�tilt

features�

A comparison of on�line and o��line signature veri
cation using HMMs is

made in ������ Seven di�erent features are investigated in the on�line system for



there discriminative capabilities including pressure� angular information� velo�

city� acceleration and the Fourier transform of the signal �although no global

features are used in the study�� The o��line system divides the signature image

into a 
xed number of squares of approximately ten pixels in diameter� with

each column then represented as a vector� Few details are given as to the struc�

ture of the HMMs used� other than that they are discrete models� The Viterbi

algorithm is used to compute the probability that the feature observation se�

quence extracted from the test signature was generated by the corresponding

HMM �trained using the reference signatures for the same signer�� The data�

base consisted of fourteen writers� each contributing twenty signatures� and a

total of sixty forgeries were available� Combining velocity� Fourier transforms�

pressure and bitmap features �from the o��line system� yields the best on�line

error rates of ��� equal error� with ��� the best equal error rate obtained

using the purely o��line system� This study supports the claim that on�line

signatures are more information rich than o��line� and also that HMMs are

capable of taking advantage of this extra information�

��� Methodology

This section presents the methodology followed for the development of the

hidden Markov model portion of this project� As previously discussed the

system described in this chapter is a parameter�based dynamic system� and

as such the explanation of methodology starts with the features used in the

HMM and is followed by the experimental setup and the training process�

����� Signature Segmentation

The actual segmentation of handwriting at conceptually signi
cant points

�these segments are known in the literature as �strokes�� is very important

to many handwriting processing applications� Segmentation is of particular

importance to this form of handwritten signature veri
cation where a HMM

is used to model the individual segments� The traditional approach to this

is typically to delimit the segments using minima in the pen�tip velocity� or

alternatively the y velocity ����� �����

A new approach to this segmentation� known as the Extremum Consistency

method� is proposed in this dissertation� This method involves attempting to

reduce the number of �false� minima occurring due to anomalies such as shaky



Figure ���� This �gure presents a signature from the signature database� Using

the velocity based stroke 	VBS� technique for segmentation results in ���

strokes� whereas the extremum consistency approach results in �� strokes�

hands� muscle fatigue or device�rounding errors etc� Details of the extremum

consistency �EC� approach are presented in Appendix A and an illustration of

the segment reduction is presented in Figure ���� This 
gure presents a typical

signature from the signature database that contains ��� strokes according to

the traditional velocity based stroke �VBS� method� Using the EC approach

the number of strokes reduces to ����

Appendix A also presents the resulting improvement in error rates using

the EC approach over other forms of segmentation and in one case the ac�

curacy of a HSV system is reduced from ��� overall error �for a basic VBS

implementation using gradient descent� to ��� overall error� There is a slight

overhead associated with the EC calculations� however the number of strokes

extracted using this approach is typically reduced by around ��� so the over�

all signature processing procedure is generally faster�

����� Extracted Features

A general discussion of features and feature extraction is presented in the

corresponding section in the neural network chapter �Section ������� Many of

the HMM features are similar to those used as input to the NN �modi
ed to

apply to local strokes��

What follows now is a discussion of each of the features extracted for use

in the HMM� as well as their signi
cance and method of calculation� Each

of these features is included in a feature array �often referred to as a feature

vector� that acts as a single observation in the HMM�

Horizontal Length� The horizontal distance measured between the stroke	s

two most extreme points in the x direction� See Figure ��� for an example�

Aspect Ratio� Aspect ratio is the ratio of the stroke length to the stroke



Figure ���� This �gure represents the horizontal length of a typical stroke�

	a� contains the original handwritten sample with an extracted stroke in bold�

	b� shows an expanded view of that same stroke with the horizontal length

marked�

height� This feature obviously remains invariant to scaling as if the user signs

in a di�erent size� both the length and the height will be altered proportionally

and the aspect ratio will remain the same�

Curvature� Curvature is a measure of how ��at� or how �curved� the

stroke is� A high value for curvature means that the stroke is highly curved�

which is associated with a turning point in the handwriting� For example�

in Figure ����a� the stroke is almost a straight line �representing a straight

section of handwriting�� which is re�ected in the low curvature value of �����

Conversely� the sample in Figure ����b� has a muchmore pronounced curvature

resulting in a much higher value of �����

Curvature is calculated as the ratio of the strokes path length to the overall

length minus one� The path length is the sum of distances between each

consecutive point in the sampled stroke� The overall length is the physical� or

Euclidean� distance between the stroke start�point and the stroke end�point�

Maximum Velocity� Maximum velocity is a purely dynamic feature of the

stroke meaning that it is very di�cult for a potential forger to copy� In ad�

dition� velocity is a highly stable feature� easily repeatable by a genuine user

����� ���� The calculation of pen�tip velocity is done in terms of components

velocities� vx and vy� �calculated as the 
rst derivative of the x and y streams��

v �
q
vx�  vy�

Average Velocity� The average velocity is a personal measure of the how

fast the pen�tip is travelling across the surface of the tablet� This is calculated

as the average of all velocity values extracted from the stroke�



Figure ���� Di�erent strokes can result in quite di�erent curvature values� For

example� 	a� shows a sample stroke that is quite �at� resulting in a curvature

value of ���� Conversely 	b� shows a sample with a much more pronounced

curve that results in the higher curvature value of �����

Average Absolute Acceleration� This feature refers to the average absolute

value of the acceleration and deceleration measurements� It is computed as the

second derivative of the data stream �or the derivative of the velocity values

calculated earlier�� The average absolute acceleration captures the mean rate

of change in velocity in both positive and negative directions�

Maximum Acceleration� While this feature is slightly less stable than some

others� the purely dynamic nature and di�culty in forging still make it a useful

characteristic�

Maximum Deceleration� Similar to maximum acceleration� this is a purely

dynamic feature that measures the rate at which the pen�tip	s velocity de�

creases as it approaches the end of a stroke�

Stroke Slant Using All Points� The handwriting slant is of signi
cant im�

portance and it is a major factor in determining the type of stroke� As with

slant calculation in the previous chapter there are a number of techniques em�

ployed here that measure various aspects of the slant� The 
rst approach to

calculating the stroke slant is to take the mean of all gradient values between

the spatially resampled neighbouring points� This process is identical to that

depicted in Figure ���� in Chapter �� except using points in the stroke as op�

posed to the signature as a whole�

Handwriting Slant Using Stroke End�points� The gradient of the stroke is

taken as simply the gradient between the stroke start�point and the stroke

end�point� This was found to be less stable than the previous method for slant

calculation and eventually removed from the feature set due to excessive vari�

ability� An example slant calculation using this method appears in Figure ����

which shows a calculated slant that does not seem to accurately match the



Figure ���� Handwriting slant calculated using stroke end�points� This is the

same stroke as shown in Figure ���� depicted here as the series of sampled

points� The solid line to the immediate right is the calculated slant�

Figure ���� An illustration of handwriting slant calculated through regression�

	a� shows the original word as a series of sampled points with the extracted

stroke in bold and 	b� shows slant calculated via regression�

slant of the stroke�

Handwriting Slant Through Regression� This approach involves performing

linear regression using all the points in the stroke� The resulting line is taken

as the gradient for the stroke and is illustrated in Figure ����

Handwriting Slant Using Cai and Liu Technique� This method of determ�

ining slant is based on handwriting recognition techniques ����� Calculation of

this feature is done in an identical manner to the way described in Section ������

Stroke Concavity� Stroke concavity is a measure of how far the stroke

is from being a straight line� A stroke of high concavity does not closely

follow the imaginary line drawn from the stroke	s start�point to the end�point�

Calculation of the concavity value is done by 
rstly performing linear regression

using the points in the stroke to obtain the line�of�best�
t� This feature then

becomes a measure of how well the points in the stroke �
t� that line� or how

well the points are approximated by that line� The second step is to apply the

following formula for each stroke�



Stroke Concavity �

vuut nX
i��

�si � ri��

where�

� n is the number of points in the stroke�

� si is the ith point in the stroke�

� ri is the coordinate along the line�of�best�
t that is the least distance

from si�

A graphical depiction of this calculation can be found in Figure ���� in

Chapter ��

Stroke Duration� This is a simple feature that records the amount of elapsed

time between the 
rst sampled point and the last sampled point in the extrac�

ted stroke� This feature remains quite stable between corresponding strokes

and is not obvious to a potential forger�

Horizontal Velocity� Horizontal velocity is the average absolute velocity in

the x direction� It is a measure of how fast the pen�tip moves horizontally when

producing the stroke and is related to pen�tip velocity� horizontal length and

acceleration� It is impossible for a potential forger to discern the horizontal

velocity from an o��line copy of the writing� This feature is calculated as the

ratio of absolute horizontal distance to the duration in which the stroke was

produced�

Mean Pen�Tip Pressure� Pen�tip pressure is a measure of the amount of

vertical pressure being applied by the pen to the top of the tablet� This is

an option available on most existing tablet and stylus hardware devices and

is typically measured by an accurate sensor in the tip of the pen� Pressure�

like many features used in this system� is very di�cult for a forger to discern

from an o��line copy of the handwriting� Although pen�tip pressure is less

stable than other dynamic features such as velocity� it is included because of

the di�culty that a potential forger has in accurately simulating the pressure

pro
le� Mean pen�tip pressure used in this feature is simply the average of all

values in the pressure pro
le for the stroke�

Standard Deviation of Pen�Tip Pressure� The standard deviation of the

pen�tip pressure is a gauge of how much a writer typically varies his or her

pen�tip pressure during the course of the stroke� Another purely dynamic



Figure ����� A graphical representation of the beginning and ending gradient

values within the stroke�

feature� this is calculated as the regular standard deviation of the pressure

pro
le�

Maximum Pen�Tip Pressure� The maximumpen�tip pressure is the highest

value in the pressure pro
le� Like all of the pressure features� the maximum

pressure is not able to be extracted from an o��line copy of the writing and�

while not as repeatable as velocity� is still useful in combination with other

features�

Minimum Pen�Tip Pressure� This refers to the minimum non�zero value

in the pressure pro
le� This is another personalised� invisible feature that

previous researchers have also found useful �����

Gradient of the Start and End Points� These two features capture the angle

or gradient at the beginning and the end of the stroke� These values are calcu�

lated using the 
rst two points and last two points of the stroke respectively�

A graphical representation of these features is presented in Figure �����

Gradient of Intermediate Tangents� The tangent of the stroke is obtained

at three intermediate points equidistantly spaced within the stroke� These

gradients �along with those in the previous feature� try to capture some element

of the shape of the stroke and the direction changes within it�

This complete set of features was used in the initial experimentation in

building the HSV system� but it became evident through further experiment�



ation and examination of the inter� and intra�writer variability that some of

these features were not insightful and the overall performance �in terms of both

execution speed and classi
cation error� su�ered as a result of their inclusion�

The removed features were as follows�

All acceleration and deceleration measurements� although these were ini�

tially thought to be useful �and are useful when taken over the signature as

a whole�� the values calculated using only the data points in the signature

segment were not stable enough to be usable� The presumption here is that

there are not enough points in an average stroke to get a useful measure�

Standard Deviation of Pen�Tip Pressure� again this feature simply lacked

the stability to have any use in the HMM based system and was removed from

the feature set�

Horizontal Velocity� there were typically not enough points dispersed in

the horizontal direction to get use out of this feature�

Gradient of the Start and End Points� similar to the previous features it

was found that this feature did not exhibit enough stability to be considered

useful and was therefore removed from the feature set�

Handwriting Slant Using Stroke End Points� the instability of this feature

also rendered it unusable�

This leaves a total of fourteen discriminative features in the feature set

used in the HMM�

����� Experimental Setup

This section describes the experimental setup used in the development and

testing of the HMM�based HSV system� including a discussion of the di�erent

structures and setups used in an attempt to obtain optimumresults� The signa�

ture database and pre�processing have already been described in Section �����

and the feature space presented in the previous section� The di�erent sets of

experiments performed are now considered in detail and grouped according to

category�

Model Structure

The signature of each individual was modelled with a single hidden Markov

model with the basic structure being a left�to�right �Bakis� model with self�

forward and skip transitions between the states� The number of states in

the model depends on the number of observations� a point further discussed



below� The initial state probabilities and state transition matrix for each HMM

is estimated during the training phase� The observation probabilities density

function is approximated by a discrete distribution of vector quantiser indices�

A discrete implementation was chosen over a continuous modelling approach

using Gaussian mixtures partly because discrete models cope very well with the

features typically used in handwriting ������ Additionally� a vector quantiser

can be derived during training for each individual signer� adding another level

of personalisation to the HSV system� Finally� use of discrete distributions

alleviates the need to make assumptions about the form of the underlying

distribution�

Number of States

The selection of the most appropriate number of states to use in a HMM is not

a trivial one �for example� see the coin toss model in Section ������� There is no

heuristic approach to deciding on the number of states to use and the approach

of other HSV researchers in the literature has been more one of trial�and�error

and experience�

Other researchers used values of ���� or ��� times the number of obser�

vations to determine the number of model states ���� ���� Experimentation

with this HSV system included searches of constants ��� ��� ��� ��� ���� and

multiplication factors of ��� to ��� in increments of ����� Ultimately the mul�

tiplication factor of ��� was found to perform slightly better than ���� or any

other values� The factor of ��� is used as a basis for further experimentation

presented in the chapter�

Training Approaches

The approach to training the model is the next aspect in the developmental

process to be considered� A single HMM was used to model the signature

for each signer in the database� Training of the HMM was done using 
ve

randomly selected samples of the user	s genuine signature� A conscious de�

cision was made to attempt to minimise the number of genuine signatures

to use in building the reference to minimise the inconvenience to a potential

user� Many researchers use more than 
ve reference signatures when training

HMMs ���� ��� ����� which would be expected to produce better results �use

of more reference signatures gives the HMM better insight into the signers

natural style�� but the extra overhead and inconvenience to users may make



Training Approach Number of Epochs Relative Time

Baum�Welch ����� ������� ���

Segmental K�Means ��� ����� ���

Table ���� The training performance of the two HMM training algorithms used

in experimentation� The �Number of Epochs� is the mean number of epochs

required for convergence to occur 	with standard deviation in brackets�� The

relative time compares the elapsed time prior to convergence�

the system less attractive� An examination of the e�ect of di�erent reference

sets is presented in Section ������

The actual process of training the HMM involved experiments using both

the Baum�Welch �BW� and Segmental K�Means �SKM� algorithms described

above� Each takes a di�erent approach to the training process and results in

di�erent training characteristics� Table ��� summarises the training perform�

ance details in terms of the number of iterations and the overall time required

for the algorithm to converge� As can be seen from the table� the SKM ap�

proach converged� on average� in far fewer iterations than the BW approach

�SKM actually converged in fewer epochs for every signer in the database��

In addition it can be seen that SKM takes far less time to build the model

than does the BW approach� Irrespective of the training approach used� the

end result of the training process was a single trained HMM for each signer�

It is then possible to determine the likelihood that a given test signature was

generated by a particular signer	s HMM�

For each remaining signature �both forgeries and genuine signatures not

used in training the model� corresponding to the current signer� the forward

algorithm �see Section ������ was used to 
nd the likelihood that the test sig�

nature was generated by the current signers HMM �that is� the likelihood

that the test signature was produced by the same individual that performed

the reference signatures�� If this likelihood value was greater than an applied

threshold value T � then the test signature was accepted as genuine� otherwise

rejected as an attempted forgery� Error rates can be determined based on how

many forgeries are accepted and how many genuine samples are rejected�

The performances of the two training algorithms are also compared in terms

of the resulting error rates� Essentially this was measuring which of the two

approaches best models the signers natural writing style� The error plots for

the SKM and BW approaches are presented in Figures ���� and ���� respect�



Figure ����� A plot of the HSV results using the Segmental K�Means learning

algorithm and di�erent threshold values�

Training Approach FAR FRR OER EER ZEFAR

Baum�Welch ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

Segmental K�Means ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

Table ���� A comparison of the modelling accuracy of the Segmental K�Means

and Baum�Welch HMM training algorithms� All signi�cant HSV�related error

rates are reported in this table�

ively� which show that in this instance the SKM approach more successfully

models the signatures�

The signi
cant error rates that measure how well the HSV performed �the

error rates most often reported in the literature� for each learning approach

appear in Table ���� The values in this table more clearly show the superior

performance of the SKM approach that resulted in a ��� overall error rate

�OER� compared to ��� for BW� Note that the value for zero�e�ort FAR

�or ZEFAR� see Section ����� for more information on zero�e�ort forgeries� is

calculated by using the genuine signatures of all other signers in the database

as attempted forgeries� The threshold used in zero�e�ort FAR calculation is

the same as that which produces the lowest overall error rate�

There was some expectation that the two sets of error rates resulting from

the two training approaches would di�er� however the magnitude of this dif�



Figure ����� A plot of the HSV results using the Baum�Welch learning al�

gorithm and di�erent threshold values�

Training Approach FAR FRR OER EER ZEFAR

Baum�Welch ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

Segmental K�Means ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

Table ���� A comparison of the modelling accuracy of the Segmental K�Means

and Baum�Welch HMM training algorithms when ten reference signatures are

used to train the model�

ference was unexpected� Further experimentation using di�erent sizes for the

reference signature set reveals that the disparity is reduced when more refer�

ence signatures are used� Error rates resulting from the use of ten reference

signatures to train the model are presented in Table ���� This table shows

that the BW approach responded well to an increase in reference set size and

doesn	t seem to cope as well as SKM when this set size is small� This table

also shows how dramatically the error rates can improve when more reference

signatures are used� They may also be used to perform comparisons between

this system and others developed using larger reference signature sets�



Chapter �

Combining Multiple Models

The previous chapters deal with two complementary approaches to handwrit�

ten signature veri
cation �HSV�� The neural network �NN� approach from

Chapter � is base largely on the analysis of global features of the handwriting

whereas the hidden Markov model �HMM� approach from Chapter � examines

the local aspects� This chapter deals with the process of combining� or �fus�

ing�� the two methods in order to improve the robustness and performance

into a single� powerful HSV system�

Fusion of multiple classi
ers is a sub�
eld of biometrics research that has

recently gained in popularity �see Section ����� There are a number of advant�

ages to be gained by combining the output of multiple biometric systems�

� Improved performance� If the underlying systems are complementary

and the fusion is done well� the performance of the resulting system will

be better than that of the constituent systems� This is analogous to

consulting a group of experts and making a decision based on multiple

opinions� rather than consulting just one expert� and is the primary

advantage of combining classi
ers�

� Increased universality� The resulting system is generally applicable in

more situations� This comes about because if one classi
er is confused�

a decision may still be made using the other�s��

� Compromises� Use of multiple systems introduces the possibility of �com�

promises� if the classi
ers disagree� For example� o�ering restricted ac�

cess if one of the classi
ers veri
es a signature and the remainder do

not�

���



The problem of fusing the output of multiple veri
ers is not a simple one

and is subject largely to the properties of the constituent systems� It is not

valid to assume that the combination will always improve performance� for

example it is known that a strong system is better used alone than in combin�

ation with a weak one ����� The underlying classi
ers should be complementary

and redundance between classi
ers may actually degrade accuracy ������ It is

worth noting that the two classi
ers being combined in this chapter are com�

plementary both in terms of the type of data captured �local versus global� and

in terms of misclassi
cations� Many of the misclassi
cations by the individual

systems occur on di�erent signatures suggesting that the models capture some

independent information that may be exploited�

There are three phases in which classi
ers can be combined� the feature

extraction phase� the con
dence phase and the decision phase ������ The

feature extraction phase generally involves the use of multiple sensors and

is not relevant to this chapter� The con
dence phase is where most of the

following discussion is based and involves combining the actual con
dence

values output by each of the classi
ers� The decision phase involves combining

the binary accept�reject decisions of each of the classi
ers� and approaches

dealing with this phase are also considered below�


�� Previous Work

There have been few studies into the combination of multiple handwritten

signature classi
cation algorithms� Most of the discussion in this section is

centred around methods of classi
er combination� or fusion� applied to bio�

metrics other than handwritten signatures�

One of the better designed and developed systems in the HSV literature is

an approach combining both local and global information in multiple models

����� Twenty�three global features were used in the study including total dura�

tion� pen�down ratio and velocity and acceleration details� The global feature

comparison is done through the Euclidean distance metric applied between the

feature vector extracted from the test signature and the reference �a vector of

mean feature values taken from six sample signatures��

The local feature comparison is much more complex in that HMMs were

used to compare feature vectors� Six sample signatures are used to train the

HMM to model the user	s signature as a series of states with probabilistic

transitions between them� Given a test signature� the Viterbi algorithm �����



���� is used to search for the most likely state sequence corresponding to the

given observation sequence and give the accumulated likelihood score along

the best path� That is� the algorithm obtained the likelihood that the test

signature can be modelled by the HMM of the particular user� The di�erence

between this score and the mean likelihood obtained during training is then

used as an error measure to classify a test signature as valid or a forgery�

The authors attempted to combine the output of the global feature compar�

isons made using the Euclidean distance metric and the local comparisons using

the HMM�Weights were associated with each technique and the two were com�

bined using another Euclidean method by computing their root mean�square

weighted combination� The authors only attempted a naive combination using

equal weights� The global feature comparison ���� equal error rate� had a

better error rate that the local approach �about � equal error rate� and the

combination method improved the result to a ��� equal error rate� This re�

duction in error rate is brought about due to the complementary information

being captured by the two di�erent models� A more thorough examination

of the global features is desirable� perhaps using a more statistically enhanced

model� along with further exploration of means of combining the output of two

models�

A number of interesting concepts are introduced in ���� �some previously

discussed in Chapter �� that extends work from ����� The main aspect of

interest relating to this chapter is the method by which the authors combined

NNs and HMMs into a single handwriting recognition system�

Speci
cally� they use a NN that spots and recognises characters and a HMM

to interpret the network output by taking word�level constraints into account�

The NN and the HMM are jointly trained to minimise an error measure de
ned

at the word level� The HMM models the long�range sequential structure while

the NN classi
es characters using local spatial structure�

The NN used is a Multi�Layer Convolutional Neural Network �MLCNN�

���� ���� which is a feed�forward NN designed to minimise the sensitivity to

image transformations �translation� rotation etc��� The training of the network

is done using the back�propagation algorithm�

Three�state HMMs with left�right transitions are used the NN outputs ob�

served for each character� The observation graph was obtained by connecting

these character HMMs� The authors obtained some interesting� but not out�

standing� results using this approach�

A later� independent system also attempted to combine the advantages of



NNs and HMMs for handwriting recognition and is discussed in ������ The

approach was based on the use of a NN to model probability density functions

in a handwriting recognition system� More speci
cally� the authors replaced

the K�Means vector quantizations in a discrete HMM by a NN trained using

the maximum mutual information principle �see ���� for more details of this��

This hybrid system was shown experimentally to outperform regular discrete

HMMs in this environment� slightly increasing maximum recognition rates

from ���� to �����

Another study appears in ����� where the authors tried to fuse N decisions

made about the author of handwriting samples� This method of fusion di�ers

slightly from others reported in the literature in that it involves fusing the

decisions made by the same classi
er on a series of N words� known to be

produced by the same author �what is not known is whether the author is a

forger�� That is� each word is veri
ed separately and a probability is gener�

ated representing the level of belief that the writing sample is genuine� These

N decisions are then fused to make one 
nal decision� A one�dimensional

feature vector is derived from each word to make individual assessments of

authorship� and a modi
ed randomised Neyman�Pearson test �a method of

combining multiple simple hypotheses with individual likelihoods� is used to

fuse the separate decisions� Using three words� the results were improved from

the one�word non�fusion system error rate of �� to ���� using the fused

decisions�

One of the problems with the previous study is the assumption that the

decisions made on each word are independent� which in general is not true

for several words written by the same individual� Further studies on de�

cision fusion for writer identi
cation were performed by the same group with

a slightly di�erent approach ������ These individual decisions are fused using

the Bahadur�Lazarsfeld expansion� which is a method of incorporating mul�

tiple probabilistic con
dences where independence is not assumed ����� As in

the previous work� the writer identi
cation was carried out using the words of

a short sentence with each word being processed separately and used to verify

the author of the writing� The average overall error rate is again improved

over the individual error rates�

Cooperation of multiple classi
ers for character recognition is explored in

����� where the authors attempt to combine two independent nearest�neighbour

systems� one o��line and one on�line� There is an obvious advantage in using

both data types in that the on�line data are richer� as they supply temporal



information� but more heterogenous too as the same character can be made of

a variable number of strokes that may be di�erently ordered �de
ning many

character allographs�� Sixty�two di�erent character classes are used with more

than ������ examples in the dataset� although the style of the handwriting

�cursive� handprinted or mixed� is not described� The authors attempted to

use naive weighting� cascading architecture and neural strategies� The naive

weighting and cascading architecture approaches both resulted in a �� rel�

ative improvement over the most successful individual �dynamic� system and

the neural approach �which involved using a MLP� returned a �� relative

improvement�

More recent work in fusion of handwriting recognition systems appears in

������ The authors compared four di�erent combination algorithms �Borda

count and Choquet integral from ���� and majority rule and averaging from

������ with their own approach called modi�ed Borda count� They use these

approaches to fuse three handwriting recognition techniques that use di�erent

segmentation and neural network algorithms�

When trying to recognise a single written string� conventional Borda count

for a word in a lexicon �a dictionary of words the system is trying to recognise�

is de
ned as the sum of the number of words with lower recognition scores in

the di�erent lexicons produced by the various techniques� A higher value for

Borda count indicates a stronger belief that a particular word is correct� The

problem with conventional Borda count is that it doesn	t take into account the

con
dence values produced by the various techniques �only the rankings�� The

authors modify this in ����� by essentially summing the product of the ranking

and con
dence for each technique� It is also possible to assign a weighting to

each technique based on the observed recognition accuracy for that approach�

The testing of the individual and combined techniques was performed using

cursive handwritten words taken from the CEDAR database ����� The most

successful of the individual techniques resulted in a recognition rate of ��� It

is worth noting that� with the exception of the modi
ed Borda count� none of

the combination techniques improved on the most successful individual tech�

niques �in fact� both averaging and the Choquet integral resulted in clearly

worse recognition rates�� When using the optimal weight values for the mod�

i
ed approach �calculated via brute force� the recognition rate improves to

���

It is possible to apply the modi
ed Borda count approach to the problem

of handwritten signature veri
cation� but it would be highly computationally



expensive �prohibitively so�� It would be necessary to obtain veri
cation scores

for each signer in the database every time a signature is veri
ed �the equivalent

of performing signature identi�cation rather than veri�cation�� Obviously in

a signature database of any realistic size this is impractical�

Perhaps the most popular area for fusion of multiple classi
ers is that of

multibiometrics� where the output values from multiple biometrics�based sys�

tems are combined to give a single result ���� ���� ���� Systems that combine

multiple di�erent biometrics are very di�cult for a forger to compromise� It

is however generally accepted that combining multiple representations and

matching algorithms for the same biometric signal �the approach described in

Section ���� is the most cost�e�ective and convenient way of improving bio�

metric performance ������

The authors in ����� and ����� consider three separate approaches to com�

bining information at the con
dence level and report on the results obtained�

Attempts are made at combining the output of three separate biometric veri�


cation systems in face veri
cation� 
ngerprint veri
cation and hand geometry

veri
cation� The three approaches considered are the sum rule� decision trees

and linear discriminant functions� Fifty users contributed nine face images�

nine 
ngerprint impressions �of the same 
nger� and hand geometry data� The

best individual biometric is found to be 
ngerprinting at an overall error rate

of around ���

The sum rule approach involves taking the weighted sum of the individual

output values from each classi
er� The authors applied this to each combin�

ation of inputs� however only applied equal weight values� Experimentation

found consideration of two biometrics to be more successful than any indi�

vidual biometric� and all three to be more successful than any two� This

method resulted in a false rejection rate of ���� and a false acceptance rate

of �����

Decision trees are structures that take a set of properties as input� and

through a process of discrete decision making arrive at a binary output �see

����� for further details�� The authors used the well known software C��� �����

to generate a decision tree from a training set of over ������ �imposters� and

��� genuine subjects� The result of this was a false rejection rate of almost

��� and a false acceptance rate of �����

The 
nal method investigated was the linear discriminant function �LDF�

approach� This involved transforming the three�dimensional output vectors

�one dimension for each classi
er� into a new subspace and maximizing the



between�class separation� The results using this approach were better than for

decision trees but worse than the sum rule� leading the authors to conclude

that overall� the sum rule was the best method for combining classi
ers in their

experimentation�

The above system was extended in ����� mainly by augmenting the sum

rule to take into account user�speci
c classi
cation thresholds and weights

for individual classi
ers� Two methods of obtaining user�speci
c parameters

are investigated� The 
rst method involves assigning equal weights to each

biometric �face� hand and 
ngerprint� and obtaining a new score as the sum

of these weighted outputs� User�speci
c thresholds are then found using the

cumulative histogram of imposter scores for each of the three biometric traits

for each user� The second method involves estimating user�speci
c weights by

exhaustive search and using a commonmatching threshold� The authors found

that their most successful approach consisted of using common thresholds� but

user�speci
c weights for each classi
er� Error rates are reduced by up to �

of the overall error using this method�

Linear discriminant analysis was also explored in ����� along with linear

methods and neural networks as means of combining con
dence measures in a

speech recognition system� The speci
c application area was a command�and�

control style system and the con
dence measures were generated using hidden

Markov models� A database of ����� feature vectors �roughly half allocated to

training and half to testing� was used� with the vectors including 
ve di�erent

con
dence measures computed from word hypotheses� The smallest error rate

for speaker�independent classi
cation using any of the individual con
dence

measures was ���� Using linear discriminant analysis this was improved to

��� and further improved to ��� using a one�layer perceptron to combine

the con
dences� Slightly more substantial improvements were reported using

data�dependent con
dence measures� The authors also found that use of a non�

linear network �one hidden layer� trained using the back�propagation algorithm

did not generalise as well as the linear network�

The above 
ndings with respect to the sum rule	s superiority over other

forms of related fusion techniques are supported in ���� where several similar

approaches are explored� These are further veri
ed independently in ���� in

an approach used for 
ngerprint analysis �another popular target area for

fusion research�� The authors also extended the approach to examine the

product rule� which involved multiplying the weighted output values from each

of two classi
ers� The product rule is reported to signi
cantly improve the



performance over the best single algorithm �approximately halving the error

rate�� however there was no direct comparison with the results using the sum

rule�

The authors in ���� used a logistic transform to integrate the output values

from three di�erent 
ngerprint matching algorithms into a single overall score�

Given the discrete probability distribution functions obtained from each clas�

si
er� the author	s algorithm computes the set of tunable parameters of the

combination classi
er for a set of speci
ed false acceptance rates� Testing of the

combination algorithm was done using 
ngerprint images captured from ���

subjects �the 
rst �� subjects were used to train the system and the remainder

were used in testing�� Small reductions in the overall error rates were reported

under ideal circumstances� but nothing that justi
ed the extra overhead�

This approach is augmented by a scheme proposed in ����� involving the

fusion of four di�erent 
ngerprint matching algorithms� A large amount of

theory is also presented for selecting the most appropriate classi
er �based

on the �independence� of classi
ers�� however there are often limitations to

the availability of e�ective systems �for example� there are very few easily

available� e�ective HSV algorithms�� The experimental database consisted of

����� impressions taken from ��� subjects �four impressions of each of four


ngers�� however ��� impressions were later removed from the database due

to �rejection� by the matching algorithm or due to poor quality images�

Combinations of pairs of classi
ers are made by estimating two dimensional

genuine and imposter densities from the training data� The optimal setup was

found to be the combination of the three most accurate individual algorithms

�excluding the fourth and least accurate�� and the authors claim an overall

improvement of �� The weakness with this kind of approach for HSV however

is that a large amount of training data is required to obtain useful estimates

�of the order of several thousand�� along with forgery data�

Complex Bayesian sampling approaches to the decision fusion problem have

been proposed in a small number of papers� for example ����� These approaches

are more suited to higher dimensionality situations �that is� where more clas�

si
ers are involved� and also have a very high computational complexity less

appropriate for use in the signature veri
cation environment�

Finally� a similar approach to that described in this dissertation is presen�

ted in ����� In this article the authors examine a method for combining the

output of HMMs and NNs� The HMM system models a signature using a fea�

ture vector consisting of seventeen parameters �eight dynamic and nine static�



including velocity� pressure� pen�tilt and some spatial characteristics� The au�

thors use a single discrete� left�right HMM for each user and train the models

using 
fteen genuine signatures� The HMM technique results in an overall

error rate of ���� using a database of ����� genuine signatures and �����

forgeries of various types� FRR is the major contributor to the overall error�

The NN used is a MLP featuring twenty�six inputs �one for each extrac�

ted feature�� a hidden layer with 
ve units and two sigmoidal outputs �one

representing genuine signatures and the other forgeries�� The MLP is used

to model the global parameters of the signature and includes aspects such as

the number of strokes� signature length and a number of velocity� angular and

directional features� Training is done using 
fteen genuine signatures and one

random forgery from each of 
fteen other users in the database� The MLP

here is used mainly to combat the high FRR exhibited by the HMM� and far

less e�ort is put into the MLP development�

Fusion of the NN and MLP scores is done using an approach known as a

Support Vector Machine �SVM�� which is a non�linear classi
cation algorithm

based on risk minimisation� The authors selected this technique due to its

suitability to small training sets� The input to the SVM is the normalized log�

likelihood computed by the HMM� smoothed by a sigmoidal function� along

with one of the outputs of the MLP �the output that represents the con�


dence that the signature is genuine�� The SVM tries to insert a �decision

frontier� into the feature space to separate the con
dence scores of genuine

signatures and forgeries �the forgeries used are the same as those used in the

MLP training�� The SVM tries to maximize the �margin� between the separ�

ator hyperplane and the data� The 
nal result of the fusion is an improvement

from a previous best case of ���� to ���� overall error rate� This could

likely be further reduced by improving the MLP model as well as examining

alternative methods for fusing the two scores�


�� Methodology

This section presents the methodology and the experimentation performed in

the combination of the models described in Chapters � and �� The combina�

tion of the two classi
ers essentially involves the development of a whole new

classi
er that has two input values� the con
dence value output by the NN sys�

tem and the normalized log�likelihood output by the HMM system� Figure ���

illustrates the basic approach�



Figure ���� The combination of models described in previous chapters�

����� Experimental Setup

This section describes the experimental setup used in developing the combin�

ation model� The signature database used in experimentation is described

in Section ������ The type of the two input values di�ers in that the value

provided from the NN is a con
dence measure and the HMM value is a prob�

ability� The domains of the input values are similar however in that they are

both in the zero�to�one range with the same interpretation� a low score im�

plies a low degree of con
dence that a given signature is genuine� while a high

score implies a high degree of con
dence� What follows is a description of the

di�erent methods of combining the two models� grouped according to category�

Voting Schemes

These are the simplest methods of combining the HMM and NN output and

involve the combination being performed at the decision level� That is� the

only input taken in from the two models is the binary decision rather than

the con
dence values� With two di�erent classi
ers as input there are two

meaningful schemes or veri
cation scenarios than can be employed�

�� Unanimous acceptance� This means that the combined classi
er should

accept a test signature only if both constituent classi
ers accept it� Put

another way� the test signature should be rejected if either system clas�

si
es it as non�genuine� The ideal e�ect of this is that fewer forgeries

will be accepted �as it is less likely that they will deceive both classi
�

ers� without rejecting many more genuine signatures �as well�performed

genuine signatures should be accepted by both classi
ers�� Results ob�

tained using this approach are presented in Table ���� which include the

false acceptance rate �FAR�� false rejection rate �FRR� and overall error

rate�



Acceptance Mechanism FAR FRR Overall Error Rate

Unanimous ��� ��� ���

Disputed ��� ��� ���

Table ���� The results using the two di�erent voting mechanisms to combine

the classi�ers�

�� Disputed acceptance� This setup results in a signature being accepted

if it is accepted by either classi
er �or both�� Ideally� forgeries are still

rejected �as both of the constituent classi
ers are quite adept at detecting

forgeries� while slightly lower quality signatures from genuine users are

still accepted �as they may still contain enough characteristic information

to be accepted by at least one of the classi
ers�� The results obtained

using this approach are also presented in Table ���� Unanimous rejection

by both classi
ers should obviously result in the signature being rejected�

When discussing the results presented in Table ��� it is useful to recall that

the best overall error rates for the NN and HMM systems are ��� and ���

respectively� Relative to the individual system error rates the �Unanimous

Acceptance� results were an improvement over the most successful individual

system� whereas the �Disputed Acceptance� approach actually degraded the

overall performance� As expected� the unanimous approach resulted in a much

lower false acceptance rate as it was far more di�cult for a forgery to deceive

both classi
ers� Fortunately� there was not a greatly adverse a�ect on the false

rejection rate� which meant the overall error rate was improved� The disputed

approach results in the false rejection rate slightly improving� however the false

acceptance rate increases substantially and the overall error rate su�ers as a

result� Inspection of the rejected genuine signatures o�ers an explanation for

the lack of signi
cant improvement in the FRR in that these signatures are

either poorly written or di�ered greatly from the signatures given as a reference

for that user� As a result they tend to be rejected by both classi
ers�

The results above however do not give a de
nitive answer as to which ac�

ceptance mechanism is most suited to combining HSV systems� The approach

to use depends largely on the environment in which the signatures will typic�

ally be provided� If the environment is casual as in a general purpose system�

it is likely that the test signatures will be of slightly lower quality and the

disputed approach is more forgiving and more appropriate� If the environment

is a formal� high security one� then the added security of the unanimous ap�



proach is likely to result in more desirable performance� It is believed that the

formal environment in which the handwritten signature database was captured

contributed to the unanimous approaches superior performance�

A voting mechanism may also be used in granting di�erent levels of access

depending on the level of signature acceptance� That is� if both classi
ers reject

the test signature then no access is granted� if both accept the test signature

then full access is granted or if the classi
ers are in disagreement then partial

or restricted access is granted�

Con�dence�based Approaches

This section discusses the various techniques used to combine the con
dence

outputs from each of the classi
ers� All explored methods and resulting error

rates are presented below�

� Weighted sum� The weighted sum rule �sometimes referred to as simply

the sum rule� involves taking the weighted sum of the individual scores

from the classi
ers to achieve the overall score for the combined system�

Scombined �WNN � SNN  WHMM � SHMM

where Scombined is the 
nal score for the combined model�WNN and SNN

are the weight and score for the neural network model and WHMM and

SHMM are the weight and score for the hidden Markov model� The

score values from each of the models are obtained independently and are

a measure of the con
dence that each model has in the test signature

being genuine�

The weight and threshold values are the same for every user and are

obtained in a joint training phase� This phase involves an exhaustive

search that tests all weight values in the range ����� �with increments of

����� for each classi
er� with the constraint that the sum of the weights is

always �� The combined scores are obtained for each weight combination

and compared to a threshold� The test signature is accepted if the score

is above this threshold and rejected otherwise� The threshold value and

weight pairing that gave the lowest global �that is� over all users in the

database� overall error rate are used for all further experiments� These

values are ���� for the threshold and ���� and ���� for the HMM and NN

weights respectively�



This approach worked quite well and improved the overall error rate to

��� ���� FAR and ��� FRR��

� Product rule� The product rule is quite similar to the sum rule and

involves taking the weighted product of classi
er scores�

Scombined �WNN �SNN �WHMM �SHMM

Weight values and thresholds are obtained in the same way as they were

for the sum rule approach� The product rule represents the joint probab�

ility distribution of the values extracted by the classi
ers� This approach

produces very similar results to that of the sum rule and obtained an

overall error rate of ��� ���� FAR and ��� FRR��

� Mean transformation� The mean transformation is essentially a special

case of the weighted sum with the weights set to ��� and is used in ����

to combine classi
ers for 
ngerprint veri
cation� This transformation

simply takes the mean of the two classi
er scores for a test signature�

Scombined �
SNN  SHMM

�

The mean approach did not perform well in this instance� returning an

overall error rate of ��� ���� FAR and ��� FRR�� which is worse

than both individual classi
ers�

� Decision trees� Results were obtained using the C��� program ����� to

generate a decision tree from a training set of classi
er score pairs� Five

genuine score pairs were used as a reference and the score pairs from

genuine signatures of twenty�
ve other users in the database were used

as negative examples �the twenty�
ve users were selected in a similar

way to training forgeries selected in Chapter ��� The data seemed to be

insu�cient for accurate construction of decision trees and C��� did not

perform well using only 
ve genuine references� resulting in an overall

error rate of ��� ���� FAR and ��� FRR��

� Multi�layer perceptrons� Multi�layer Perceptrons �MLPs� are used in

Chapter � to build one of the constituent signature veri
cation systems�

It was theorised that a non�linear classi
er such as a MLP may be able

to achieve better classi
cation by capturing a more insightful relation�

ship between the two con
dence measures� The basic model structure



Figure ���� The MLP structure that produced the lowest overall error rate

when combining the constituent systems� Each of the weight values Wi is

optimised via a learning algorithm�

consists of a three�layer network with two input units and one output

unit� The back�propagation algorithm was used to train the model and

experimentation was done with di�erent numbers of nodes in the hid�

den layer� but the most successful structure found contained two hidden

nodes �the structure is illustrated in Figure �����

The makeup of the training set �in terms of positive and negative ex�

amples� was identical to that used for the decision tree approach de�

scribed previously� The performance of the MLP over the training set

was very good but did not generalise as well to the test set� most prob�

ably because of the small amount of input data� The overall error rate

using this approach was ��� ���� FAR and ��� FRR��

� User�speci�c weighted sum� This is the most successful of the approaches

to combining model scores� The method here is similar to that used in

the �weighted sum� approach� modi
ed to apply to individual users� The

basic algorithm for adjusting the user�speci
c weights is as follows�

�� For user i� vary weights WNN�i and WHMM�i over the range �����

�with increments of ����� with the constraint thatWNN�i  WHMM�i

equals ��

�� The overall score used for veri
cation is then�

Si � WNN�i � SNN�i  WHMM�i � SHMM�i

�� Si is compared to a user�speci
c threshold Ti for each user and the

test signatures is accepted if Si � Ti and rejected otherwise�



�� Choose the set of weights and thresholds that minimises the total

error rate associated with the overall scores�

Here WNN�i refers to the user�speci
c weight associated with the NN

output for user i andWHMM�i refers to the user�speci
c weight associated

with the HMM output for user i� Similarly SNN�i refers to the score �that

is� output or con
dence� from user i	s NN and SHMM�i the score from

user i	s HMM� Si refers to the overall score value for user i� The total

error rate referred to in step � of the algorithm �not to be confused with

the overall error rate� is the sum of the individual error rates calculated

during the training phase� Details of the weight and threshold selection

appear below�

The overall score Si is obtained for each weight combination in the range

����� �with increments of ������ with the constraint that the sum of the

weights is always �� In an extended training phase� error rates are calcu�

lated using the original reference signatures as genuine attempts �that is�

the training and testing databases remain separate� and a set of thirty�


ve forgeries �obtained from the other users in the database in the same

manner as described in Chapter ��� These error rates are calculated by

exhaustive experimentation with threshold values� varying the threshold

in the range ����� �with increments of ����� for each weight pairing� The

threshold and weight values triple that produces the lowest overall error

rate is then 
xed for that user� Often a range of weight values results in

an overall error rate of zero for a particular user � in this case the median

of each weight range is used� Similarly� the median threshold is used

when there is a range of threshold values resulting in the equal lowest

error rate�

Overall error rates for each user are then calculated using the 
xed weight

and threshold values with the previously unseen genuine signatures and

skilled forgeries being used as test signatures� This approach improved

the overall error rate to ��� ���� FAR and ��� FRR� and returned an

equal error rate of ���� All error rates quoted in following sections will

be based on this user�speci
c weighted sum approach unless otherwise

speci
ed�

The results of all of the con
dence�based methods of combination are sum�

marised in Table ����



Combination Method FAR FRR Overall Error Rate

Weighted sum ��� ��� ���

Product rule ��� ��� ���

Mean transformation ��� ��� ���

Decision trees ��� ��� ���

Multi�layer perceptrons ��� ��� ���

User�speci
c weighted sum ��� ��� ���

Table ���� The resulting error rates using the di�erent con�dence�based ap�

proaches to combining the classi�ers�

Model FAR FRR Overall Error Rate

Neural network ��� ��� ���

Hidden Markov model ��� ��� ���

Weighted sum ��� ��� ���

User�speci
c weighted sum ��� ��� ���

Table ���� The most successful results for each of the di�erent model scenarios

used during development�

A summary of all of the developmentalmodels appears in Table ���� includ�

ing the neural network alone� the hidden Markov model alone� both models

combined via the weighted sum rule and both models combined via the user�

speci
c weighted sum approach� As can be seen� the combination of models

resulted in an increased performance over both individual models� with the

user�speci
c weighted sum approach being most successful�


�� Further Results

The lowest error rate obtained for any system described in this thesis �the

�User�speci
c weighted sum� version of the combined network� produced an

overall error rate of ��� when tested over the entire database� This section

presents some further results of interest obtained throughout testing of this


nal system�



����� Removal of 
Short Signatures�

Any methodology that includes the removal of �unsuitable� signatures from

a database is dubious� but is done here for comparative purposes� Other

researchers �for example� ����� have examined this sort of thing� purely for the

sake of interest not through any attempt to arti
cially reduce the reported

error rates of their systems� Short signatures �those with a duration less than

some time t� are going to contain less information and be more variable than

signatures of more signi
cant length� Due to this lack of consistent information

content it is more di�cult to verify genuine short signatures and more di�cult

to reject attempted forgeries of these� As such� although these signatures

constitute a small percentage of the database� they have a disproportionately

large a�ect on the error rates� It can be argued that removing these signatures

from the database gives a fairer description of the accuracy of the system in

question�

Figure ��� shows the breakdown of average signature duration for each user

sorted in order of ascending duration� Figure ��� shows the error rates that

result from excluding all signers whose average signature duration is less than t

seconds� As can be seen from the 
gure� as more short signatures are removed

the error rate tends to reduce proportionally� A similar study in ���� found

that the error rate was almost halved when a duration limit of ���� seconds

was set� The error rate for the user�speci
c weighted sum system reduces from

��� to ��� using this same limit �which excludes a total of seven users from

consideration��

����� Contribution to Overall Error

For various reasons it is typical for a small proportion of signers to be respons�

ible for a large proportion of the error rate� Reasons for this include small

signature duration as discussed in the previous section� unusually large vari�

ation in signature style or in extreme cases signers may have more than one

version of their signature �as was the case with one signer in the database used

throughout this thesis�� These types of users are always going to be present

in a large�scale realistic database� so it is not valid to exclude these users from

calculations of error rate� However it is insightful to examine individual user	s

contributions to the overall error rate� Figure ��� is a plot of these individual

contributions and illustrates that the majority of the error is contributed by a

minority of the users� The entire error is contributed by eleven users� over ��



Figure ���� The average signature duration 	in seconds� per signer�

Figure ���� The overall error rate versus the duration threshold� Signers with

an average signature duration less than t seconds were removed from consid�

eration� As can be seen� error rates generally improve as signature duration

increases�



Figure ���� A plot of individual contributions to overall error rate� sorted in

order of increasing contribution�

of the error is contributed by two users and over �� is contributed by three�

The veri
cation is perfect for over �� of the users �the exact weight and

threshold values selected for these users is less important as small variations

had no e�ect on the veri
cation error rates��

����� Allowing Users Another Chance When Rejected

This approach has been taken by other authors in the literature ���� ��� and is

perhaps a realistic approach to how HSV systems would function in a general

usage scenario� If a test signature is rejected by the particular HSV system

then this approach allows the signer to attempt veri
cation again �typically a

maximum of three attempts�� This would be acceptable in a situation where

more importance is placed on lowering the FRR and lessening the inconveni�

ence to genuine users� rather than the emphasis being placed on security� Less

false rejections will occur through this method� however there will most likely

be an increase in false acceptances�

Experiments conducted to evaluate the success of this kind of approach

involve 
rstly training the system� then presenting test signatures to the system

for each user �as with other testing approaches�� The di�erence here is that

if the test signature fails� the following signature is tested� and a third if the

second also fails� Acceptance is deemed to occur as soon as one of the test



Reference Set Size FAR FRR Overall Error Rate

� ��� ��� ���

� ��� ��� ���

�� ��� ��� ���

Table ���� A breakdown of the error rates for various reference set sizes� op�

timised to give the lowest overall error rate�

signatures is veri
ed� but if all three signatures fail the test signer is rejected�

As expected� the FRR is improved dramatically using this approach to ���

with FAR su�ering� rising to ����

There are a number of modi
cations that can be made in this sort of system�

such as only allowing users to re�try if one of the constituent classi
ers veri
es

the test signature�

����� Varying the Size of the Reference Set

All results discussed so far involve the use of just 
ve reference signatures�

Many systems presented in the literature require more than 
ve samples �typ�

ically ten� in order to build a reference �for example� ���� ������ Using more

reference signatures will most likely lead to lower error rates as it allows fur�

ther information to be extracted and more e�ective models to be built� The

cost of using more reference signatures is extra computation� extra memory

storage� greater inconvenience to users and the risk of them getting frustrated

and refusing to use the system at all� There is also an issue with fatigue if a

user is required to provide too many signatures in one sitting and a resulting

loss of reference signature quality�

Experiments were conducted using more than 
ve reference signatures in

order to facilitate a more accurate comparison with other systems in the lit�

erature that use more sample signatures to build a reference� Table ��� and

Figure ��� show the a�ect of increasing the number of reference signatures on

error rates�

Note that there are approaches that can be used to obtain larger reference

sets without the inconvenience� One example is to take 
ve reference signatures

during the enrolment phase and adding any later veri
ed signatures to the

reference set and re�training the models� The obvious disadvantage with this

kind of approach is that if a forgery is incorrectly veri
ed then it will be added



Figure ���� The overall error rate versus the number of reference signatures

used�

to the reference set� corrupting the model�

����� Zero�E�ort False Acceptance Rate

The zero�e�ort false acceptance rate �ZEFAR� has been discussed in previous

chapters and is a measure of the �confusion� the system exhibits or the like�

lihood that a forger with no knowledge of the genuine signature will provide

a successful forgery� ZEFAR is quoted in many HSV articles in the literat�

ure and is a useful measure as it illustrates the class separation obtained by

the developed system� It is also useful as most successful forgeries in general

signature veri
cation environments are either zero�e�ort forgeries or are very

poor attempts�

In order to arrive at a 
gure for ZEFAR� all signatures �both genuine and

provided forgeries� from other users in the database are used as test signatures�

This means that there are approximately ����� �approximately �� signatures

from each of the ��� other users� zero�e�ort forgeries for each user� totalling

over ������� for the entire database� When testing the trained system� a total

of ��� of these test signatures were accepted as genuine� resulting in a ZEFAR

of �����

Note that no re�training occurred speci
cally for these tests and weight and



Figure ���� 	a� A signature sample captured using a stylus to provide visual

feedback to the signer� 	b� A signature sample from the same author captured

without the use of the stylus�

threshold values were the same as those used in the �User�speci
c weighted

sum� approach�

����� The Importance of Visual Feedback When Signing

As part of the HSV system development a number of experiments were conduc�

ted to assess the importance of visual feedback when performing a signature�

It is generally accepted that the movements controlling signature production

are stored in some kind of muscle or nerve �memory�� Further� once a signa�

ture has been practiced su�ciently the nerve impulses are controlled by the

brain without any particular attention to detail �����

Three experiments are conducted using the 
nal version of the HSV system

in an attempt to lend support to the hypothesis that no visual feedback is

required when signing� The experiments involve thirty of the signers from

the original database contributing a set of 
ve signatures using a stylus that

provided them with visual feedback as they wrote �that is� it reproduced the

pen�tip path�� Visually� the stylus�based signatures appear very similar to the

regular �produced without the aid of the stylus� signatures with one signer

producing identical durations in two cases� An example of a more elaborate

signature can be seen in Figure ��� where part �a� shows the signature sample

captured using a stylus and part �b� shows a sample captured without the use

of a stylus�

The 
rst experiment involved using the stylus�based signatures to train the

models� The genuine signatures previously provided by the signer �without

the use of the stylus� were used as test signatures along with the previously



provided forgeries �
fteen genuine signatures and 
ve forgeries were available

for testing�� If the hypothesis is correct then the error rates� particularly the

FRR� should be approximately the same as when there was no stylus used to

produce the reference signatures� Without the use of the stylus in training the

overall error rate for these thirty users is ��� ���� FAR and ��� FRR��

When the stylus is used the FAR remains the same and a single extra false

rejection is recorded� resulting in an overall error rate of ��� ���� FAR and

��� FRR��

The second experiment used the regular signatures �produced without the

use of the stylus� to train the system and attempted to verify the stylus�

based signatures� The FRR in this case was just ��� with only one of the

stylus�based signatures being incorrectly classi
ed� The FAR using this train�

ing mechanism is reported in Section ����� as ���� giving an overall error

rate of ��� �note that the set of genuine signatures is much smaller in this

experiment��

The 
nal experiment used a mixture of the two types of genuine signatures

to train the system �three regular and two stylus�based�� The results using

this setup were identical to when no stylus�based signatures were used� at

��� overall error rate ���� FAR and ��� FRR��

This series of tests strongly supports the hypothesis that visual feedback

is not required when reproducing practiced writings� particularly signatures�

����	 Manually Adjusted Personal Thresholds

This section involves manual inspection of the class separation for comparative

purposes� The �User�speci
c weighted sum� version of the system attempts to

take into account personal weights and thresholds to maximise the veri
cation

accuracy� The approach worked quite well in most instances however it is

very di�cult to do this accurately with such a small training set� Manual

calculations can be made to determine the ideal weight and threshold values

and the resulting error rate� This error rate represents the maximum accuracy

that can be achieved using the two models with this data� In other words�

the optimal class separation obtained by the HSV system on the given data

set� The overall error rate when manually selecting the optimal weights and

thresholds is ���� ����� FAR and ���� FRR�� The system fails to achieve

complete �manual� class separation on just four signatures� generated by just

two signers�



���� Signing a Password

One of the issues with HSV is that an individual	s signature is generally not

secret �not in the same sense that a password or personal identi
cation number

is�� A potential forger may be able to obtain a copy of a genuine signature

and then has the opportunity to practice �although error rates have proven to

be quite good even for practiced forgeries��

In an attempt to build a variant of the HSV system that was not subject to

these problems� experiments were conducted where users �signed� a password

instead of their signature� Signing a password takes advantage of multiple

security schemes in that a potential forger not only has to know �or guess� the

user	s password� but also has to be able to reproduce the structure and style

of the genuine writing�

The 
rst stage of the process involved forty�seven users being instructed to

think of a password �one they could easily remember� and practice the writing

over a period of one to two weeks until they felt comfortable with the writing

style� The writers then provided 
ve samples of their signed password �there

was no stylus used here as to do so would have the undesirable e�ect of leaving

a visual artifact that a potential forger can copy� on three separate occasions�

totalling 
fteen genuine samples per user �
ve of which were used in training��

Three types of forgeries were gathered based on information that the forger

was provided� The 
rst type of forgery was produced by the forger where they

were not given the password to be forged� so had to guess� With the second

type� the forger was told the password but was not given access to the writing

style� The third type of forgery involved the forger being told the password

and being given a sample of the writer	s natural style� but no sample of the

actual written password was given� Five of each type of forgery were gathered

for each user in the database�

Error rates using the three di�erent types of forgeries are presented in

Table ���� As can be seen� the approach works quite well with no false ac�

ceptances when the forger didn	t know the password or when the forger had

no access to sample handwriting� In most cases the genuine users wrote their

passwords with some originality or �air �making it very di�cult to forge if

this style is unknown�� Conversely� forgers would sometimes try to fool the

veri
cation system by drawing straight lines or squiggles when the password

was unknown�

This would be a useful general purpose standalone security system in many

situations� for example in granting access to a personal computer containing



Forgery Type FAR FRR Overall Error Rate

No information ��� ��� ���

Told password ��� ��� ���

Told password� given general sample ��� ��� ���

Table ���� The resulting error rates using di�erent types of forgeries in the

�signing passwords� variant of the HSV system�

sensitive information� The cost of the additional hardware is minimal and the

gain in the level of security is quite high� Personal data organisers or hand�

held computers with a pen interface would also be potential environments that

could bene
t from this type of approach�



Chapter �

Conclusion

This thesis has presented a discussion of the development of an on�line hand�

written signature veri
cation system based on complementary pattern recog�

nition models� The neural network�based system concentrated on global sig�

nature features whereas the hidden Markov model�based approach examined

local aspects� It has been demonstrated that these models can be used in a

complementary fashion and the outputs combined to achieve highly accurate

classi
cation ���� overall error rate� in a database of ��� writers and well

over ����� signatures�

Di�erent features sets have been examined for their appropriateness to vari�

ous aspects of the signature veri
cation problem and this thesis has introduced

some insightful features not previously used in existing signature veri
cation

technology� A re
ned means of stroke extraction was also introduced that

resulted in more accurate segmentation of the signature and a signi
cant re�

duction in overall error rate of almost ��� Stroke segmentation is a common

module in many handwriting based systems� so this procedure may be useful

in other signature veri
cation and handwriting analysis systems�

A study of extracting forgeries required for training from a database of

genuine signatures was also presented� Many of the models used in handwritten

signature veri
cation require presentation of negative examples in the form of

forgeries� As it is infeasible to obtain skilled forgery attempts for every user

in a realistically sized database� it is not possible to use actual forgeries as the

negative examples� Similarly� it is not feasible to use genuine signatures from

all other users in the database and completely re�train every time a new user

is enrolled� A means of extracting the most useful forgery set from the existing

user data was presented based on a signature distance metric and was shown

to be successful�

���



Chapter � details the development of a neural network mechanism for learn�

ing the global aspects of a signature� Speci
cally� a multi�layer perceptron is

used for experimentation and a study is performed into the most e�ective net�

work structures� the most e�cient and most accurate learning algorithms for

the given features along with various other optimalities� A structure consisting

of a multi�layer perceptron with one hidden layer performs most successfully

over the database as a whole� The back�propagation learning algorithm dis�

played a greater ability to generalise than both the conjugate gradient descent

and Levenberg�Marquardt learning algorithms� Despite taking longer to learn

that the conjugate gradient descent algorithm� the back�propagation approach

was considered superior for this application and resulted in a ��� overall error

rate�

Various aspects of hidden Markov models are explored in Chapter �� This

experimentation includes an investigation into the number of states that is

most optimal for use in handwritten signature veri
cation �empirically found

to be ��� times the number of strokes in the signature�� A comparison of

the two classical hidden Markov model learning algorithms is made� with the

Segmental K�Means approach found to converge much faster �in terms of both

the number of iterations and the overall time required� than the Baum�Welch

approach� The Baum�Welch approach is shown to be more sensitive to a lack

of training data than the Segmental K�Means approach� which resulted in an

overall error rate of ��� using 
ve reference signatures�

Methods of combining the output of neural networks and hidden Markov

models are considered in Chapter �� Various techniques are implemented in�

cluding voting schemes� classical approaches like the sum and product rules�

decision trees and neural networks� The most successful approach �in terms

of error rates� is the proposed �User�speci
c weighted sum�� which� while re�

latively expensive computationally� resulted in a reduced overall error rate of

����

Other experimentation includes a study into the importance of visual feed�

back to the signing process and con
rms that visual feedback is not necessary

and does not in�uence classi
cation accuracy� There was also an investiga�

tion into the possibility of using a written password instead of a signature to

increase the level of security �as a potential forger would need to know the

password itself in addition to being able to forge the writing style�� The study

was very successful when tested using a database of over ����� writing and

forgery samples� resulting in an overall error rate of ��� when the potential



forger does not know the password or writing style of the genuine user�

Stronger emphasis needs to be placed on the sub�problem of selecting per�

sonalised weights and thresholds because of the disparity between the current

result ���� overall error rate� and the best possible result of ���� based on

manually determined thresholds� This will likely be a more popular future area

of research in handwritten signature veri
cation and biometrics in general�

Another area of future work is in the analysis of the independence of the

two classi
ers used in this study �and indeed in classi
er fusion in general��

The methodologies described in previous chapters present demonstrably dif�

ferent classi
ers� both in terms of input features and learning�classi
cation

techniques� Further work would include a detailed investigation as to the style

of signatures that are incorrectly classi
ed by both individual systems� and the

tradeo� between individual classi
er accuracy and independence of classi
ers�

Because of the nature of handwritten signatures and the fact that some

users vary between signature versions� �awless classi
cation is the unachievable

goal of handwritten signature veri
cation systems� Performance is already far

in advance of human capabilities� The process of comparison between di�erent

signature veri
cation systems is made very di�cult as a result of the di�erent

signature databases used� The presence and quantity of forgeries as well as the

method in which they were obtained is a useful indicator of database quality�

The forgeries captured for use in this study were performed after the forgers

had viewed sample signatures being produced so that the forgeries are of high

quality� Given the quality and size of the database� the veri
cation results

achieved are excellent when compared to other researchers in the area�



Appendix A

The Extremum Consistency

Algorithm

This appendix details the Extremum Consistency �EC� algorithm for avoid�

ing local maxima and minima in a specialised domain� In addition� details

are presented that show the superiority of EC over thresholding� hill�climbing

�or gradient�descent�� simulated annealing and convolution in three large�scale

practical applications�

A�� Introduction

This appendix presents a new algorithm for avoiding local maxima and minima

in a specialised domain� The performance of the algorithm is measured against

a number of other classical local extremum avoidance algorithms� with quite

respectable results�

Note that throughout this appendix the discussion will tend to focus on

minima �also known as valleys or troughs� in the interests of brevity� Discus�

sions can trivially be adapted to avoidance of maxima or peaks� Additionally�

chie�y for convenience� this algorithm has been given a name� ExtremumCon�

sistency or EC� The meaning behind the name will be made clear later in the

appendix�

The underlying problem lies in deciding whether a given extremum rep�

resents a globally optimal extremum� This of course is not a problem new

to computer science� but it has never been approached in the particular way

described here�

There are several existing algorithms for avoiding local extrema� however

none have proven to be e�ective in the speci
c domain outlined in Section A���

���



The most appropriate of these existing algorithms were implemented in a com�

plete system and the results and performance of the resulting system were

compared�

The content is organised as follows� Section A�� describes the problem do�

main and motivation for the algorithm� Section A�� gives details of the al�

gorithm itself and Section A�� outlines three di�erent software applications

where the algorithm has been successfully applied� Future work is discussed

in Section A�� while Section A�� presents the concluding remarks�

A�� The Problem Domain � Motivation

This problem domain is based on iterative improvement strategies in that

an attempt is being made to 
nd maxima or minima while �stepping� or

�traversing� along a certain stream�

Abstractly� what is required in this domain is for an algorithm to move

in the direction of decreasing value until a minimum is reached� One there�

the location of the minimum is recorded and� depending on the application�

either proceeds in the opposite direction looking for a corresponding maximum�

or �jumps� out of the minimum and begins the process again� This search

continues until all of the minima �and maxima if required� are mapped and then

processing of these points is performed �see Section A�� for more information

on the speci
c applications�� Because of this pattern of searching� any local

minimum encountered will adversely a�ect the performance of the system� not

only because the recorded position is incorrect� but starting the search for the

corresponding extremum too early will propagate that error�

The main problem therefore lies in detecting the true �or� in a sense� global�

extrema in a volatile and possibly noisy environment� The algorithm presen�

ted here is a speci
c approach to deciding whether a particular extremum

represents a true extremum�

The type of situations typically encountered in this environment appear in

pictoral form in Figure A��� The horizontal axis in these diagrams represents

time and the vertical axis can represent various observations such as velocity�

direction or temperature�

The initial motivation for this algorithm came when developing signature

veri
cation software in ����� This approach was based on detecting the order

of �turning points� �in other words� minima and maxima� in the pen tip dir�

ection and processing the locations of those turning points� The EC algorithm



Figure A��� This �gure represents some local minima situations which are

typically encountered in processing the input stream� The horizontal axis

represents increasing time and the vertical axis can represent various stream

types such as velocity� direction and temperature� Speci�cally� 	a� contains a

valid minimum� 	b� contains only a single valid minimum 	there are actually

two minima� but the second is the result of the local maximum in the centre�

which should be ignored in this environment� and all others contain no �true�

minima� An e�ective algorithm should re�ect this�

was initially implemented as part of this application �replacing hill�climbing�

with signi
cant improvements in system accuracy� See Section A�� for more

information on this and other application areas�

The challenge for this and similar algorithms is to ignore meaningless small

�uctuations which appear in the stream� while recording the meaningful �uc�

tuations� The problem lies in distinguishing between the two�

Local extrema can enter the data as a result of various aspects� such as a

kind of rounding problem �discussed below�� quantization noise or� in hand�

writing based applications �such as those discussed in Section A���� something

as simple as shaky hands� These local extrema can be of varying height� mak�

ing them more di�cult for conventional algorithms to overcome�

The rounding problem is due to the discrete resolution of hardware such

as graphics tablets used to capture handwriting� The problem occurs when

the actual handwriting path travels directly between two neighbouring pixels�

As a result the tablet must �round� the pen tip location to the nearest pixel�

Occasionally� slight variations in pen tip pressure cause the rounding to be

done to a di�erent pixel� Figure A�� shows an example of this� The resulting

handwriting path then looks �to the system� like that shown in Figure A���b�



Figure A��� Situations like this are the result of the limited resolution of

the hardware used to capture a stream� The black line represents the actual

value of the stream and the black dots represent the recorded value� Time is

represented on the horizontal axis� This situation typically arises when the

hardware is a graphics tablet which rounds the position of the pen tip to the

nearest pixel� but also comes up with 	say� temperature observations when the

actual temperature is rounded to the nearest tenth of a degree for recording�

or Figure A���c��

A�� The Algorithm

The algorithm itself is quite compact� It requires very little stored data �four

integers�� no search tree and is implemented via a series of comparisons done

while traversing the surface of the feature space� Additionally� this algorithm

is only executed when a potential extremum is encountered so the a�ect on

the e�ciency of the overall system is slight�

The main di�erence between this algorithm and others is that it examines�

primarily� the width �or perhaps more accurately the consistency or duration�

of the minima� Most other algorithms �such as convolution and thresholding�

place more weight on the depth of the minima� The use of the term width here

di�ers slightly from an intuitive understanding of the width of a valley� The

width of a valley is perhaps best explained by considering the initial valley

downslope and the following upslope separately� Once these two values are

found� the width of the valley is simply the minimum of the individual widths�

The width of a slope is de
ned as the number of �steps� encountered in its

traversal� A step in a downslope refers to a decrease in height below the value

of the current minimum� The more of these decreases there are� the larger the



Figure A��� A �nite state machine expressing the EC algorithm� The move�

ments between vertices 	states� are de�ned by the comparison between points

in the input stream and the comparisons are included on the edges in the

diagram� Additionally there are actions to be performed when vertices are

reached � these are also included in the diagram�

number of steps�

The operation of the EC algorithm is illustrated graphically in the 
nite

state machine in Figure A��� The remainder of this section contains textual

descriptions to accompany the illustration�

Figure A�� illustrates an example of step and width calculation� Steps

have been de
ned as movements in the direction of a particular extremum �

for example� in Figure A�� the movement between time � � and time � ��

time � � and time � �� time � � and time � � and time � � and time � �

each constitute a single step� The term �backward steps� is now also de
ned

as movements away from the extremum� For example� in Figure A��� the

movement between time � � and time � � as well as between time � � and

time � �� can be thought of as taking a backward step� A tolerance para�

meter determines how many backward steps are accepted before the algorithm



Figure A��� An illustration of step and width calculation� Valid steps occur

between time points � and �� � and �� � and � and � and �� Backward steps

occur between time points � and �� as well as between � and ���

terminates�

Upon termination we have the value for the width of the slope� Tolerance

then becomes a signi
cant factor as it represents the amount of time spent

looking for a �better� extremum before giving up and accepting the one we

have� If the location of this extremum is the only information sought �as is

often the case� depending on the application�� the goal has been achieved and

the algorithm ends� If� however� the width of the entire valley is sought �as in

the application described in Section A����� then the search for the top of the

post�valley upslope takes place� starting from the valley �oor�

The width of the entire valley then is the minimum of the width values of

the downslope and the upslope� It is important to take the minimum because

otherwise a very large downslope with a very small upslope would erroneously

appear as a very large valley� For example� see Figure A���

With the width of the valley obtained it is then just a matter of setting a

threshold on which width sizes will be considered large enough to constitute

a genuine valley �and similarly for peaks�� In the experimentation performed

the most successful technique for setting this threshold was trial�and�error�



Figure A��� An illustration of a large downslope with a small upslope� The

minimum indicated by ��� is more likely the result of noise than a genuine

valley and should be ignored 	that is� it is necessary to take the minimum of

the upslope and the downslope� rather than the sum or average�� The better

minimum would be that indicated by ����

The 
nal phase in experimentation was to try to take both the height�depth

of an extremum and its width value into account� re�ecting the kind of ap�

proach used in other areas of signal processing� It was hoped that this would

give an even more accurate account of �true� extrema� The simplest and most

successful method of combination was to simply take the product of the valley

width and depth �or height�� The result of this was that deeper valleys were

now considered �better� minima than shallow valleys with similar width� which

intuitively seems like a more desirable a�ect� In the experiments conducted�

this approach consistently provided the best overall results�

Section A�� describes three projects in which the EC algorithm has been

successfully implemented� Subsection A���� in particular presents a detailed

comparison of the accuracy and execution speed of this algorithm versus other

approaches such as convolution�

A�� Successful Applications

It is worth noting at this point that the algorithm presented in Section A�� is

used as a pre�processing 
lter� the output of which serves as input to another



stage �for example� a signature veri
cation system�� The only real way that

success of the EC algorithm is measured is by evaluating the success of the

resulting application as a whole�

This section discusses three of the application areas in which the EC al�

gorithm has been successfully applied�

A���� Direction Based Handwritten Signature Veri�ca�

tion

This was the 
rst project to bene
t from the application of the EC algorithm�

It involved the design and development of a dynamic handwritten signature

veri
cation system ����� It was an extension of the work in ���� and� at its most

basic level� tracked the direction of the pen�tip when performing a signature�

Peaks and valleys �maxima and minima� were detected in both the horizontal

and vertical directions� ordered and converted into a character string �see ����

and ���� for more detail��

The initial attempt at the valley �minima� detection was to implement

a naive gradient�descent algorithm� The gradient�descent approach simply

traverses in the direction of decreasing �or equal� value until the point where a

greater value is encountered� This previous �lowest� point is then deemed to be

the minimum �note that as the surface is one�dimensional there is no choice as

to which direction to take when traversing�� The problem with this approach

was that periodically there was noise introduced into the stream producing

�false� extrema� Additionally there was a problem with the �rounding� of

the pen�tip location to the nearest pixel in the hardware device which also

produced false valleys and peaks �see Figure A���� The result therefore was

that the character string often became somewhat mis�representative of the

signature� degrading the e�ciency of the system as a whole�

The initial overall error rate �sum of false rejection and false acceptance

rates� for the developed system was ���� This was improved dramatically to

��� with the implementation of the EC algorithm to better detect the valleys

and peaks� Speci
cally the false rejection rate �the proportion of genuine

signatures rejected as forgeries� was improved from ��� to ��� and the false

acceptance rate �forgeries accepted as genuine signatures� was improved from

��� to ����

In other attempts to improve the error rates� two other algorithms were im�

plemented� simple removal of �small� valleys or peaks �called �thresholding��



and basic convolution prior to gradient�descent�hill�climbing� Thresholding

simply involved determining the absolute vertical distance �in pixels� between

the location of the peak and the location of the preceding valley �that is� the

depth of a valley or height of a peak�� If this distance was below a speci
ed

threshold then that peak was ignored and the traversal continued in the same

direction�

Examples of situations in which thresholding was successful can be seen

in Figure A���b� and Figure A���c� and possibly Figure A���d�� However� the

overall performance of this algorithm �in terms of error rate� was quite poor�

The reason for this� it seems� is that the depth of a valley alone� while obviously

containing some information� is not the best indicator of its validity �at least in

this environment�� but rather the consistency or duration is most important�

Simulated annealing is another option considered useful in avoiding local

extrema� Simulated annealing involves the system �jumping ahead� some ran�

dom distance when an extremum is encountered to try to 
nd a �better�

extremum ������ While this is very e�ective in some domains� it was envisaged

that simulated annealing would not work well in this environment� The reason

for this was that there are often long periods in which the height remains the

same �plateaus � see Figure A���e�� which can vary greatly in their duration�

Small jumps ahead will work on many occasions� but not in examples such as

this� Large jumps ahead will work in many situations also� but will tend to

jump over smaller details� In the interest of experimentation� a modi
ed simu�

lated annealing algorithm from ����� was implemented which jumped forward

to try to 
nd better extrema� The number and size of jumps were limited by

threshold values� which were optimized through trial�and�error� As expected�

the unsuitability of this approach was re�ected in the poor error rate of �����

Convolution is considered as perhaps the most useful method of �smoothing

out� or �averaging� one�o� �bumps� or random noise while attempting to

preserve those extrema which are truly indicative of the pen�tip direction�

The basic idea behind convolution is that a window of some 
nite length

�convolution matrices are possible in environments of higher dimensionality�

is scanned across the stream of values ������ The output pixel is the weighted

sum or weighted average of the input pixels within the window where the

weights can be adjusted to perform various 
ltering tasks � when smoothing is

performed the weights are generally all set to one� After the stream of input

was convoluted the hill�climbing�gradient�descent approach was used to obtain

the extrema� Convolution can be expressed as the following 
nite sum where r



Technique Error Rate

Simple Hill Climbing ���

Thresholding ����

Simulated Annealing ����

Convolution and Hill Climbing ���

EC ���

Convolution and EC ���

EC �width � height� ���

Table A��� Error rates using various methods of overcoming local extrema in

a speci�c signature veri�cation environment� If there are parameters involved

in the operation 	such as convolution window size� then the parameters which

produced the lowest overall error rates were used to generate the results�

represents the input array� s represents the output array and n is the window

size�

s�i� �
�

n

	i�	n��

X
j�	i�	n��



r�j�

Multiple attempts were made with convolution using window sizes varying

from size one �the trivial case� up to 
fty� with the optimal window size �that

which resulted in the lowest error rate over the entire signature database� found

to be 
ve� Experiments were also conducted with the number of iterations of

convolution performed� acknowledging the possibility that the 
rst convolution

run didn	t smooth out all of the irrelevant extrema and further iterations were

necessary� The best overall results were obtained using a single iteration of

convolution with the results progressively deteriorating with further iterations�

indicating that some of the true extrema were being incorrectly smoothed out�

There was also some experimentation with combining both convolution

and the EC algorithm� The stream was 
rstly convoluted and then the EC

algorithm was used to detect the extrema� This proved to be more successful

than convolution with hill�climbing but less successful that EC alone� The

reason for this is most probably related to convolution smoothing out small

but meaningful extrema�

Table A�� summarises the error rates of the implemented approaches when

they are used in the signature veri
cation system presented in ����� As can be

seen the EC algorithm is superior in this environment�



The other advantage of the EC algorithm over convolution is execution

speed� In a real time application like signature veri
cation� execution speed

can become a serious issue� In order to perform convolution an entire extra

layer of computation is required� as convolution of the raw data must be done

prior to obtaining the extrema� whereas with the EC algorithm the checking

is done at the same time as the search for extrema� Additionally� convolution

can become expensive using a large window or with a large raw data size �for

example� a typical data size in the application described in Section A���� is

over ������ entries��

Practical experimentation with the signature veri
cation system has found

that convolution causes an average slowdown of ����� �depending on system

parameters�� The number of extra calculations required in the EC algorithm

compared to naive hill�climbing is quite small with the slowdown in this ap�

plication experimentally found to be less than ��

A���� Velocity Based Handwritten Word Veri�cation

The EC algorithm was also used in a handwritten password veri
cation system

����� The 
rst step in this system �as well as many other handwriting based

systems like character recognition� for example ������ was to segment the writ�

ing stream into its conceptually signi
cant or constituent parts� commonly

known as strokes� The strokes are continuous �pen�down� segments of writing

bounded by consecutive minima in the pen�tip velocity� The approach then is

to extract properties of these strokes and model these properties using� say� a

hidden Markov model or neural network�

An approach along these lines was presented previously in ���� and it also

made successful use of the EC algorithm� The most naive method of obtaining

the velocity minima is a basic gradient�descent algorithm� This was seen as

an obvious application area for the EC algorithm and it was implemented im�

mediately� A simple gradient�descent implementation was also performed for

comparative purposes�

Using basic gradient�descent as the means of segmentation produced a total

error rate of of ��� for password veri
cation compared with ���� using EC

with width only� and ���� when using EC with the product of width and

height to do the segmentation�



A���� Physiology Research � Tracking Fluctuations in

Infant Face Temperature

This physiological research project� initially appearing in ������ was another ap�

plication which made successful use of the EC algorithm� This project involved

examining �uctuating infant facial temperatures and detecting the exact loc�

ation of temperature maxima� Without going into excessive detail regarding

medical aspects of the project� it is theorized that a climax of increasing facial

temperature closely correlates with other physiological episodes�

Initially developed software implemented a simple hill climbing approach to

determine the location �in time� of the temperature maxima� These times were

correlated with the nearest occurrence of a particular physiological episode and

the correlation value� or p�value� was ������ That is� the relationship was not

signi
cant�

Subsequently the EC algorithm �using width and height� was implemented

to detect the temperature maxima� The same method of correlation detection

was used and the p�value was improved to ����� �highly statistically signi
c�

ant�� These results would seem to indicate that the EC algorithm is providing

a more accurate estimate of the true temperature maxima�

A�
 Future Work

There are two main areas of future work� Firstly� as EC is representable as a


nite automaton� a focus will be to formally characterise the class of problems

for which EC is most applicable� The other main area of future work is to

explore the possibility of adapting the algorithm to multi�dimensional space

where it would be interesting to examine its utility in �say� traversing error

surfaces for more e�ective neural network training�

A�� Conclusion

This appendix has presented a novel local minima and maxima avoidance

algorithm for application in specialised domains� This algorithm involves ex�

amining the behaviour surrounding a local extremum and deciding whether it

represents a true extremum�

The most notable algorithmic di�erence between this and other classical

iterative improvement approaches is that the EC algorithm examines the width



or consistency of an extremummore so than the actual height or depth� Short�

lived� high peaks can be encountered in many typical situations �such as noisy

environments or due to hardware inaccuracies� and can cause problems with

system accuracy� The EC algorithm is far less susceptible to these situations

than hill climbing� convolution� thresholding etc� and tends to produce higher

quality results�

It has been shown that this algorithm can be applied in various practical

iterative improvement situations� Three speci
c full�scale applications have

been discussed in this appendix and a comparison performed between the EC

algorithm and hill�climbing� convolution� thresholding and simulated anneal�

ing� The EC algorithm has resulted in notable improvement over the other

approaches in all three situations�



Appendix B

Signature Similarity Via Edit

Distance

This appendix contains a brief discussion of a simple and e�cient similarity

measure for handwritten signatures� The primary use of this approach in the

application described in this dissertation is as a means of rapidly processing

a body of signatures �typically genuine signatures from a signature database�

and extracting those that are most similar to a given reference signature� These

extracted signatures then act as negative examples �attempted forgeries� for

the purpose of system training�

Some of the elements involved in the similarity algorithm can be re�used

from other processing already performed �such as signature segmentation�� so

the approach is quite e�cient� The steps involved in the comparison process

are as follows�

�� Segment the handwriting into a series of velocity�based �strokes�� Most

researchers consider conceptually signi
cant segments of a signature to be

delimited by consecutive minima in the pen�tip velocity ������ The only

di�erence in the approach described here is that the detection of velocity

minima is performed using the EC algorithm described in Appendix A�

Figure B�� illustrates a portion of a signature that has been segmented�

�� Once the handwritten sample is segmented into a series of strokes� each

stroke is examined to determine the �net direction�� The net direction

of a stroke is found by placing the start�point of the stroke at the origin

of a cartesian plane and observing the quadrant in which the end�point

lies �see Figure B���� This observation �represented as a single charac�

ter� is appended to an observation sequence that will later be used in

���



Figure B��� A portion of a signature that has been segmented� The crosses on

the diagram represent stroke start and
or end points�

Figure B��� The start�point of each stroke is placed at the origin and the

quadrant in which the end�point lies is recorded as the observation� The line

appearing in the �gure in quadrant A represents a stroke extracted from a

handwritten word�

the comparison� Additionally� if a pen�up event is encountered while

processing the handwriting sample� a pen�up symbol �arbitrarily chosen

as the character T� is appended to the sequence�

�� Finally� in an attempt to incorporate the length of time spent in a partic�

ular state� the observation symbol is repeated a number of times based

on the stroke duration �it is appended to the sequence every twenty�
fth

of a second or part thereof�� A particularly long stroke 
nishing in quad�

rant A� for example� would result in a series of A	s in the observation

sequence�

This approach then is actually capturing the basic shape of the handwrit�

ing as well as including some sense of timing and velocity in the observation

sequence�

At the end of the process� the observation sequence is a character string



representing the nature of the handwritten signature� Two signatures can

therefore be compared by comparing only their character strings� and this can

be done using any string edit distance algorithm� Experimentation included

implementation of theWagner�Fischer metric ����� as well as the di� dynamic

programming algorithm ����� The di� algorithm had the advantage in terms

of memory requirements� execution speed and resulting error rate so is used

as the string distance metric in this similarity measure calculation�
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